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About Us
Founded in 2014, Aperio Intelligence is a specialist,
independent corporate intelligence firm, headquartered
in London. Collectively our team has decades of
experience in undertaking complex investigations and
intelligence analysis. We speak over twenty languages inhouse, including all major European languages, as well
as Russian, Arabic, Farsi, Mandarin and Cantonese.
We have completed more than 3,000 assignments over
the last three years, involving some 150 territories. Our
client base includes a broad range of leading
international financial institutions, law firms and
multinationals.

Our role is to help identify and understand financial crime,
integrity and reputational risks, which can arise from a lack
of knowledge of counterparties or local jurisdictions,
enabling our clients to make better informed decisions.
Our due diligence practice helps clients comply with antibribery and corruption, anti-money laundering and other
relevant financial crime legislation, such as sanctions
compliance, or the evaluation of tax evasion or sanctions
risks. Our services support the on-boarding, periodic or
retrospective review of clients or third parties.
Our investigations practice advises clients in a wide range
of complex disputes and other contentious matters,
including complex cross-border asset tracing claims,
litigation support, internal investigations, market
intelligence, supply chain analysis and country risk
assessments.
Our team has specialist knowledge of and access to a very
broad range of public and proprietary data sources, as well
as a longstanding network of reliable, informed local
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contacts, cultivated over decades, who support us regularly
in undertaking local enquiries on a confidential and discreet
basis. As a specialist provider of corporate intelligence, we
source information and undertake research to the highest
legal and ethical standards. Our independence means we
avoid potential conflicts of interest that can affect larger
organisations.
We work on a “Client First” basis, founded on a strong
commitment to quality control, confidentiality and respect
for time constraints. We offer robust, cost-effective
solutions, providing our clients with work of the highest
quality at favourable rates.
Please do not hesitate to get in touch with us if you would
like to know more about Aperio’s services or discuss how
we might be able to help you:

Email info@aperio-intelligence.com or find out
more at: aperio-intelligence.com
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INTRODUCTION
Welcome to the February issue of the Financial Crime Digest. To receive the publication direct to your inbox every month, please
sign up here. We are currently developing an online platform, which provides more comprehensive coverage of financial crime
developments. If you would like more information on the new platform or our services please email info@aperio-intelligence.com
Aperio Intelligence’s next webinar ‘Fraud Trends in the Pandemic: Challenges for Business’ will take place at 13.00 on 10 March.
Hosted by Aperio’s Director of Investigations, Paul Doran, our panel of guest speakers will share their views on how the pandemic
has created opportunities for fraud in the corporate sphere and more widely. Please register your interest here.
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Countering financial crime with the help of AI
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Aperio Intelligence webinar on Fraud Trends in
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Fraud Initiative closes
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UK consultation on digital identity and trust
framework closes

UK consultation on the regulatory approach to
cryptoassets and stablecoins closes
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REPORTS AND SPEECHES

OECD publishes report on professional enablers
of tax and white-collar crimes
According to the OECD, the targeting of

implementation of a professional

professional enablers can play an

enablers’ strategy should be

important role in addressing financial

established. Countries are also advised

crime by reducing the “accessibility of

to implement multi-disciplinary

sophisticated means” of committing

prevention and disruption strategies,

these crimes. Additionally, the report

while ensuring the effective exchange

points out that the risk created by such

of information.

enablers to society is visible during the

The Organisation for Economic
Cooperation and Development’s
(OECD) Task Force on Tax Crime and
Other Crimes published on 25 February
its latest report on professional
enablers of tax and white-collar
crimes, which notes that even though
most professionals are law-abiding and
play an important role in compliance, a
small portion of them knowingly
facilitate crime.

Covid-19 pandemic and is related to the

A set of frequently asked questions

perpetration of fraudulent access to

(FAQs) was issued on the same day.

pandemic support funding.

The report’s findings will be discussed
during the forthcoming OECD Global

In order to tackle the vulnerabilities, the

Anti-Corruption and Integrity Forum,

OECD calls on countries to ensure that

due to take place on 23-25 March.

tax crime investigators can identify
perpetrators and that they are aware of

OECD press release

the risks associated with professional
enablers. Additionally, they must ensure

OECD report

that law enforcement have the
necessary tools to identify perpetrators

OECD FAQs

and the authority to prosecute and
sanction them, while a lead person and
agency responsible for overseeing the

UK Pensions Regulator investigating fraud cases
The Executive Director of the UK’s

fraudsters believed to have left the

the committee on pensions fraud.

Pensions Regulator (TPR) Nicola

country under the TPR’s extradition

During the session, she noted that the

Parish announced on 9 February that

powers. During a UK Parliament Work

scale of pensions fraud in the UK is

the UK public body is conducting seven

and Pensions Committee hearing on 6

likely to be significantly higher than

investigations into 52 suspected

January, Parish indicated that the TPR

Action Fraud statistics.

long-term savings fraud schemes

is looking into 82 schemes, with the

totalling over £55 million.

scale of the alleged fraud amounting to

TPR Talks – Episode 1

more than £54 million.
The figures were presented during the

Committee oral evidence t...

watchdog’s first podcast, which also set

Parish was among four officials

out how the regulator plans to identify

summoned to give oral evidence before

3

TPR written evidence (Sep...
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UN High-Level Panel on financial accountability
and transparency publishes final report
The FACTI panel found that the lack of

Pakistan’s Prime Minister Imran Khan

a “single body tasked with global

suggested that the UN should negotiate

coordination” makes tackling tax crime,

“new international tax cooperation and

money laundering (ML), terrorist

anti-money laundering legal

financing (TF) and corruption difficult, in

instruments” and establish a UN-level

particular in developing countries. The

“coordination, adjudication, and

panel suggests creating an

mediation mechanism” to detect IFFs.

International Compact on Implementing

The UN High-Level Panel on
International Financial Accountability,
Transparency and Integrity for
Achieving the 2030 Agenda for
Sustainable Development (FACTI)
launched on 25 February its final
report, which includes 14
recommendations to close loopholes in
the global financial system that enable
2.7 percent of global gross domestic
product to be laundered annually and
up to $650 billion lost to haven
countries every year.

FATF is currently
discussing revisions
to its BO
requirements,
including
introducing the
obligation to make
BO information
publicly available

4

Financial Integrity for Sustainable

Financial Action Task Force (FATF)

Development, a Centre for Monitoring

President Marcus Pleyer stated during

Taxing Rights, as well as inclusive

the event that countries do not

intergovernmental bodies on tax

necessarily need to adopt new

matters and ML.

standards to address IFFs, but must
effectively implement the current FATF

At the same time, the panel proposes a

recommendations. Additionally, he

global pact on financial integrity for

emphasised that countries need to

sustainable development based on

consider solutions for ensuring the

national priorities, a UN tax convention

effective supervision of professional

with universal participation, and a

ML/TF enablers, especially lawyers,

global minimum corporate tax

when self-regulation proves ineffective.

agreement. In addition, FACTI suggests
adopting common international

Pleyer stated that countries should be

standards for settlement in

able to cross-check BO information,

cross-border corruption cases and for

while underlining that FATF cannot ask

financial, legal, accounting, and other

its member states to introduce publicly

relevant professionals, while

available BO registries because they

encouraging all countries to create

have different data protection

publicly available beneficial ownership

frameworks. The watchdog is currently

(BO) registries on all “legal vehicles”.

discussing revisions to its BO
requirements, including introducing the

During the launch event, Economic and

obligation to make BO information

Social Council President Munir Akram

publicly available and enhancing

underlined that all haven countries

cross-border information exchange.

must “unconditionally and
expeditiously” return stolen assets and

FACTI report

eliminate national laws allowing them
to receive illicit financial flows (IFFs),

FACTI launching event pag...

hold enablers accountable, and create a
“value system” for all financial
transactions.

UN news article
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Kalifa FinTech review proposes strategy to
maintain UK’s leading role in financial innovation
pro-competition mandate, which has

emerging technology, maintaining

helped FinTech organisations test

FinTech’s status as an integral part

innovative solutions, through the launch

of trade policy, establishing a Digital

of the world’s first digital sandbox, as

Economy Taskforce (DET) to ensure

well as the establishment of the Bank

alignment, and ensuring that

of England and the FCA’s ‘New Bank

FinTech forms an integral part of

Start-up Unit’, which provides further

the UK's trade policy

support and advice to firms in order for
them to gain a banking licence.

Investment – unlocking capital to
create a £1 billion ‘Growth Fund’,

An independent review led by Ron
Kalifa OBE identifying key focus areas
to support the UK’s FinTech sector was
published on 26 February. The review
provides a series of proposals to help
the UK maintain its leading position in
FinTech, particularly considering the
challenges created by increased
competition, Brexit and the Covid-19
pandemic.
Statistics presented in the report show
that the UK FinTech market generates
£11 billion in annual revenue, with UK
FinTech investment totalling £2.9 billion
in 2020, which was “more than the next
five European countries combined”.
However, the paper also outlines key
threats to the UK’s position as a leader
in the FinTech sector, noting that
overseas regulators looking to follow
the lead on innovation are replicating
the UK’s approach to FinTech, that
Brexit has created regulatory
uncertainty in areas relevant to FinTech,
and the pandemic has accelerated
digital adoption globally.
The review, requested by the Chancellor
of the Exchequer in 2020, commends
the UK authorities’ efforts to support
new FinTech firms and ensure an

The paper sets out
a five-point plan of
recommendations,
including a
“scalebox” to
support firms
focusing on scaling
technology

global family of indices, and
expanding research and
development (R&D) tax credits
Skills – ensuring FinTech has a rich
pool of domestic and international
talent in the UK, through providing
access to courses, supporting
FinTech scale-ups to offer
embedded work placements to
further education and higher
education students and kickstarters

The paper sets out a five-point plan of

International attractiveness and

recommendations, including

competitiveness – delivering an

implementing a “scalebox” which would

international action plan, launching

support firms focusing on scaling

an international ‘FinTech credential

innovative technology, through the

portfolio’ (FCP), and driving

enhancement of the regulatory sandbox

international collaboration through

and making permanent the digital

the launch of an international

sandbox environment designed by the

FinTech taskforce

FCA. According to the review, the
continuation of the digital sandbox pilot

National connectivity – maintaining

would facilitate the assembly of a

the UK’s position as a FinTech hub

coalition on small and medium-sized

through leveraging the output of

businesses (SME) finance, open

FinTechs across the country and

finance, and digital ID, which would

facilitating connectivity between

contribute significantly to developing

these firms

proofs of concept for new FinTech
products in the UK.

UK government notice

Other recommendations include

UK government press relea...

effective regulatory environment. In
relation to this, the review recalls the

Policy and regulations – delivering

Financial Conduct Authority’s (FCA)

new regulatory frameworks for

5

enhancing sector visibility with a

Kalifa review
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UK FCA publishes approach to authorising and
supervising international firms
The UK’s Financial Conduct Authority

Higher incidents of consumer harm are

whole entity, including its UK and

(FCA) published on 3 February its final

expected to occur with an international

overseas offices.

approach to the authorisation and

firm subject to recurring factors such as

supervision of international firms

inadequate management of conflicts of

The approach document clarifies that

seeking to provide regulated financial

interest, deficient anti-financial crime

the 1,500 EEA firms under the UK’s TPR

services on the UK market, including

controls or poor cybersecurity

regime will be allowed to continue their

EEA firms currently placed in the

arrangements.

UK business within the scope of their

Temporary Permissions Regime (TPR).

existing passporting permissions for a
Concurrently, the FCA published a

limited time. The FCA expects that

In the approach document, the FCA

feedback statement in relation to its

many of these companies will seek full

sets out the factors to be considered

September 2020 consultation paper

UK authorisation to be able to operate

when assessing international firms

(CP) 20/20 on international firms, which

in the longer term. In the absence of a

against the minimum standards of

clarifies that overseas entities will be

TPR passport or permanent

authorisation, and the circumstances in

assessed on a case-by-case basis, will

authorisation, an EEA firm may use the

which international firms could pose

be authorised “if they can meet the

Financial Services Contract Regime to

higher risks than UK companies due to

relevant conditions for authorisation”

complete existing UK contracts.

their structure and types of operation.

and may be subject to “limitations or
requirements where appropriate”. The

The FCA confirms that the risks related

FCA expects firms seeking

to financial crime will be considered

authorisation to have an active place of

when assessing international firms,

business in the UK to enable effective

alongside other risks that are relevant

supervision. In addition, the

to the firm’s sector and business model.

authorisation process will cover the

FCA press release
FCA publication notice
FCA approach to internati...

UK quarterly data on strategic export controls
The UK's Export Control Joint Unit

were down from 75 to 63 compared to

combined value of one SIEL related to

(ECJU) published on 8 February a

the previous quarter, while only one

information security equipment granted

quarterly report on export licensing

standard individual trade control licence

to the US accounted for 89 percent of

decisions issued between 1 July and

(SITCLs) of 37 licence applications was

the total value of all licences.

30 September 2020, noting a 1.6

rejected. All eight requests for global

percent increase in standard individual

project licences (GPLs) were granted.

export licences (SIELs) compared to
the previous quarter.

licencing statistics related to data
The UK government notes that,

collected from July 2015 onwards have

although the numbers of rejected SIELs,

been updated.

According to the ECJU, more than 97

SITCLs and OIELs tends to be much

percent of the 2,847 SIELs decisions

lower than those issued, SIEL refusals

made during the reporting period were

consistently exceed other licence types

favourable, while 2.4 percent of

by around 58 refusals per quarter on

requests were denied. Decisions on

average. The ECJU report finds that

open individual export licences (OIELs)

between July and September 2020 the

6

Concurrently, all annual and quarterly

UK strategic export contr...
Report for July – Septemb...
Commentary on quarterly r...
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UN Panel of Experts on Mali midterm report
The United Nations Panel of Experts on

Mauritania in October 2020. Separately,

UNSC asset freezing regime, the Panel

Mali submitted on 17 February its

former chief of staff of the Malian army

raised its concerns regarding five

midterm report, which covers the main

Keba Sangaré, who has repeatedly

sanctioned individuals with 12

political and security developments

violated the sanctions regime, was

Mali-based financial institutions.

since September 2020, noting that

purportedly named governor of the

According to information provided by

individuals banned from travelling

Bougouni city in November 2020.

two banks in response to the request,

pursuant to United Nations Security

no accounts belonging to the

Council (UNSC) resolution 2374 (2017)

In addition, Mohamed Ousmane Ag

continued trips to Mauritania.

Mohamedoune, a key politician listed by

designated individuals were identified.

the UNSC in December 2018, was

The Mali sanctions regime established

The Panel found that Member of

purportedly appointed as a member of

pursuant to UNSC resolution 2374

Parliament Mohamed Ould Mataly, who

the National Transition Council, while

(2017) was last renewed on 31 August

was designated for threatening the

Ahmoudou Ag Asriw, who is known for

2020. The Panel of Experts is expected

implementation of the Agreement of

his role in the Groupe autodéfense

to submit its final report by 15 August.

Peace and Reconciliation, and

touareg Imghad et allies (GATIA),

Mohamed Ben Ahmed Mahri, known for

allegedly continued to play a key role in

supporting or financing sanctioned

commanding troops in the Aguelhok

entities Al-Mourabitoun and the

region.

UNSC press release (1 Mar...

Plateforme through organised crime

Following the authorities’ failure to

UNSC resolution 2541 (202...

activities, purportedly travelled to

respond to several inquiries on the

UN Panel of Experts repor...

Mouvement Arab pour l’Azawad

Eurojust issues report on environmental crime
In a report released on 5 February,

prioritise cases and obtain more

The European Commission’s latest

Eurojust stated that two thirds of

resources, while financial investigations

evaluation of the implementation of

environmental crime cases involve

should target the recovery of criminal

Directive 2008/99/EC on the protection

organised crime, fraud, forgery, or

proceeds. Additionally, the report calls

of the environment through criminal law

money laundering which, if detected,

for the harmonised interpretation of

found that more could be done to

are given a central role in criminal

environmental law across the EU, with

clarify the definitions of environmental

proceedings. In contrast, Eurojust

penalties that are dissuasive.

crime, while the enforcement of

claims that environmental crimes are

penalties in practice remains deficient.

not being investigated and prosecuted

The findings are based on cases

thoroughly enough.

handled by Eurojust between 2014 and

Eurojust press release

2018. According to the figures, most
According to Eurojust, authorities

environmental crime cases were linked

should pursue the detection and

to illegal trafficking in waste and wildlife

investigation of organised crime in

species, as well as pollution crime.

connection with environmental crime to

7

Eurojust report
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UN report on human rights in North Korea
The UN Office of the High

Rights Michelle Bachelet called on

accountability through identification

Commissioner for Human Rights

DPRK authorities to take prompt action

and seizure of illegal assets of

(OHCHR) published on 2 February a

against crimes such as forced labour,

individuals and entities responsible for

report on human rights violations in the

torture, enslavement, sexual abuse and

the alleged offences.

Democratic People’s Republic of Korea

extermination, and requested the

(DPRK), which finds reasonable

investigation and prosecution of such

evidence that crimes against humanity

activities as a matter of urgency. The

are being committed in the country.

report notes that the OHCHR continues

UN press release
OHCHR press release

to seek accountability for human rights
The UN Commissioner for Human

violations, including financial

UNHCR report

UN report on Da'esh and Al-Qaida evaluates
impact of sanctions on terrorist activity
The United Nations Security Council

fraudulent personal protective

counterfeited, locally manufactured,

(UNSC) Committee on ISIL, Al-Qaida

equipment and medicines. Although

and custom-modified arms and

and associated individuals, groups,

Iraq and Syria remain the primary core

imported thermal optics. Meanwhile, an

undertakings and entities published on

of ISIL, the report notes the spread of

increase in the use of imported

3 February a report issued by the

terrorism in West Africa and the

commercial radio-controlled

Analytical Support and Sanctions

Mozambican region of Cabo Delgado.

transmitters and passive infrared

Monitoring Team, which assesses the

switches for building explosive devices

impact of UNSC resolutions 2199 of

The Monitoring Team also notes that it

2015 and 2462 of 2019 on terrorist

received information that international

financing (TF). The report has been

criminal networks and ISIL are

At the same time, member states have

issued pursuant to UNSC resolution

engaging in smuggling cultural property

purportedly raised concerns related to

2368 of 2017, which requires the

from conflict zones, which are often

the UN Consolidated List, specifically

Sanctions Monitoring Team to submit a

assigned artificially low or highly

about the lack of identifiers, the

report every six months.

inflated values, purportedly involving

possible misspelling of names, the

money laundering.

absence of biometric information, and

The report notes that ISIL cells located

was reported.

the reluctance of some states to share

in both Syria and Iraq hold sufficient

In regard to sanctions, the report finds

information, while similar concerns

funds to support insurgent activity and

that many listed individuals remain in

about possible omissions and gaps

continue to raise money through

their current locations due to Covid-19

have been raised about Interpol-UNSC

extortion, harassment, and kidnapping,

related travel restrictions, suggesting

special notices.

as well as via informal foreign financial

that the UNSC should introduce an

networks, the formal banking sector,

obligation for member states to

The report includes updates on

and unregistered money service

annually submit information on the

litigation related to individuals and

businesses. Additionally, the report

implementation of asset-freezing and

entities on the ISIL and Al-Qaida

finds that the closure of borders due to

exemption measures. Additionally, a

sanctions list.

the Covid-19 pandemic has impacted

sustained supply of arms and materials

the use of cash couriers, underlining the

to terrorist organisations was reported,

involvement of ISIL supporters in selling

with an increase in the number of

8
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OECD Global Forum assesses tax transparency
and exchange of information efforts in 2020
The OECD Global Forum on

EOI. The paper focuses on the activities

the Global Forum by three

Transparency and Exchange of

organised by the Global Forum in 2020.

members, while three additional

Information for Tax Purposes
published on 17 February the latest

states committed to start

Key activities include

assessment of its capacity-building

implementing AEOI standards by
September 2023

programme related to promoting the

Fifty-two jurisdictions received

exchange of information on request

assistance in implementing the

Eleven jurisdictions signed the

(EOIR) and automatic exchange of

EOIR standard, while 35 countries

Convention on Mutual

financial account information (AEOI)

received assistance in

Administrative Assistance in Tax

standards to tackle tax evasion and

implementing the AEOI standard

Matters (MAAC) and eight others

illicit financial flows.

deposited instruments of
Technical assistance was offered to

Building on the Secretariat’s 2017 plan

70 jurisdictions, including in the

of action, the capacity-building strategy

context of the African, Latin

launched in December 2020 comprises

America and Pacific Initiatives

three pillars: raising awareness, building
knowledge and skills, and supporting

ratification
OECD press release
OECD report

An increase in the membership of

the implementation and effective use of

Eurojust publishes report on human trafficking
The European Union Agency for

teams (JITs) to help identify and

evidence and take the appropriate

Criminal Justice Cooperation

interview victims, and track illicit

measures in order to dismantle the

(Eurojust) published on 23 February a

proceeds, including investments in

criminal group

report on its trafficking in human

cryptocurrencies, which were laundered

beings (THB) casework, which notes

through intermediaries and companies

Financial investigations should

that all 405 cases referred to Eurojust

registered in third countries through

prioritise the confiscation of illicit

between January 2017 and July 2019

international bank accounts.

assets obtained from human

were committed by transnational
organised criminal groups, making

trafficking

Key recommendations

them difficult to investigate.

Member states must collect
Law enforcement agencies from all

information on suspicious money

According to Eurojust, THB crimes are

member states are requested to

movements in order to identify the

commonly linked to other offences

cooperate and exchange

names and location of victims

such as money laundering, terrorism,

information before bringing a THB

swindling and fraud, extortion, drugs

case to Eurojust to swiftly initiate

Member states should take into

and arms trafficking and child sexual

criminal proceedings against

consideration the particularities of

exploitation.

suspects and identify the victims

THB cases involving child victims

The report presents a series of case

The identification of a criminal

studies which required the

organisation must lead to additional

establishment of joint investigation

joint efforts to collect relevant

9

Eurojust press release
Eurojust report
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FATF issues follow-up report on Denmark
The Financial Action Task Force (FATF)

FATF states that the procedure is not

In terms of Recommendation 15 on

published on 16 February its third

applicable to persons or entities acting

new technologies, specifically virtual

enhanced follow-up report on

on behalf of or at the direction of

assets (VA) and virtual asset services

Denmark’s progress in addressing the

designated persons or entities where

providers (VASPs), FAFT downgraded

anti-money laundering and countering

such designated person or entity does

Denmark’s rating to “partially

terrorism financing (AML/CTF)

not control the assets of the persons

compliant”, finding “moderate

technical compliance deficiencies

acting on its behalf.

deficiencies” such as the limited scope

identified in its 2017 Mutual Evaluation

of the VA/VASPs regime and

Report (MER). Denmark has been

Additionally, FATF observes Denmark’s

insufficient feedback provided to

re-rated as “largely compliant” with

measures to publish a sector specific

covered VASPs.

five recommendations related to

NPO national risk assessment and to

targeted financial sanctions

supervise the sector, but also to

Meanwhile, Greenland and the Faroe

(Recommendation 6 and 7), non-profit

increase AML/CFT supervision of FIs,

Islands remain “non-compliant” with all

organisations (NPOs)

including by upgrading its risk

five recommendations. Denmark

(Recommendation 8), beneficial

assessment tool.

remains part of the enhanced follow-up

ownership of legal arrangements

process and is now only “partially

(Recommendation 25), and financial

At the same time, FATF took into

institution (FIs) supervision

consideration “minor deficiencies”

(Recommendation 26).

related to the verification of beneficial

compliant” with two recommendations.
FATF press release

ownership information of trusts
FATF notes that Denmark has amended

registered in other EU countries and the

its AML act to introduce a mechanism

requirement for trustees to collect

that obliges freezing the assets of

information on trust agents and service

persons designated by the UN Security

providers.

FATF follow-up report
FATF mutual evaluation re...

Council without delay or prior notice.

CFATF follow-up report on Cayman Islands
The Caribbean Financial Action Task

fully addressed. Minor shortcomings

transparency of beneficial ownership

Force (CFATF) published on 19

remain in four other areas, which were

information, although the recording of

February its second enhanced

re-rated as "largely compliant".

voting rights in limited liability

follow-up report on the Cayman

companies is not among the

Islands’ progress in addressing the

CFATF has downgraded the Cayman

requirements, and took measures to

anti-money laundering and

Islands to "partially compliant" in

ensure financial institutions apply

counter-terrorist financing (AML/CFT)

relation to its work to regulate virtual

enhanced due diligence proportionate

technical deficiencies identified in its

asset service providers (VASPs). At the

to the risks, when requested by FATF.

2019 Mutual Evaluation Report.

time of the re-rating, these entities were
not subject to adequate regulation and

CFATF press release

The report notes that the Cayman

supervision, as the new law had only

Islands has achieved good progress in

just been passed.

CFATF follow-up report

deficiencies and has been re-rated on

In addition, the report finds that

CFATF MER (March 2019)

16 recommendations, of which 11 were

authorities took steps to improve the

addressing the outstanding technical

10
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CFATF publishes follow-up report on Barbados
The Caribbean Financial Action Task

organisations. The report notes that

been downgraded to "partially

Force (CFATF) published on 10

Barbados improved its legislative

compliant", as its legal framework does

February its second enhanced

framework in relation to the forfeiture

not prohibit the disclosure that a

follow-up and technical compliance

and confiscation of the proceeds of

suspicious transaction report or related

re-rating report on Barbados’ progress

crime and enabled its law enforcement

information is being filed with the

in addressing anti-money laundering

authorities to take effective

financial intelligence unit.

and countering terrorist financing

investigative measures on confiscation

(AML/CFT) technical compliance

and provisional measures.

deficiencies identified in its 2018
Mutual Evaluation Report.

Barbados will continue to report to
CFATF on the implementation of its

CFATF downgraded Barbados on FATF

AML/CFT measures.

Recommendation 15 from "compliant"
The report re-rates the country as

to "partially compliant", due to its failure

"compliant" and "largely compliant" with

to conduct an extensive risk

ten recommendations and "partially

assessment of virtual assets and virtual

compliant" with FATF’s

asset service providers. In addition, its

recommendation on non-profit

progress on Recommendation 21 has

Follow-up report on Barba...
CFATF press release
MER Barbados (February 20...

ESAAMLG follow-up report on Uganda
The Eastern and Southern Africa

verification of beneficial ownership of

The report finds that Uganda has not

Anti-Money Laundering Group

legal persons and life insurance related

made sufficient progress to warrant an

(ESAAMLG) published on 22 January

business, but also on reporting

increased rating on FATF

its fifth enhanced follow-up report on

suspicious activity, while the applicable

Recommendations 2, 14, 30 and 40

Uganda’s progress in addressing the

sanctions for violations of TF

related to national cooperation, money

technical compliance deficiencies on

provisions in case of non-governmental

or value transfer services, the

anti-money laundering and countering

organisations are “not dissuasive,

responsibilities of law enforcement and

terrorism financing (AML/CFT)

effective or proportionate enough”.

investigative authorities, and

identified in its 2016 Mutual Evaluation

international cooperation.

Report (MER). Uganda has been

At the same time, the ESAAMLG noted

re-rated as "largely compliant" with

the absence of a mechanism to ensure

Uganda will remain in the enhanced

four FATF recommendations and

that designated non-financial

follow-up process and will continue to

"compliant" with the provisions on

businesses and professions (DNFBPs)

report on its progress.

financial intelligence units (FIUs) and

are advised of concerns about

cash couriers.

weaknesses in the AML/CFT systems

ESAAMLG press release

of other countries and about other tools
According to ESAAMLG, Uganda’s

to identify “in a timely manner” whether

framework continues to have “minor

persons hold or control accounts.

shortcomings” related to the

11
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CFATF mutual evaluation report on Saint Lucia
AML/CFT system through amendments

The need to enhance cooperation

to its legal framework but notes that

between the Financial Intelligence

more remains to be done to improve the

Authority, the Financial Services

country’s technical compliance and

Regulatory Authority and the

risk-based approach. The report

Eastern Caribbean Central Bank to

highlights a low level of understanding

clarify their responsibilities

of terrorist financing (TF) risks and
requires more effective awareness

Cases of ML are effectively

raising activities for detecting and

investigated and prosecuted, but

reporting suspicious activity.

the sanctions imposed so far have
lacked effectiveness

The Caribbean Financial Action Task
Force (CFATF) published on 2 February
its mutual evaluation report (MER) on
Saint Lucia which analyses the
country’s AML/CFT measures, and its
compliance with the 40 Financial
Action Task Force (FATF)
recommendations at the date of the

Key findings
The country needs to assess the
The national risk assessment

ML/TF risks associated with all

completed in March 2019 does not

types of legal entities to ensure

satisfactorily assess vulnerabilities

rigorous beneficial ownership

in relation to the country’s

information

international ML/TF exposure
FATF press release

on-site visit in September 2019.

Saint Lucia needs to enact laws and

CFATF recognises the progress made

against individuals and entities

by Saint Lucia towards strengthening its

regulations regarding sanctions

CFATF MER on Saint Lucia

involved in the proliferation of
weapons of mass destruction

FATF body issues follow-up report on Fiji
The Asia/Pacific Group on Money

Recommendations 6 and 7 pertaining

activities and operations are prohibited

Laundering (APG) published on 2

to the implementation of the UN

and that no related ML/TF risks have

February its fourth follow-up report

Security Council’s terrorist designations

been identified. As a result, VASPs are

assessing Fiji’s progress in addressing

is purportedly ongoing.

not currently expected to become

the anti-money laundering and

reporting entities under the country’s

countering terrorism financing

According to the APG, the latest

(AML/CFT) deficiencies identified in its

amendments to company law are set to

AML/CFT rules.

2016 Mutual Evaluation Report.

increase the transparency of non-profit

Fiji remains part of the enhanced

organisations and to require companies

follow-up process. Its fifth progress

The report notes that Fiji is currently

to maintain beneficial ownership

report is due on 1 October.

finalising a national action plan on

information and records of all

human trafficking and a review of its

individuals that stopped being

national risk assessment focusing on

members in the last seven years.

ML threats. Additionally, a consultation

APG follow-up report

on a draft bill to implement Financial

Fiji reportedly declared that virtual

Action Task Force (FATF)

asset service providers (VASPs)

12
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US DOJ Fraud Section publishes white-collar
crime enforcement statistics for 2020
The US Department of Justice (DOJ) Criminal Division’s

January 2020 and the $2.9 billion resolution with Goldman

Fraud Section released on 24 February its latest annual

Sachs Group in October. In addition, the FCPA Unit charged

report, which highlights that the eight Foreign Corrupt

28 individuals for FCPA related crimes, received 14 guilty

Practices Act (FCPA) settlements concluded in 2020

pleas, and secured one conviction by trial.

resulted in criminal monetary penalties of $2.33 billion, the
highest amount since the unit’s first activity report in 2015.

The Fraud Section’s market integrity and major frauds unit
charged 131 individuals, convicted 54 people and reached

In 2020, the Fraud Section charged 326 individuals, a 32

five corporate resolutions, with criminal amounts reaching

percent decrease compared to the previous year, and

$578 million, a 91 percent increase on 2019 levels. The unit’s

convicted 213, most of which related to healthcare fraud

efforts to combat fraud in connection with the Paycheck

offences. Due to Covid-19 related restrictions, convictions at

Protection Programme resulted in 67 cases involving 97

trial decreased by 57 percent from 37 in 2019 to 16 in 2020.

defendants and the seizure of more than $64 million in illegal

Overall, the Fraud Section’s three litigating units concluded 13

proceeds. In addition to this, the DOJ's healthcare fraud unit

corporate resolutions worth $2.9 billion.

charged 167 individuals compared to 344 in 2019, but the
alleged losses in connection with its prosecutions decreased

In cooperation with international partners, the DOJ Fraud

only slightly to $3.77 billion.

Section took part in anti-bribery corporate resolutions
involving the imposition of $7.84 billion in monetary amounts,

DOJ Fraud Section’s 2020 annual report

including the $3.9 billion settlement with Airbus SE in

US Treasury ready to help scale responsible
innovation to combat financial crime
The US Department of the Treasury held its inaugural

well, we’re living amidst an explosion of risk related to fraud,

Financial Sector Innovation Policy Roundtable on 9 and 10

money laundering, terrorist financing, and data privacy,”

February, which included discussions on the development of

stated Yellen.

privacy-preserving digital identity solutions and the
importance of more effective AML mechanisms.

Pinpointing the misuse of virtual assets as a growing
problem, Yellen referred to the “crucial role” financial

Secretary of the Treasury Janet Yellen praised the Anti-Money

institutions play in combatting financial crime. “My message

Laundering Act passed by Congress in December, which

to you is: Our department is here to help scale and leverage

provides the Treasury Department with a mandate to revise

[...] responsible innovation”, said Yellen.

the framework for combatting illicit finance. “The update
couldn’t have come at a better time. As this group knows very

13
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US GAO issues report on Venezuela sanctions
The US Government Accountability

Despite the steps taken by the US

aid as well as the wider operations of

Office (GAO) released on 8 February a

administration to mitigate the adverse

charity organisations.

report analysing the impact of US

impact of sanctions, such as

sanctions on the Venezuelan economy

exemptions, general and specific

The US House of Representatives

and the delivery of humanitarian aid

licences, and public guidance, all nine

Committee on Foreign Affairs

since 2015, which recommends that

US Agency for International

welcomed on 8 February the release of

sanctions-related inquiries to the

Development implementing partners in

the GAO report and highlighted that US

Treasury compliance call centre are

Venezuela have had bank transactions

sanctions should not stand in the way

better monitored and analysed.

rejected or delayed, or had accounts

of humanitarian aid. The US

closed due to US sanctions.

administration should “craft a more

The reports finds that US sanctions are

thoughtful, humane and effective

likely to have contributed to Venezuela’s

According to the US Treasury, some

approach moving forward”, according

steep economic decline by

banks may seek to protect themselves

to US Congressman Andy Levin.

discouraging oil production and limiting

from sanctions by restricting dealings

net crude oil export revenues, the main

with Venezuelan entities, regardless of

The US Treasury has reportedly

source of the country’s income. US

the licences available that authorise

concurred with the report's

sanctions have also affected the

humanitarian transactions.

recommendations.

availability of diluents needed to blend
heavy crude oil before being shipped

In addition, the US sanctions on

via pipelines, which now mainly come

Petróleos de Venezuela S.A. are

from Russia and China. US sanctions

thought to have exacerbated fuel and

on Venezuela have had only a limited

power outages, and caused supply

impact on the US oil industry, according

chain disruption, which has affected the

to the report.

delivery and transport of humanitarian

GAO press release
GAO report
GAO report highlights

US FTC reports significant increase in fraud and
identity theft complaints in 2020
The US Federal Trade Commission

overall total of $3.3 billion. Other

scams. In addition, the FTC registered

(FTC) received 2.18 million fraud

widespread fraud categories reported

1.4 million identity theft reports in 2020,

complaints in 2020, a 30 percent

to the agency include online shopping,

more than double that of the previous

increase compared to 2019, according

internet services, prizes and lotteries,

year. The biggest upsurge was seen in

to data published on 4 February.

and telephone services.

government benefit fraud, with the FTC

The FTC reported that year-on-year

According to the FTC, investment

losses in fraud related complaints

scams caused consumers to lose

increased to $3.3 billion, from $1.5

money in 78 percent of cases, with a

billion in 2019. Imposter scams

median loss of $1,566 and a total of

remained the most common and costly

$387 million in damages. The highest

type of fraud, with reported damages

cost of nearly $2,000 was reported in

amounting to nearly $1.2 billion of the

foreign money offers and fake cheque

receiving 400,000 complaints, more

14

than 17 times the 2019 level.
FTC press release
FTC data book 2020
Consumer Sentinel Network...
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RUSI paper on the UK's response to cyber fraud
The Royal United Services Institute

The paper examines the cyber fraud

the main hub for protection

(RUSI) published a 22 February an

lifecycle and types of victimisation, as

activities and public risk

occasional paper, which sets out long

well as current responses by

management education

term recommendations for the

government and law enforcement,

government, law enforcement, and the

including public-private partnerships.

private sector on how to tackle cyber
fraud. Specifically, the paper urges the

The NCA should offer private sector
guidance on how best to engage in

The recommendations include

Home Office to develop a “dedicated

information sharing with law
enforcement for prevention and

strategy underpinned with investment”

The National Crime Agency (NCA)

to combat cyber fraud.

and London police ought to

investigative purposes

prioritise pre-emptive cyber

The NECC ought to ensure that

The occasional paper notes that cyber

takedowns and engage in greater

information sharing programmes

fraud now represents the most

partnerships with the private sector

are permanent, scalable,

common crime impacting UK citizens

as part of efforts to raise the

multi-functional, and operate on

and asserts that “an ambitious strategic

threshold in the pursuit against

cooperation in both directions

approach to use current stakeholders

cyber fraud

and mechanisms effectively” will be
required to tackle the threat.

A public sector pilot initiative should
Law enforcement should focus on

be formed to identify best practices

prosecution and arrest only when

and integrate fraud and anti-money

The approach needs to include a

there is a realistic chance of

laundering (AML) data

standardisation of terminology as well

securing convictions or recovering

as a methodology for reporting fraud,

the proceeds of crime

alignment of prioritisation across

The NECC and the City of London
should create a secondment

different sectors and stakeholders,

The National Police Chiefs’ Council

programme between banking and

increased funding and information

should draft performance indicators

cyber threat intelligence firm staff

exchange for and between

on policing cyber fraud centered on

and the police to improve

counter-fraud departments within law

protection and prevention

cybercrime investigative skills

enforcement and the introduction of
alternative models for criminal pursuit.

The National Economic Crime

RUSI notice

Centre (NECC) should function as

UK parliament briefing on banking fraud
The UK parliament published on 23

including unauthorised and authorised

scams. The police response to fraud

February a briefing paper addressing

payments, in which criminals exploit

has received criticism, with the paper

frequently asked questions related to

victims through social engineering to

explaining concerns that a high number

banking fraud and scams as well as

bypass bank security measures.

of cases do not reach the threshold for

information on the scale of the

Actions to address banking scams by

investigation and that better

problem and government and industry

the public and private sector are

coordination across the police is

actions to combat the problem.

detailed in the briefing, notably the May

needed to improve the quality of

2019 introduction of a voluntary code

investigations.

The briefing paper details the types of

of practice to protect customers

banking scams use to defraud victims,

against authorised push payment (APP)

15
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South African investigation identifies widespread
Covid-19 procurement fraud

South Africa’s Special Investigating Unit (SIU) published on

A consistent concern across multiple provinces was an

5 February the initial results of its probe into fraud in the

apparent lack of trust and communication between national

public procurement of Covid-19 contracts for personal

and provincial governments, with the report citing numerous

protective equipment (PPE) and other critical medical

instances of provincial governments ignoring South African

supplies during the pandemic, which has found “a flagrant

procurement laws, unregistered companies receiving state

and wanton disregard of the applicable law, policies and

contracts, and the widespread public purchasing of products

procedures”.

unsuitable for their intended purpose, including counterfeit
and mislabelled products. In addition to limited or no

Reuters reported that SIU Chief Andy Mothibi told the media

verification protocols employed by provincial government

that his team’s investigation uncovered shell companies that

officials, the SIU found that “there was no attempt to

were utilised during the award of numerous contracts,

negotiate with suppliers in bringing prices within the

including examples where the prices for supplies were

thresholds suggested by Treasury” and “misrepresentation

inflated by as much as 500 percent. Mothibi cited political

from suppliers by not disclosing their close friendships with

pressure exerted on hospital administrators and officials to

officials who were involved in awarding PPE contracts”. The

violate procurement regulations, stating that many officials

SIU also stated that it experienced numerous limitations in

“believed that the declaration of the state of emergency

compiling the initial findings, citing threats and intimidation

meant that all procurement is automatically conducted on an

against SIU investigators and instances of non-cooperation

emergency basis”.

by provincial and medical finance departments.

The SIU experienced limitations
in compiling the initial findings

Of the near ZAR 2.1 billion in public money spent on the
Covid-19 response, the SIU investigation examined roughly
ZAR 870 million. The report anticipates that roughly $17.5
million of improperly spent state funds will be recoverable.

The investigation was launched in July 2020 in response to
whistleblower complaints. Although initial reports centered
on corruption allegations concerning Gauteng province and
members of presidential staff and their family, the report has
identified instances of corrupt procurement in Mpumalanga,
Northern Cape, North West, Western Cape, Free State,
Kwazulu-Natal, and Eastern Cape Provinces.

16

The initial report’s findings are not complete, with the final
investigation due to be completed by August.
South Africa SIU report
Reuters article
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OFAC and BitPay enter settlement to resolve
sanctions violations involving digital currency
The US Treasury Department’s Office

merchant customers from those

blocking IP addresses that appear to

of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC)

merchants’ buyers who were located in

originate from sanctioned locations,

announced on 18 February that

sanctioned jurisdictions, converted the

checking merchants’ buyers’ physical

Atlanta-based cryptocurrency

digital currency to fiat currency, and

and email addresses, and launching a

payments platform BitPay Inc has

then relayed that currency to its

mandatory customer identification tool

agreed to a $507,375 settlement to

merchants.” The platform allegedly

were also considered.

resolve potential civil liability for 2,102

conducted screening of merchants only,

apparent violations of multiple US

while failing to “exercise due caution or

According to Coindesk, a BitPay

sanctions regimes.

care” regarding buyers, despite IP

spokesperson stated the same day that

addresses and other location

the concerned transactions had an

According to OFAC, between 2013 and

information being available to the

average value of less than $100 and

2018, the platform accepted around

company about those persons prior to

involved industries such as online

$129,000 worth of digital currency as

processing the transactions.

hosting services and gaming.

payment for good and services on
behalf of merchants in the US and

In calculating the penalty, OFAC took

elsewhere from buyers that appeared to

into consideration both that the

be in sanctioned jurisdictions including

violations were not voluntarily

Cuba, North Korea, Iran, Sudan, Syria,

self-disclosed but also non-egregious.

and the Crimea region of Ukraine.

Additionally, the company’s undertaking

BitPay allegedly “received digital

of several measures to minimise the

currency payments on behalf of its

risk of future violations such as

OFAC press release
OFAC notice
Coindesk article

Samsung Heavy Industries settles Brazilian
corruption investigation for $148 million
The Brazilian Public Prosecutor's

perpetrated by the company, which

strengthening its control and inspection

Office (MPF) announced on 22

were revealed during Operation Car

mechanisms. The leniency agreement

February that the South Korean

Wash (Lava Jato). From the settlement

was signed with the MPF, the

shipbuilder Samsung Heavy Industries

amount, Petrobras will receive BRL 706

Comptroller General of Brazil and the

(SHI) has agreed to pay $148.56

million (£92.5 million) in compensation

Attorney General's Office. SHI must pay

million to settle corruption and money

for damages and BRL 106 million

the amounts which are subject to the

laundering allegations over contracts

(£13.8 million) will be paid by SHI as

agreement within 30 days.

signed with state-owned company

fines to the Brazilian government.

Petróleo Brasileiro S.A. (Petrobras).

MPF press release
The MPF announced that SHI has

According to the statement, the

committed to revising and improving its

agreement concerns unlawful practices

compliance policies, including by

17
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Aspers Stratford City Casino fined by UK
Gambling Commission for AML breaches
The UK Gambling Commission

keep relevant records. At the same

Although the Commission recognised

announced on 4 February that it has

time, the Commission underlined that

Aspers Stratford’s efforts to rectify the

issued a warning and £652,500 fine to

“there was a risk of AML failures having

identified failings, the casino will still

Aspers Stratford City Casino for

occurred in relation” to other

have to undertake a follow-up

breaches of the anti-money laundering

customers. Additionally, the casino was

independent audit within six months to

(AML), customer interaction, and cash

found to be in breach of cash and cash

ensure all the recommended

and cash equivalents rules.

equivalents licence rules by allowing its

improvements have been made and

client to make cash purchases in

that they are effective.

The Commission found that Aspers

excess of the limits established in the

Stratford breached the conditions of its

company's own AML policy.

operating licence requiring licensees to

The investigation began in December
2018 after a VIP client’s suicide,

have in place appropriate AML policies,

The initial £1.8 million fine was reduced

prompting Aspers Stratford to conduct

procedures, and controls in line with its

following evidence provided by the

an internal investigation into its

risk assessment. It reportedly identified

casino regarding its financial

commercial relationship and personal

several weaknesses and shortcomings

circumstances, while it has agreed to

interactions with the client and the

in relation to a former VIP customer,

divest itself of the gross gambling yield

casino’s policies and procedures.

such as failing to provide enhanced due

totalling £78,233 which was

diligence, monitor his activities and

accumulated as a result of the failings.

UK Gambling Commission pr...

UK SFO charges former biodiesel trader with
fraud and money laundering
The UK’s Serious Fraud Office (SFO)

Kampen BV, Cornelius Bunschoten,

been cleared by the SFO as a suspect in

announced on 25 February that it has

while agreeing trades between

the probe. The investigation into trading

charged Gianni Rivera, a former

Greenergy and Biodiesel Kampen.

involving the Greenergy employee,

Greenergy Fuels Limited biodiesel

According to the SFO press release,

which was launched in December 2018

trader, with money laundering and two

some portions of the amounts Rivera

and involved multiple third parties, is

counts of fraud by abuse of position,

allegedly received were purportedly

purportedly part of a SFO wider probe

contrary to the Proceeds of Crime Act

transferred to companies associated

into sustainable fuel trading.

and the Fraud Act.

with Bunschoten multiple times.

Rivera is accused of taking payments

Greenergy’s board announced on 11

from the director of the Dutch Biodiesel

December 2019 that the company had

SFO press release
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Former SBM executive convicted in Unaoil case
The UK’s Serious Fraud Office (SFO)

in order to commission oil pipelines and

Paul Bond was sentenced on 1 March

announced on 24 February that former

offshore mooring buoys.

to three and a half years in prison on

Single Buoy Moorings Inc (SBM) senior

each count, to be served concurrently.

sales manager Paul Bond has been

Bond’s conviction is the fourth since the

SFO director Lisa Osofsky said that the

found guilty of two counts of

SFO’s Unaoil bribery investigation

series of convictions in the Unaoil case

conspiracy to make corrupt payments

launched in 2016 which exposed illegal

“demonstrate the SFO’s determination

as part of a scheme to bribe public

payments of over $17 million in bribes

to root out and prosecute corrupt

officials in order to secure contracts in

with the aim of securing $1.7 billion

practices in all corners of the globe

Iraq, after a retrial of his case at

worth of contracts for Unaoil and its

working with law enforcement partners

Southwark Crown Court.

clients, including SBM.

across the world”.

According to the SFO, employees of

Unaoil territory managers Stephen

Monaco-based oil and gas consultancy

Whiteley and Ziad Akle were found

Unaoil, who worked directly with Bond,

guilty of corruption in 2020, and

paid $900,000 worth of bribes to Iraqi

Unaoil’s former Iraq partner Basil Al

officials at state-owned South Oil

Jarah pleaded guilty to conspiracy to

Company and the Iraqi Oil Ministry to

make illegal payments in 2019.

SFO press release
SFO Unaoil case timeline
SFO press release (1 Marc...

secure a $55 million contract for SBM

UK FCA starts proceedings against former
analyst and solicitor over insider dealing
The UK’s Financial Conduct Authority

Punch Taverns plc, Shawbrook plc, HSN

subject of an investigation into the

(FCA) announced on 16 February that it

Inc, and Snyder’s Lance Inc. The total

matters giving rise to the proceedings”.

has launched criminal proceedings

profit resulting from the alleged insider

Clifford Chance reportedly stated that

against a former analyst of Goldman

dealing is estimated at around

Suhail Zina left the firm in 2018,

Sachs International’s Conflicts

£142,000. The fraud charges relate to

declining to provide any further

Resolution Group and a former solicitor

three personal loans from Tesco Bank

comment.

from Clifford Chance LLP London over

said to be worth a combined £95,000

insider dealing and fraud.

that were purportedly needed for home

The hearing before Southwark Crown

improvements, but were allegedly used

Court is due to take place on 16 March.

According to the FCA, brothers

to fund the insider dealing activities.

Mohammed Zina and Suhail Zina

FCA press release

allegedly committed the offences

Reuters reported that Goldman Sachs

between 2015 and 2017, trading in ARM

stated that neither the bank nor any

Holdings plc, Alternative Networks plc,

other current or former employee “is the

19

Reuters article
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UK FCA charges two with insider dealing
The UK’s Financial Conduct Authority

It is alleged that Bayes and Swann

officer. Bayes is also charged with

(FCA) announced on 11 February that it

made total profits of £138,700 from

improperly disclosing inside

has charged Stuart Bayes and

trading in shares of BPI between 2 May

information, or encouraging another to

Jonathan Swann with insider dealing

2016 and 10 June 2016 using

engage in dealing.

related to RPC Group’s acquisition of

confidential inside information obtained

British Polythene Industries.

as a result of Bayes’ employment at BPI

FCA press release

and Swann’s role as a tenancy support

UK nationals arrested for SIM swapping attacks
The UK's National Crime Agency (NCA)

deactivating SIMs and porting numbers

The NCA National Cyber Crime Unit’s

announced on 9 February the arrest of

to a different device, which allowed

Head of Operations Paul Creffield

eight British nationals as part of an

them to obtain access to the victims'

stated that the individuals will face

international probe into SIM swapping

contacts, banking applications, emails

prosecution in the US for offences

attacks targeting celebrities in the US,

and social media accounts.

under the Computer Misuse Act, fraud

which enabled the perpetrators to steal

and money laundering.

money, personal data and $100 million

The international investigation was

in cryptocurrencies.

launched in 2020 and was coordinated

NCA press release

by Europol, together with law
According to the NCA, the criminals

enforcement authorities from the US,

hijacked victims’ phone numbers by

Belgium, Malta and Canada.

Europol press release

Santander UK anti-fraud officer sentenced for
selling customer information
The UK’s Northumbria Police

Santander to verify customer accounts

notes that Santander representatives

announced on 17 February that Bilal

in order to secure their card information

“actively assisted the police with their

Abbas, a member of Santander UK’s

which he later sold to other associates

investigation”.

anti-fraud team, has been sentenced to

with the aim of making high-value

two years in prison for his involvement

purchases under fake names.

in a £90,000 scam aimed at selling

The UK police stated that two other
individuals who participated in the

customers’ card details to fraudsters

The offences allegedly took place

fraudulent scheme were sentenced to

operating across the country.

between October 2017 and December

two years in prison.

2018, when the fraudsters used the
According to the UK police, Abbas

details of 21 customers to target 13

abused his position of trust at

different businesses. The press release
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New York Attorney General reaches $18.5m
settlement with Bitfinex and Tether

The New York Attorney General Letitia
James announced on 23 February that
Hong Kong-based iFinex Inc, which
operates cryptocurrency exchange
Bitfinex and the Tether stablecoin, has
agreed to pay $18.5 million in penalties
to resolve allegations that it made false
statements about Tether’s US dollar
backing and fraudulent transfers of
funds to cover the trading platform’s
losses in 2017 and 2018.
Bitfinex and Tether are also barred from
trading with any New York persons,
entities, or brokers/dealers, while Tether
has agreed to publish the “categories of
assets backing tether” on at least a

quarterly basis for a period of two

have been, in fact, seized and

years. The settlement agreement is

safeguarded”, even though it had not

subject to court approval.

recovered the funds.

According to prosecutors, starting from

Neither Bitfinex nor Tether have

2017, Tether had no access to banking

admitted to any wrongdoing under the

and held no reserves to back tethers in

terms of the settlement. In a 23

circulation. In response to persistent

February press release, the entities

inquiries on its liquidity, Tether

underlined that the OAG’s probe could

published in 2017 and 2018 two audits

not identify any “finding that Tether ever

of its cash reserves which were

issued tethers without backing, or to

allegedly based on cash ostensibly

manipulate crypto prices”.

deposited for this purpose by Bitfinex.
In a September 2018 report, the OAG
In November 2018, Tether allegedly

analysed the policies of several virtual

offered a loan worth $625 million to

currency platforms operating in the US,

Bitfinex, when the latter had trouble

identifying vulnerabilities in Bitfinex

accessing $850 million in funds held by

know-your-customer procedures, in

the Panama-based payment processor

preventing market manipulation and

Crypto Capital Corp. The transfer of

abusive trading, and restricting

funds was made public in 2019 only,

employee trading.

pursuant to a court order seeking
injunctive relief to prevent Bitfinex from

OAG press release

accessing Tether’s reserves. In April
2019, Bitfinex allegedly issued a

OAG settlement agreement ...

misleading statement, according to
which it was “informed that these

OAG court order (24 April...

Crypto Capital amounts are not lost but

US arrests wife of “El Chapo” Guzman
The US Department of Justice (DOJ)

charged with conspiring to distribute

Sinaloa Cartel and was sentenced to

announced on 22 February the arrest

and import drugs into the US. Along

life in prison plus 30 years as well as

of Emma Coronel Aispuro, the wife of

with several other individuals, she is

being served with an order to forfeit

the leader of Mexican drug trafficking

also alleged to have conspired to aid

more than $12 billion.

organisation the Sinaloa Cartel, over

the escape of El Chapo from a prison in

her alleged involvement in

Mexico in 2015 and planned another

international drug trafficking.

escape after he was re-arrested.

DOJ press release
Complaint

Aispuro, who is married to Joaquin “El

El Chapo was convicted in the US in

Chapo” Guzman Loera, has been

2019 for his role as the leader of the
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US SEC suspends two former KPMG auditors for
improper professional conduct
The US Securities and Exchange

despite mandatory steps to the audit

College’s net assets by $33.8 million. It

Commission (SEC) announced on 23

process not having been completed and

was found that Borge had provided the

February the suspension of two former

numerous unanswered questions. Both

audit team with inaccurate, incomplete

KPMG auditors, former partner

Stanley and Stewart were found by the

and contradictory information. Borge

Christopher Stanley and former senior

SEC to have violated the Generally

was found guilty in 2019 of securities

manager Jennifer Stewart, for

Accepted Auditing Standards for

fraud and failure to pay payroll taxes

improper professional conduct during

various failures including the failure to

and sentenced to three years in prison.

an audit of the non-for-profit College of

obtain sufficient audit evidence, failing

New Rochelle, which is now defunct.

to prepare audit documentation or

Without admitting or denying the

examine the audit document entries

findings, Stanley and Stewart have both

It is alleged that when auditing the

with care, and failing to conduct

agreed to temporarily cease appearing

College’s financial statements for fiscal

adequate audit risk assessments

or being practicing accountants before

year 2015, the College’s former

during the auditing process.

the SEC with the right to apply for

controller, Keith Borge, requested that

reinstatement after three years and one

KPMG issue an audit report by the end

The audited financial statements that

of the day. At Borge’s request Stewart

were submitted to the Municipal

authorised the release of an unmodified

Securities Rulemaking Board were

audit opinion, which Stanley approved,

found to have falsely overstated the

year, respectively.
SEC press release

AmBank announces £501 million payment to
Malaysian government to settle 1MDB claims
AMMB Holdings Berhad (AmBank)

March. In the announcement posted to

“committed to putting these historical

announced on 26 February in a notice

Bursa Malaysia, AmBank stated that

matters behind us”.

to the Malaysian stock exchange that

although the significant payment “will

the bank has reached an agreement

have a material impact on the current

Former Malaysian prime minister Najib

with the Malaysian government to pay

year’s profitability, there are adequate

Razak was convicted in July 2020 of

RM2.83 billion (£501 million) as a final

capital buffers to absorb this

money laundering and corruption

settlement for claims relating to the

settlement without an immediate need

between 2014 and 2015, when he

1Malaysia Development Berhad

to raise additional equity capital”.

moved large sums of money out of the

(1MDB) scandal.

1MDB account into AmBank accounts
The bank also stated that it has

A provision for the RM2.83 billion

strengthened its governance structures

payment will purportedly be established

and enhanced its due diligence

before AmBank’s fiscal year ends on 31

measures in recent years and is
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in his name or under his control.
AMMB Holdings Berhad anno...
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Bolloré Group to pay €12 million in France to
settle Africa corruption case
The French Financial Prosecutor (PNF)

bribery, abuse of trust and complicity to

Havas, which was a subsidiary of the

Jean-François Bohnert announced on

breach of trust, which were reportedly

group, to provide low-priced

26 February that the Paris Judicial

committed between 2009 and 2011.

consultancy work to Guinean President

Court validated a deferred prosecution

The court reportedly rejected a

Alpha Condé and Togolese President

agreement with French-based

separate plea agreement by the group

Faure Gnassingbé during the 2009 and

industrial conglomerate Bolloré Group,

chairman Vincent Bollore and two other

2010 elections, in return for port

according to which the company has

senior company executives, Gilles Alix

concession contracts.

agreed to pay €12 million to settle

and Jean-Philippe Dorent.

allegations of corruption in Africa.

French Financial Prosecut...
Bolloré Group has been under

According to the PNF, the investigation

investigation since November 2013 for

considered allegations of foreign

allegedly using advertising company

Bollore statement

Aperio Analysis by Simon Jennings
This case could prove significant for the court’s pursuit of executive responsibility for Bollore’s activities in West Africa. The
judges’ rejection of the plea agreement for Bollore, Allix and Dorrent came after prosecutors’ themselves had recommended
fines of €375,000 and an acceptance of guilt by the three company executives. The judge instead ruled that this would be too
lenient since their activities had "seriously harmed the public economic order" in Togo and Guinea, and recommended that the
trio stand trial on criminal charges.

Organised crime group involved in fraud and
money laundering scheme dismantled
Europol announced on 3 February that

provided debit and credit cards to these

The operation was carried out with the

a criminal organisation involved in a

firms after processing multiple

support of the US Department of

€12 million fraud and money

transfers to their US accounts from

Justice, the US Financial Crime

laundering (ML) scheme, mainly

locations in the EU.

Enforcement Network and police

involving Greek nationals, has been

services from Austria, Denmark and

dismantled during an international

According to Europol, retailers involved

Greece, which led to the arrest of 105

operation conducted in cooperation

in the fraudulent scheme, most of

suspects and 87 frozen bank accounts.

with the Spanish National Police and

which were in Spain, used the debit

the US Secret Service.

cards issued by the US banks making

Europol press release

use of the credit available and
The organised crime group purportedly

laundering the funds by making

laundered the funds using shell

transfers to bank accounts of various

companies in the US. Over 50 US

members of the criminal group, located

financial institutions are said to have

in several European countries.
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US DOJ indicts three DPRK nationals for cyber
and financial crime
The indictment states that the defendants are members of
the North Korean military intelligence agency
Reconnaissance General Bureau (RGB) and that they
operated from various locations, including China and Russia.
The indictment alleges an extensive range of malicious cyber
activities conducted by the defendants, including
cyberattacks targeting Sony Pictures Entertainment in
November 2014, as well as attempts to steal $1.2 billion from
banks in Vietnam, Bangladesh, Taiwan, Mexico, Malta, and
Africa between 2015 and 2019, through attacks on their
The US Department of Justice (DOJ) announced on 17
February the indictment of three military hackers from the
Democratic People’s Republic of Korea (DPRK) for allegedly
participating in a series of large-scale cyberattacks aimed at
stealing over $1.3 billion of traditional currencies and
cryptocurrency from financial institutions and entities.

The indictment states that the
defendants are members of the
North Korean military
intelligence agency
Reconnaissance General Bureau
and that they operated from
various locations, including
China and Russia
According to the indictment, DPRK nationals Jon Chang
Hyok, Kim Il and Park Jin Hyok are charged with one count of
conspiracy to commit computer fraud and abuse and one
count of conspiracy to commit wire fraud and bank fraud.

24

computer networks and issuing fraudulent SWIFT messages.
In addition, the defendants reportedly created ransomware
and cryptocurrency applications to access classified
information and extort funds from companies, such as
WannaCry 2.0 in 2017. According to prosecutors, the DPRK
nationals developed in 2017-2018 the Marine Chain Token to
secretly get funds from investors in violation of US sanctions,
run spear-phishing campaigns from 2016 to 2020 and
misappropriated over $112 million from cryptocurrency
companies in Slovenia, Indonesia and the US.
On the same day, the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI)
and the Department of Homeland Security’s Cybersecurity
and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA) released a joint
advisory on DPRK-related malware, aimed at providing the
public with information on how to identify malicious
cryptocurrency applications.
DOJ press release
Indictment
FBI and CISA joint malware advisory
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Jersey fines three firms for AML/CFT violations
Jersey’s Financial Services

notifications when they became aware

Inadequate resourcing of the firms’

Commission (JFSC) announced on 16

of certain risks.

compliance function, leading to an

February that it has imposed civil

inability to complete necessary

penalties totalling £719,000 on three

The three companies, Kleinwort

tasks or to the deferral of the

SG Kleinwort Hambros-owned firms for

Hambros Bank Limited, SG Kleinwort

required actions

anti-money laundering and countering

Hambros Trust Company Limited, and

the financing of terrorism (AML/CFT)

SG Kleinwort Hambros Corporate

The responsibilities of the

deficiencies that occurred between

Services, settled early with the

compliance function were not

January 2018 and May 2019.

regulator, leading to a 50 percent

formally documented, and it

reduction in fines.

performed tasks of other

While no evidence was found that the
companies facilitated financial crime,

departments

Key deficiencies identified

the JFSC notes that most of the

The lack of a documented process

problems stem from the absence of

Outdated AML/CFT business risk

for determining the firms’ 2018 and

robust oversight on the part of the

assessments, with the board failing

2019 compliance monitoring

board and the insufficient response to

to comprehensively address this

programmes

compliance function problems.

issue at meetings
JFSC press release

The regulator found that the financial

The risk assessment tool was not

institutions could not prove that they

tailored to Jersey’s legal regime, but

had adequate risk management

the firms’ remediation plan

systems in place and failed to submit

reportedly addressed the problem

JFSC public statement

World Bank debars Ferrostaal Oil & Gas GmbH
for fraudulent practices
The World Bank announced on 24

another company in preparation for the

deemed FSOG’s extraordinary

February that Ferrostaal Oil & Gas

bid, and then failed to rectify the

cooperation and voluntary remedial

GmbH (FSOG), a German construction

omission in a subsequent amendment

actions, which includes committing to

and engineering company in the oil and

of the contract.

an integrity compliance programme in

gas industry, has been added to its list

line with the World Bank Group Integrity

of debarred entities for being involved

FSOG acknowledges responsibility for

in fraudulent practices concerning the

the fraudulent practices in a settlement

Ayeyarwady Integrated River Basin

agreement and will be ineligible to

The debarment of FSOG qualifies for

Management Project in Myanmar.

engage in projects or operations

cross-debarment by other multilateral

financed by World Bank Group

development banks.

FSOG will be debarred for 13 months

institutions during the debarment

for failing to disclose the agreed

period. Additionally, the settlement

commission to be paid to the company

agreement allows for a significantly

in an initial bid, in which FSOG acted as

reduced debarment period with

a Myanmar-based partner and agent for

conditional release due to what is

25

Compliance Guidelines.

World Bank press release
World Bank list of debarr...
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Italy dismantles group involved in procurement
scheme involving Chinese companies
Italy’s Guardia di Finanza (GdF)

The Financial Times reported that

The Italian police are reportedly

announced on 17 February the seizure

Sunsky Srl, Partecipazioni Spa,

investigating Sunsky’s CEO, Andrea

of €70 million in assets in connection

Microproducts It Srl and Guernica Srl

Vincenzo Tommasi and his business

with a money laundering and influence

acted as intermediaries between the

partner, Daniele Guidi, as well as

peddling scheme involving three

Italian government and a Chinese

Microproducts. Its founder Mario

Chinese companies that purportedly

consortium that included Wenzhou

Benotti, who is purportedly a close

paid bribes to several Italian

Moon-Ray, Wenzhou Light, and Luokai

acquittance of Arcuri, was allegedly

individuals in return for helping to

Trade. The paper cites court documents

paid €12 million by the Chinese

negotiate pandemic-related Italian

alleging that Sunsky received nearly

consortium to introduce Tommasi and

public procurement contracts.

€60 million from the Chinese

a close friend of Guidi to the

companies to deliver face masks to

commissioner’s office. Arcuri has

According to the GdF, Italian middlemen

Italy, one of several payments that the

reportedly denied any involvement in

in the spring of 2020 reportedly helped

Italian authorities claim was illegal due

the scheme.

the Chinese companies secure public

to the nature of the “concealed

procurement contracts worth €1.25

commercial mediation activities linked

billion for personal protective

to personal relations with the Covid

equipment (PPE).

commissioner”, Domenico Arcuri.

Guardia di Finanza articl...
Financial Times article

Dubai fines former banker over AML breaches
The Dubai Financial Services Authority

financial services within or from the

Bhandari’s employer was found to have

(DFSA) published a decision notice on

DIFC. The DFSA confirms that it did not

breached its AML obligations for failing

8 February against Ashish Bhandari, a

make a finding that Bhandari had

to take proper steps to verify the

former relationship manager at an

engaged in money laundering.

identity and ownership of the BVI entity,

unnamed private bank in Dubai’s

instead relying on Bhandari’s

International Financial Centre (DIFC),

The DFSA investigation found that

assertions. Bhandari was found to have

for his knowing involvement in

Bhandari was the director and

knowingly been involved in breaches of

breaching the anti-money laundering

beneficial owner of a BVI-registered

AML legislation by concealing relevant

(AML) regulations.

entity whilst holding his position as

information from his employer.

relationship manager with a private
The AML breaches are said to have

bank, the off-shore entity of which he

In addition to this, Bhandari was found

occurred from 2011 to 2013. In addition

set up with an introducer of his

to have failed to comply with the DFSA’s

to this, Bhandari has also been

employer. It is alleged that Bhandari

requests to provide information with the

penalised for obstructing the DFSA

made arrangements for his employer to

intention of obstructing the

during its activities in 2017 and 2018.

pay the introducer’s referral fees to the

investigation.

BVI entity without declaring his
On 17 September 2020, the DFSA fined

relationship with the entity to his

Bhandari $165,000 and banned him

employer. Bhandari’s employer

from performing any duties in

subsequently assumed the BVI entity

connection with the provision of

was owned by the introducer.
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Australia pins additional foreign bribery charge
against former Leighton Offshore executive
The Australian Federal Police (AFP)

investigation called Operation Amber

Waugh. The AFP states that the

announced on 23 February that it has

which started in July 2014 and relates

investigation was conducted in

laid an additional foreign bribery

to a $66.48 million contract for a

cooperation with the Tanzanian

charge against the former director of

mooring replacement project in

Prevention and Combatting of

Singapore registered company

Tanzania in 2009 and 2010.

Corruption Bureau and led to the

Leighton Offshore Pte Ltd, who was

Prosecutors announced that the

seizure of over one million documents,

arrested and charged in November

investigation identified $4 million in

as well as evidence obtained from five

2020 with two foreign bribery offences,

suspicious payments that were

countries.

fake accounting and knowingly

allegedly incorporated into Leighton

providing misleading information in an

Offshore subcontracts with third-party

investigation involving the Iraqi

contractors.

Ministry of Oil.

AFP press release
AFP press release (18 Nov...

The Sydney Morning Herald claims that
According to the AFP, the new charge is

the individual is Leighton Offshore’s

connected to a foreign bribery

former senior executive Russel John

Sydney Morning Herald art...

Former TPG Capital executive to plead guilty in
US college admissions scandal
US federal prosecutors in Boston

McGlashan is one of 57 individuals

McGlashan denied these allegations

announced on 5 February that former

charged for conspiring with admissions

and instead, agreed to plead guilty to

managing partner of TPG Growth and

consultant William “Rick” Singer to

paying Singer $50,000 to bribe a test

co-founder of The Rise Fund, William

fraudulently secure their children’s

administrator to allow an associate to

McGlashan Jr (a.k.a. Bill McGlashan),

admission to prestigious US

proctor his son’s ACT exam and secretly

has agreed to plead guilty to paying a

universities. Singer pleaded guilty in

correct his answers.

$50,000 bribe to inflate his son’s

2019 to facilitating cheating on college

college entrance exam results and for

entrance exams and using bribery to

McGlashan’s plea agreement includes a

participating in the widespread US

secure student admissions as fake

clause allowing him to appeal the

college admissions fraud scheme.

athletics recruits.

rejection of his argument that test
scores cannot legally constitute

As part of the plea agreement, which is

Prosecutors also initially charged

“property” for the purposes of charging

subject to court approval, McGlashan

McGlashan in March 2019 with

him with wire fraud.

has agreed to a three-month jail

conspiracy to pay $250,000 to bribe an

sentence, two years of supervised

official from the University of Southern

release and a $250,000 fine, as well as

California to have his son admitted to

250 hours of community service.

the institute as a fake football recruit.
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McKinsey agrees to pay $573 million to resolve
probe into its role in the US opioid epidemic
McKinsey and Company Inc reached

opioid misuse and addition”. Sneader

Schedule II and III narcotics” and to

simultaneous agreements and consent

also claimed that the consulting firm

implement an ethics code that must be

judgments on 4 February with New

has made significant adjustments to its

annually re-certified by its partners.

York State, 46 other US states, the

standards and risk management over

District of Columbia, and five US

the past two years.

territories to offer payment and release

Attorney General James also filed a 5
February complaint that described

thousands of internal documents

The investigation into McKinsey relates

marketing tactics the firm engaged in to

regarding its work advising opioid

to allegations and lawsuits against

ensure that Purdue Pharma could

manufacturers, such as Oxycontin

opioid manufacturers and distributors,

maximise opioid production profits

producer Purdue Pharma. The

which claim that such companies have

through “targeting high-volume opioid

agreement was reached without the

fuelled the opioid epidemic through

prescribers, using specific messaging

firm admitting or denying wrongdoing.

fraud, kickbacks, wilful misconduct, and

to get physicians to prescribe more

gross negligence.

OxyContin to more patients, and

The consulting firm has agreed to pay

circumventing pharmacy restrictions in

$573,919,331, of which $15 million will

In a 4 February press release, New York

order to deliver high-dose

be used to pay for states’ opioid

Attorney General Letitia James said

prescriptions”. The complaint further

investigations and legal expenses into

that the firm’s “cynical and calculated

alleges that Purdue, acting in concert

the McKinsey investigation, with the

marketing tactics helped fuel the opioid

with McKinsey and the Sackler family

remaining $559 million to be distributed

crisis by helping Purdue Pharma target

that owns Purdue, violated New York

to remediate harms to states and their

those doctors they knew would

law by selling millions of opioid doses

citizens as a result of the opioid crisis

overprescribe opioids”. McKinsey also

within state lines.

and the claims investigations. In a

agreed to a plan that would ensure

memo circulated to staff, McKinsey

document retention and investigate two

Global Managing Partner Kevin Sneader

company partners alleged to have

stated that the company had fallen

destroyed or attempted to destroy

short of the bar it generally holds itself

documents related to an investigation

to and “did not adequately acknowledge

into Purdue Pharma. The firm further

the epidemic unfolding in our

agreed to “stop advising companies on

communities or the terrible impact of

potentially dangerous opioid-based

McKinsey consent judgment
NY Attorney General press...
McKinsey memo

US BIS enters settlement with Princeton
University over potential export control violations
The US Department of Commerce’s

According to the settlement, between

US to overseas research institutions

Bureau of Industry and Security (BIS)

November 2013 and March 2018, the

without the required BIS licences.

announced on 2 February that it has

university illegally exported $27,000

reached a $54,000 administrative

worth of “various strains and

settlement with Princeton University

recombinants” of animal pathogens –

over 37 potential violations of the

which are controlled for chemical and

Export Administration Regulations.

biological weapons reasons – from the
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CEO of GPB Capital Holdings charged over
alleged Ponzi-like investment scheme
The US Department of Justice (DOJ)

operations”, when in reality the

case, on charges of securities fraud and

announced on 4 February that David

payments were sourced from new

wire fraud. Gentile pleaded not guilty to

Gentile, founder and Chief Executive

investors’ funds. The indictment notes

fraud and conspiracy charges on 9

Officer (CEO) of the New York private

that most investors did not receive any

February.

equity firm GPB Capital Holdings LLC,

capital from their investments.

has been charged together with two

On 12 February, the District Court for

other individuals for allegedly running

According to the New York Attorney

the Eastern District of New York

a Ponzi-like scheme that defrauded

General Letitia James, who filed a

ordered the appointment of an

investors between August 2015 and

lawsuit against GPB on 4 February,

independent monitor to oversee GPB,

December 2018.

“defendants created back-dated

after the US Securities and Exchange

performance guarantees and falsified

Commission (SEC) filed a complaint

According to the DOJ, the defendants

financial statements to generate

against the three individuals and their

misrepresented the origin of the capital

fictitious income — all in an effort to

affiliated entities on 4 February.

used for monthly distribution payments

cover up their shortfalls”.

to investors in several funds to which

DOJ press release

GPB served as the general partner.

Along with Gentile, former GPB

Investors were allegedly promised that

managing partner Jeffrey Lash and CEO

their eight percent monthly distributions

of Ascendant Capital LLC Jeffry

would be “fully covered by funds from

Schneider have been arrested in the

Indictment
New York State Office of ...

US DOJ seeks forfeiture of Iranian oil aboard
Liberian-flagged ship
The US Attorney’s Office for the District

cargo and obscure its source through

US prosecutors filed on 3 February a

of Columbia filed a forfeiture complaint

several ship-to-ship transfers by using

request to place two proposed orders

on 2 February claiming that all oil being

false documents. The oil was reportedly

under seal. A warrant for arrest in rem

transported by Liberian-flagged vessel

loaded in May in Iran aboard Marshall

was issued on the same day.

M/T Achilleas is Iranian-sourced and

Islands flagged M/T Sarak tanker and

subject to seizure, in view of its links to

Panama-register Sonia I vessel, then

the Iranian Islamic Revolutionary Guard

transferred to another vessel, the Lubov,

Corps (IRGC) and the IRGC-Qods Force

and from it to the Trident Liberty

(IRGC-QF), designated as foreign

super-tanker in August. As a result of a

terrorist organisations by the US.

charter agreement with the Trident
Liberty, the Achilleas was reportedly

The US complaint describes a

deceived into transporting the Iranian

purported scheme to sell the Iranian

oil cargo to China in October.
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SPECIAL FEATURE

Countering financial crime with the help of AI
and machine learning post Covid-19

The majority of financial institutions' efforts to combat

maintaining and enhancing the UK's leading position in

financial crime are centred on traditional audit and

FinTech in light of challenges caused by increasing

compliance, customer risk assessments and due diligence

competition, Brexit and the Covid-19 pandemic. The report

(CDD), suspicious activity reporting (SARs) and transaction

recommends implementing a “scalebox”, which would

transparency. However, in light of evolving financial crime

support firms focusing on scaling innovative technology,

typologies in the past years – exacerbated by the Covid-19

through enhancing the regulatory sandbox and making

pandemic – with an emphasis on sophisticated criminal

permanent the digital sandbox environment designed by the

groups adapting to and integrating technology

FCA. According to the review, a continuation of the digital

advancements into their modi operandi, many financial

sandbox pilot would facilitate the assembly of a coalition on

institutions are turning to artificial intelligence (AI), and

small and medium-sized business (SME) finance, on open

particularly, machine learning (ML), to help strengthen their

finance, and on digital ID, which would contribute significantly

efforts to detect and combat such threats. Regulators have

to developing proofs of concept for new FinTech products.

also begun encouraging financial institutions to explore new
technologies and approaches to improve the identification

On 10 June 2020, the US Financial Industry Regulatory

and mitigation of financial crime threats. One such example

Authority (FINRA) issued a white paper on AI in the securities

is the UK Financial Conduct Authority’s (FCA) Digital

industry, including an overview of broker dealers’ use of AI

Sandbox Pilot that took place on 8-10 February 2021, which

applications for customer identification and the prevention of

brought together FinTechs and financial institutions to

financial crime, which notes that AI-based tools can be used

demonstrate the progress made in developing innovative

to detect potential money laundering, terrorist financing,

solutions and products to detect and combat fraud scams.

bribery, tax evasion, insider trading, market manipulation and
other unlawful behaviour. The UK’s FCA has published several

Regulators around the world, likely inspired by the UK's

papers on AI and ML, including Machine learning in UK

example, have been encouraging financial services

financial services published in October 2019, which provides

organisations to explore new technologies and approaches

the outcomes of a joint survey with the Bank of England

to improve the fight against financial crime. This month

(BoE), to which two thirds of respondent financial institutions

(February 2021) saw the publication of the independent

answered that they already use ML. The EU Commission’s 19

review led by Ron Kalifa OBE, which provides a roadmap for

February 2020 White Paper on AI recognises the
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opportunities that AI presents to Europe’s digital economy

as financial intelligence units, that are now faced with

and presents its vision for promoting the implementation of

large numbers of transactions to analyse, making the

AI in the EU and addressing the inherent risks.

assessment process more cumbersome, which means
that it is even more crucial that regulators continue to

How has Covid-19 accelerated the demand for automation?

improve their monitoring systems and implement
innovative solutions to tackle financial crime

The Covid-19 pandemic has significantly impacted every
process related to risk management and compliance,

Synthetic identity fraud: one of the fastest growing forms of

speeding up the transition to automated and cloud-based

financial crime during Covid-19

systems. With emerging pandemic-related threats like cyber
fraud and exploitation of cloud-based systems, money

A white paper published in July 2019 by the US Federal

mule-induced laundering, imposter scams, and subversion of

Reserve defines synthetic identity fraud as the type of

government aid schemes, financial institutions are more

financial fraud through which perpetrators combine real and

likely to turn to the AI approach to make full use of the data

fictitious information – for instance, legitimate social security

available and increase efficiency and effectiveness.

numbers with false names, addresses or dates of birth, to
create new identities to defraud financial institutions,

The paper raises concerns that
AI may be used to retrace and
de-anonymise data, creating
new data protection risks
Key challenges faced by reporting entities in meeting their
AML obligations during the Covid-19 crisis include:
Restrictions have resulted in many organisations being
forced to adapt to remote working, most client
interactions now happen through online channels,
including AML procedures. These changes, combined
with minimal staffing, have encouraged the
implementation of cognitive robotic process automation
(RPA) based on SAR investigation and reporting solutions
– RPA implies not only automated routine processes, but
also support for AML compliance, through retention
resolution and beneficial ownership analysis
Organisations may have experienced difficulties in filing
timely SARs as a result of reduced numbers of
employees, as well as filing an incomplete or inaccurate
SAR due to a delay in responses to enquiries.
Cloud-based technology or blockchain technology and
machine learning algorithms could be implemented to
monitor accounts for suspicious activity, as well as to

this type of fraud is most frequently used to commit
payments fraud, its consequences can extend to cover denial
of disability benefits, rejection of tax returns, and
inaccuracies in health records.
With synthetic identity fraud considered the “fastest-growing
but little-understood” form of financial crime, up to 95
percent of applicants identified as potential synthetic
identities are not flagged by traditional fraud models.
Additionally, the perpetuation of synthetic identity fraud is
facilitated by the increased number of exposed personal
identifiable information (PII) due to data breaches, social
engineering, and personal information shared on social
media. Between 2017 and 2018, a 126 percent increase in PII
records was noted, with over 446 million records exposed
following data breaches.
In order to prevent or minimise the impact of synthetic
identity fraud, organisations are implementing non-traditional
data into their verification processes. AI and ML-based tools
can prove effective in combatting synthetic identity fraud,
through the synthetisation of large and disparate datasets to
confirm identities and detect potentially false ones. In
addition, leveraging third-party data has proven to be a
particularly powerful tool – a multi-layered approach could be
created by implementing dedicated tools to verify phone
records, social media activity, and property records.

develop predictive AML SARs

Using synthetic data to tackle fraud – Digital Sandbox Pilot

Many countries have introduced new systems to facilitate

However, synthetic data, as a ground-breaking machine

customer due diligence procedures, which require verified
individuals to perform identifying procedures remotely,
through a smartphone or computer, with the help of
digital identities, to authorise transactions. This has
repercussions for international supervisory bodies, such
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government agencies, the private sector, or individuals. While

learning technology which uses real data to calibrate the
required parameters that allow the creation of realistic
synthetic datasets, can be used to create privacy regulation
compliant and highly accurate synthetic versions of digital
sandboxes. Synthetic data contains no personal information
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or disclosure of legal or private customer transactions, so it

fraudulent and money laundering activity; (7) an approach

is completely compliant with privacy regulations like GDPR.

based on multi-party computation, a cryptographic technique
that enables multiple banks to perform analysis on the entire

In response to the challenges of Covid-19, the UK's FCA, in

transactions network, without having to share their individual

collaboration with the City of London Corporation, launched a

transaction data; (8) a solution that allows financial

Digital Sandbox Pilot in October 2020 to support and

institutions to securely share knowledge regarding clients or

augment innovation within financial services. The pilot

transactions, without disclosing the underlying data or

provided a digital testing environment for 28 teams, offering

information, utilising zero knowledge proof and secure

support to develop their products and services at an early

multi-party computation to jointly compute a risk score,

stage. The pilot focused on solutions exploring three key

without sharing or exposing the party’s inputs; (9) a platform

priorities exacerbated by Covid-19: preventing fraud and

enabling customers, banks and regulators to securely share

scams, assisting the financial resilience of vulnerable

verified KYC data, in order to utilise the ecosystem to submit

consumers, and improving access to finance for small and

and share SARs with the NCA and across institutions that

medium-sized enterprises.

have a relationship with the respective entity or customer;
(10) a technology exploring how risks and identifiable

Up to 95 percent of applicants
identified as potential synthetic
identities are not flagged by
traditional fraud models
The Digital Sandbox Pilot project provided participants with
access to a set of tools to collaborate and develop financial
services proofs of concept for anti-financial crime
algorithms. Access to synthetic data assets to enable testing,
training and validation of prototype technology solutions was
the foundation of the sandbox. The teams involved in the
pilot presented their progress publicly on 8-10 February 2021.
In terms of fraud and scam detection and prevention, twelve
teams presented their innovative tools and solutions, which
included: (1) an AI explainability for financial services tool,
centred on explainable fraud detection, which is aimed at
ensuring the rapid verification of repayments using an
anomaly detection algorithm to identify potentially fraudulent
behaviour; (2) a tool providing on-demand generation of
enriched synthetic data to be utilised within AI systems
without strong restrictions or risk of data leaks; (3) a
synthetic identity model using synthetic data aimed at
predicting fake applications using fake identities; (4) a
tailored tool which passively analyses device location
behaviour, combined with other analytical risk feeds such as
transaction risk, telecom intelligence, customer profile, and
behavioural biometrics to identify potential authorised push
payment fraud; (5) an approach recommending using
synthetic data to evaluate the risk score of focal entity
businesses, by addressing shared UBO/directorships at
third-party organisations, and those third-party focal scores,
shared business relationships across subsidiary or parent
companies, and direct or indirect transactional relationships;
(6) an open source transaction monitoring platform to detect
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behaviours could and should be flagged in real-time; (11) an
approach to building up adaptive learning algorithms for
fraud detection; and (12) a solution aimed at securing PII and
biometric templates by converting the biometric templates
into an irreversible transformed identity token.
What is AI and how can it help anti-financial crime efforts?
A generally accepted and elaborate definition for artificial
intelligence describes AI as a system’s ability to correctly
interpret external data, to learn from such data, and to use
those learnings to achieve specific goals and tasks through
flexible adaptation. Machine learning (ML) and cognitive
computing are subsets of AI, which involve algorithms that
learn from data and give the computer the capability to solve
problems, create foresights and optimise human processes –
specifically, cognitive computing is a technology that gives a
computer the ability to simulate and complement human
cognitive abilities, while ML allows developing self-learning
algorithms to analyse data, learn to recognise patterns and
make decisions accordingly.
When applied to combatting financial crime, the key areas
where AI and cognitive solutions have the most significant
impact are suspicious activity and transaction monitoring
alert triage and process, due diligence assessments,
payment fraud modelling, and conducting surveillance
investigations. For instance, with regards to transaction
monitoring, ML can be used to automate certain aspects of
the review process in order to identify anomalies that indicate
non-compliance, while identifying indicators and patterns of
behaviour to build statistical models and calculate the
potentiality of an occurrence.
Risks and concerns associated with AI deployment
Despite the beneficial and transformative potential of AI,
regulators recognise that certain uses of AI present inherent
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risks and challenges, particularly because the technology is

religion or belief, disability, age or sexual orientation,

not infallible, and human oversight is required.

protection of personal data and private life.

The European Commission’s 2020 White Paper on AI states

In light of increasing concerns about AI being used by online

that “high-risk” AI applications generally meet two cumulative

intermediaries to prioritise information for users and perform

criteria: (1) AI is deployed in a high-risk sector, such as

content moderation, in a 22 February 2021 response to the

healthcare, transport, energy and sections of the public

House of Lords Select Committee on Artificial Intelligence,

sector, for which the Commission recommends “specific and

the UK government stated that it will continue to press ahead

exhaustive” regulatory listing; and (2) the application of AI in

with legislation to establish a new online harms regulatory

the sectors in question is wrongfully intended, for instance, to

framework, which will apply to all services hosting

produce legal or similarly significant effects concerning the

user-generated content or enabling user interaction.

rights of an individual or a company. The European
Commission further highlights that high-risk AI systems

Other recent regulatory opinions include: the German Data

could be assessed in regard to certain requirements,

Ethics Commission report calling for a risk-based system of

including human agency and oversight; technical robustness

regulation to cover everything from the most innocuous AI

and safety; privacy and data governance; transparency;

systems to a complete ban on the most dangerous ones;

diversity, non-discrimination and fairness; societal and

Denmark has launched the prototype of a Data Ethics Seal,

environmental wellbeing; and accountability.

which is a labelling programme for IT security and
responsible use of data; and Malta has introduced the world’s

Out of the seven requirements, the Commission stresses that

first voluntary certification system for AI, which aims to

human oversight is not specifically covered under current

promote AI solutions that are developed in an ethically

legislation in many sectors and notes that the type and

aligned, transparent and socially responsible manner.

degree of human oversight is likely to depend on the context
in which the AI system is deployed. According to the paper,

Conclusion

human oversight could be manifested, for example, through
the review and validation of the AI system’s output;

AI offers financial institutions the opportunity to better

monitoring of the AI system while in operation and the

identify hidden threats – particularly through advanced

capability to intervene in real time and deactivate; and

pattern and behaviour recognition, meeting regulatory

imposing operational constraints in the design phase.

requirements – and cost efficiently resolve technical and
process loopholes that criminals are exploiting. AI-based

An independent review led by
Ron Kalifa OBE, which provides
a roadmap for maintaining the
UK’s position as a leader in
FinTech, recommends
implementing a “scalebox”

tools can easily analyse massive amounts of data, and
quickly identify where anomalies exist, unveiling
sophisticated intelligence networks which are utilised as a
flow of communication between criminals. An AI ecosystem
can also help foster information sharing and transparency,
whilst enabling ML models to deliver valuable patterns and
insights to help with complex analyses, especially in
countering money laundering and terrorism financing.
However, the need for a common European framework that
aligns member states’ strategies is essential in order to

Another limitation of AI deployment could come about due to

establish trust in AI among consumers and businesses. With

the use of personal data, which is regulated in the UK, the EU

several EU member states condemning the current absence

and across the globe. For instance, there is a potential risk

of a common framework, and the respective national

that AI may be utilised, in violation of data protection rules, by

authorities implementing tailored local AI supervision and

national authorities and other entities for mass surveillance.

regulation, there is a risk of fragmentation in the internal

The paper specifically underlines that AI may be used to

market, which could pose a serious threat to legal certainty

retrace and de-anonymise data, creating new personal data

and market uptake.

protection risks even with regards to datasets that do not
include personal data. If used in this way, AI could present

By Oana Gurbanoaia, Editorial Assistant at Aperio Intelligence

the potential to affect the rights to freedom of expression,

oana.gurbanoaia@aperio-intelligence.com

non-discrimination based on sex, racial or ethnic origin,
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LEGISLATION

EU supervisory bodies publish draft proposal on
sustainability disclosures in the financial sector

The European Insurance and Occupational Pensions

framework would regulate the content of the adverse

Authority (EIOPA) announced on 4 February in conjunction

sustainability impact statement, including reference to

with the European Securities and Markets Authority (ESMA)

business conduct codes and internationally recognised

and the European Banking Authority (EBA) the publication of

standards for due diligence and reporting. It should also

a draft proposal amending EU Regulation 2019/20188 on

include pre-contractual information for financial products

sustainability‐related disclosures in the financial services

promoting environmental or social features related to

sector (SFDR). The amendment introduces Regulatory

sustainable investment objectives.

Technical Standards (RTS) on sustainability factors, which
includes respect for human rights, anti-corruption, and

The report builds on a public consultation held between 23

anti-bribery matters.

April and 1 September 2020. The European Commission is
expected to endorse the draft proposal within three months

The standards have been published following the adoption of

of its publication. Regulation 2019/20188 is scheduled to

EU Regulation 2019/20188, requiring financial market

enter into force on 10 March, while the draft RTSs would be

participants and financial advisers to publish information on

applicable from 1 January 2022.

their websites about their policies on the integration of
sustainability risks into their investment decision‐making

The supervisory authorities reported that a consultation on

process and investment or insurance advice.

taxonomy-related product disclosures under EU Regulation
2020/852 amending SFDR will also be launched.

The draft proposal would require financial market
participants and financial advisers to provide

EIOPA press release

sustainability-related policy information in a manner that is
“easily accessible, non-discriminatory, free of charge,

ESMA press release

prominent, simple, concise, comprehensible, fair, clear, and
not misleading”, and would need to feature in a separate
section of the company’s website. Additionally, the proposed
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US government imposes sanctions and visa
restrictions over Khashoggi murder
The US Treasury Department’s Office
of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC)
announced on 26 February the
designation of Saudi Arabia’s Rapid
Intervention Force (RIF) and former
Saudi Deputy Head of General
Intelligence Presidency Ahmad Hassan
Mohammed al Asiri for their roles in
the killing of Washington Post
journalist Jamal Khashoggi.
Khashoggi, a Saudi citizen and US
resident, was murdered in the Saudi
Consulate in Istanbul in 2018.
According to the US Treasury
statement, Asiri was purportedly

The US published
an intelligence
report, which claims
that Saudi Arabia’s
Crown Prince
Muhammad bin
Salman approved
the operation to
capture or kill
Khashoggi

assigned to organise the journalist’s
assassination and is accused of being
“the ringleader of the operation and
coordinated with Saud al-Qahtani
(al-Qahtani) to organize and dispatch
the 15-man team to murder” Khashoggi.
Several of those team members are
reportedly a part of the RIF. Both Asiri
and the RIF are now subject to visa
restrictions and asset freezes pursuant
to Executive Order 13818, which
enforces the Global Magnitsky Act.

Blinken also announced a new visa
restriction policy named the “Khashoggi
Ban” pursuant to the Immigration and
Nationality Act’s Section 212(a)(3)(C).
The specialised ban will target
individuals working on behalf of a
foreign government to engage in
extra-territorial suppression of
dissidents. Blinken stated that the State
Department has thus far imposed visa
restrictions on 76 unnamed Saudis for
such overseas threats to dissidents.
Visa restrictions may also be imposed
on the immediate family members of
those designated.
The US published an intelligence report

In a separate statement, US Secretary
of State Antony Blinken noted the
administration’s report to Congress the
same day which provides new details
on the murder, stressing that individuals
“should be able to exercise their human
rights and fundamental freedoms
without fear of government retribution”
and that “Khashoggi paid with his life to
express his beliefs”.

alongside the announcements, which
claims that Saudi Arabia’s Crown Prince
Muhammad bin Salman approved the
operation to capture or kill Khashoggi.
OFAC designations
US Treasury statement
US State Department press...

Aperio Analysis by Tom Ready
There has been increased focus on the US-Saudi relationship in the post-Trump era. Despite the publication of the US intelligence
report, the findings of which Saudi Arabia has rejected, Biden did not take the additional step of sanctioning Crown Prince
Mohammed bin Salman directly. The US-Saudi relationship has undergone many bumps in the road, and despite recent tensions,
the Biden administration will wish to avoid a total breakdown in relations with the world’s largest oil producer. Indeed, the realists
within Biden’s camp will not be advocating for any further moves which could destabilise the relationship with the Kingdom,
which will need to be carefully managed in view of attempts to bring Iran back to the negotiating table.
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US revokes terrorism designations of Yemen’s
Ansar Allah, otherwise known as the Houthis
US Secretary of State Antony Blinken

al-Houthi, Abd al-Khaliq Badr al-Din

February that five Ansar Allah-related

announced on 12 February the

al-Houthi and Abdullah Yahya al Hakim

general licences (GLs), namely GL 9, 10,

revocation of Yemeni rebel group

as SDGTs have also been lifted.

11, 12 and 13, have been revoked.

Ansar Allah’s designation as a specially

However, all three individuals remain

Additionally, OFAC announced the

designated global terrorist (SDGT) and

subject to US sanctions under

removal of frequently asked questions

as a foreign terrorist organisation

Executive Order (EO) 13611 related to

(FAQs) 875, 876, and 877.

(FTO) as of 16 February, in recognition

acts that threaten the peace, security or

of “the dire humanitarian situation in

stability of Yemen.

US State Department press...

Concurrently, the US Department of the

Federal Register notice (...

Yemen”, including food shortages.
According to Blinken, the designation of

Treasury’s Office of Foreign Assets

the group’s leaders Abdul Malik

Control (OFAC) announced on 16

Federal Register notice (...

German government adopts draft bill on full
beneficial ownership register
The German Ministry of Finance

In addition, the draft bill covers the

Ministry of Finance Olaf Scholz stated

announced on 10 February that it has

national risk assessment requirements

that the draft bill “should make it easier

adopted a draft bill to introduce a “full”

and due diligence obligations related to

to see through the often deliberately

beneficial ownership (BO) register, by

customer identification in cases of

complex company structures, to

amending the Money Laundering Act

trusts and other legal arrangements.

recognise straw men and to track down

2017 and other legal provisions, in light

The transparency register will be

mailbox companies. This instrument is

of the EU’s Fifth Anti-Money

required to refer BO information not

intended to protect German companies

Laundering Directive (5MLD) and the

only to law enforcement and the Central

from coming into contact with dubious

EU Financial Information Directive.

Office for Financial Transaction

business partners and criminal

Investigations, but also to supervisory

machinations”.

The draft bill replaces the current

authorities.

“catch-all” transparency register with a

The German Bundestag and the Federal

“full” register, which will require all legal

In line with the EU's Financial

Council are expected to pass the bill by

entities to declare their beneficial

Information Directive, the draft bill

the end of June. If adopted, the new

owners directly by repealing the “fiction

grants access to the account retrieval

provisions will take effect on 1 August.

of notification”, according to which

procedure to the Federal Office of

companies are considered to

Justice (BfJ) and the Federal Criminal

automatically fulfil their BO notification

Police Office (BKA), and provides for the

requirements if the information can be

enhanced exchange of account

electronically retrieved from the

information with Europol. Under 5MLD

commercial, partnerships or

provisions, central BO registers should

associations registers. Fiction of

be interconnected via the European

notification beneficiaries will be subject

Central Platform by 10 March 2021.

to a transition period.
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UK and Canada designate Myanmar military
leaders, new UK due diligence safeguards
UK Foreign Secretary Dominic Raab

Lieutenant General Than Hlaing, Deputy

the listing of nine Myanmar officials,

announced on 18 February the

Minister for Home Affairs.

including those designated by the UK

designation of three Burmese generals

government. Those designated under

for their involvement in significant

Accompanying the latest designations

Canada’s Special Economic Measures

human rights violations following the 1

are new safeguards including an

(Burma) Regulations for human rights

February coup. The designations have

“enhanced due diligence process to

violations are: Min Aung Hlaing, Soe

been made pursuant to the Burma

mitigate the risk of military businesses

Win, Sein Win, Soe Htut, Ye Aung, Mya

(Sanctions) (EU Exit) Regulations 2019,

operating in the UK and associated

Tun Oo, Tin Aung San, Aung Lin Dwe,

bringing the number of individuals

illicit money flows” and safeguards to

and Ye Win Oo.

designated under the UK’s Myanmar

ensure that UK aid reaches only the

sanctions regime to 19.

poorest and most vulnerable in

UK government press relea...

Myanmar and does not indirectly
Asset freezes and travel bans are now

support the military led government.

UK updated Myanmar sancti...

Minister of Defence; Lieutenant General

The Canadian government announced

Canadian government press...

Soe Htut, Minister for Home Affairs; and

in coordinated action on the same day

in place against General Mya Tun Oo,

OFAC updates Nord Stream 2 listings, State
Department declines to issue new sanctions
The US Treasury Department’s Office

Adversaries Through Sanctions Act

mandated by Congress”. Cruz noted

of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC) on 22

(CAATSA) on the final day of the Donald

that “tracking information indicates that

February amended two entries on its

Trump administration on 19 January.

Russian President Putin has

Specially Designated Nationals list

The spokesperson said that the report

successfully revived the project and is

(SDN List) pursuant to the Protecting

to Congress includes over 15 entities

now within months of finishing it”,

Europe’s Energy Security Act (PEESA).

which are reportedly engaged in

accusing President Biden of being

A US State Department spokesperson

“good-faith efforts to wind down

“willing to let the pipeline be completed

said the same day that the State

activities” on the pipeline and are thus

with catastrophic implications for

Department delivered a report to

not presently subject to sanctions.

American national security and for the

Congress on 19 February identifying

energy security of our European allies”.

the Russian entity KVT-RUS as the

The State Department report was

provider of the Nord Stream 2 pipe

criticised by the office of Senator Ted

laying vessel Fortuna.

Cruz of Texas on 20 February, who
called the failure to issue further

Both KVT-RUS and Fortuna were

sanctions on Nord Stream 2 affiliated

previously designated and subjected to

construction entities “an abdication of

US sanctions pursuant to Section 232

the Biden administration’s legal

of the Countering America’s

responsibilities to impose sanctions
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UK government issues first designations under
Zimbabwe sanctions regime
The UK’s Foreign, Commonwealth and

General of the Central Intelligence

impact of cartels on the Zimbabwean

Development Office (FCDO) announced

Organisation Isaac Moyo; Police

economy. Following a parliamentary

on 1 February its first designations

Commissioner General Godwin

question regarding the UK’s approach to

under the UK’s Zimbabwe sanctions

Matanga; and Commander of the

imposing additional sanctions on

regime, listing four senior Zimbabwean

Presidential Guard and Tactical

Zimbabwean officials in view of the

officials for human rights abuses

Commander of the National Reaction

report, the UK Minister for South Asia

committed during public protests in

Force Anselem Nhamo Sanyatwe. All

and the FCDO Lord Ahmad of

August 2018 and January 2019.

four are banned from entering the UK or

Wimbledon stated that UK is committed

accessing the UK financial system,

to exploring all available means “to

including through asset freezes.

encourage accountability and reform in

According to HM Treasury’s notice,
there are reasonable grounds to believe

Zimbabwe”. The minister added that he

that the four designated individuals

Foreign Secretary Dominic Raab said

is “deeply worried” about the country’s

were responsible for the death of 23

that the UK “will hold to account those

economy, which continues to be

civilians and other systematic human

responsible for the most egregious

affected by corruption and “poor fiscal

rights abuses that followed President

human rights violations, including the

policies and economic

Emmerson Mnangagwa’s rise to power

deaths of innocent Zimbabweans”,

mismanagement".

in November 2017. The FCDO’s press

noting that the government “will

release cites a report by the Motlanthe

continue to press for the necessary

The new Zimbabwe sanctions regime

Commission, which found that the

political and economic reforms”. The

took effect at the end of the EU

abuses carried out by the Zimbabwe

statement underlined that

transition period on 31 December 2020.

security forces resulted in six deaths in

“poorly-managed currency; arbitrary

August 2018, and a report by the

property rights and the legal system”

Zimbabwe Human Rights Commission,

are a deterrent to UK investment in the

which identified 17 victims during

country, while sanctions do not aim to

protests in January 2019.

deter investment in Zimbabwe.

The sanctioned officials are Minister for

On 9 February, Maverick Citizen

State Security Owen Ncube; Director

published a report assessing the

UK government press relea...
HM Treasury notice
Motlanthe Commission repo...

US designates former Slovak prosecutor general
Dobroslav Trnka for corruption
The US Secretary of State Antony

government’s democratic institutions,

Blinken stated that the designation

Blinken announced on 25 February the

officials, and public processes.

reaffirms the US’s commitment to

designation of former Slovak

tackling corruption in Slovakia and that

prosecutor general Dobroslav Trnka, as

The designation has been made under

the designation does not seek to

well as his son Jakub Trnka, for his

the Department of State, Foreign

influence ongoing or future legal

alleged involvement in corrupt acts in

Operations, and Related Programs

proceedings involving Trnka in Slovakia.

his official capacity as the prosecutor

Appropriations Act 2020 and both

general, which undermined the rule of

individuals are subsequently barred

law and the Slovak people’s faith in the

from entry into the US.
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US issues new Executive Order on Myanmar,
imposes sanctions on military officials
Concurrently, the US Department of
Commerce’s Bureau of Industry and
Security (BIS) announced a series of
restrictions on exports of sensitive
items to Myanmar’s Ministries of
Defence and Home Affairs, military and
security services, which are effective
immediately. In addition, BIS has
revoked certain previously issued
licences to these agencies and will
suspend certain Myanmar-specific
licence exceptions under the Export
Administration Regulations (EAR),
including Shipments to Country Group B
In response to the military coup in

$1 billion in Myanmar government

Myanmar, US President Joseph Biden

funds held in the US.

issued on 10 February Executive Order
(EO) 14014 pursuant to the

On 11 February, the US Treasury’s Office

International Emergency Economic

for Foreign Assets Control (OFAC)

Powers Act (IEEPA), which authorises

announced the designation of 10

the imposition of sanctions on those

current and former military officials and

responsible for unjustly detaining

three entities deemed responsible for

government leaders, human rights

the overthrow of Myanmar’s

defenders and journalists, and

democratically elected government,

undermining the democratic transition,

pursuant to EO 14014. Among the listed

and the stability of the country.

individuals are six members of the
National Defence and Security Council,

EO 14014 authorises asset freezing

including Commander in Chief of

measures and travel bans on any

Military Forces Min Aung Hlaing and

foreign person operating in the defence

Deputy Commander in Chief Soe Win,

or other sectors of the Myanmar

as well as four members of the State

economy or found responsible for

Administration Council, including

actions threatening the country’s

Defence Minister Mya Tun Oo.

democratic processes, as well as
officials of the military or security

The designated entities are Myanmar

forces, or government officials, on or

Ruby Enterprise, Myanmar Imperial

after 2 February 2021.

Jade Co Ltd and Cancri (Gems and
Jewellery) Co Ltd, all of which have

The EO will allow the imposition of

been previously identified as

sanctions on “military leaders who

wholly-owned subsidiaries of the

directed the coup, their business

Myanmar Economic Holdings Limited

interests, as well as close family

(MEHL) conglomerate.

members” and will block access to the
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countries (GBS) and Technology and
Software under restriction (TSR).
According to the press release, BIS is
considering additions to its Entity List,
the imposition of EAR military end-use
and end-user (MEU) and military
intelligence end-use and end-user
(MIEU) restrictions, and downgrading
Myanmar’s country group status.
EO 14014 reintroduces a Myanmar
specific sanctions regime for the first
time since October 2016, when the
Burmese Sanctions Regulations were
revoked as a result of the publication of
EO 13742. Military forces leaders
Hlaing and Win were also designated in
2019 pursuant to EO 13818 over their
reported involvement in abuses against
the Rohingya people in Myanmar’s
Rakhine State.
Executive Order 14014
US President public remar...
US President’s letter to ...
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OFAC sanctions two Myanmar generals
appointed to State Administration Council
The US Treasury Department’s Office

on 2 February. Both are now subject to

more than 40 injuries. Secretary Blinken

of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC)

US sanctions pursuant to Section

added that the US “will not hesitate to

designated on 22 February two

1(a)(iii) of EO 14014, which was signed

take further action against those who

Myanmar generals pursuant to

on 11 February. The latest designations

perpetrate violence and suppress the

Executive Order (EO) 14014 for their

bring the number of sanctioned

will of the people” and will continue to

connection to the 1 February military

individuals and entities connected to

stand with the people of Myanmar.

coup and for being current or former

the military coup to 15.

leaders of Burma’s security forces.

OFAC designations
In a press statement by the US

Lieutenant General Moe Myint Tun and

Secretary of State Antony Blinken, the

General Maung Maung Kyaw were

US condemns Myanmar security forces’

reportedly named to the State

violent targeting of protestors, which

Administration Council by the military

has thus far led to four deaths and

Treasury Department state...
State Department statemen...

US imposes visa restrictions on 43 Belarusian
individuals for raids on civil society and media
The US State Department announced

detaining and abusing demonstrators,

and subjected to visa restrictions to

on 18 February the designation of 43

and academic administrators who

109 individuals.

Belarusian individuals allegedly

threatened students for their

involved in the 16 February raids on the

participation in the protests.

human rights organisation Vyasna, the

On 17 February, the UK and Canada
issued statements in response to the

Belarusian Association of Journalists,

Euronews reported on 17 February that

events, urging the Belarusian

and the Belarusian Radio and

Belarusian authorities raided the homes

authorities to cease “their campaign of

Electronic Industry Workers' Union, as

and offices of 20 journalists, human

violence and harassment against

well the 18 February sentencing of

rights organisations, and trade union

journalists, human rights defenders and

journalists Katsiaryna Andreyeva and

leaders as part of a probe targeting the

civil society actors”. On 19 February, the

Darya Chultsova.

financing and organisation of the 2020

High Representative of the European

protests. The trials of journalist

Union also condemned the sentencing

According to the State Department, the

Katerina Borisevich and doctor Artyom

of Chultsova and Andreyeva, urging the

43 individuals are responsible for

Sorokin, who reportedly contradicted

Belarusian authorities to engage in “an

“undermining Belarusian democracy”

official statements about the killing of a

inclusive national dialogue”.

and are banned from entering the US

protestor in November 2020, are said to

pursuant to Presidential Proclamation

have started on 19 February.

US State Department press...

justice officials, judges and

The latest set of measures bring the

UK government press relea...

prosecutors, law enforcement leaders,

total number of Belarusian individuals

personnel allegedly involved in

designated by the US State Department

8015. The list includes high-ranking
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US renews national emergency on Libya
US President Joe Biden announced on

extraordinary threat to US national

which included the use of weapons of

11 February the continuation for

security, and that such measures are

war, military personnel, and violence

another year of the national emergency

needed to protect against the diversion

against civilians. In addition to this, the

established under Executive Order

of assets or other abuses by members

US claimed that there was serious risk

13566 pursuant to the International

of Qadhafi’s family and those hindering

that Qadhafi, his government, family

Emergency Economic Powers Act to

Libyan national reconciliation.

and associates, were misappropriating

manage the threat posed by the leader

Libyan state assets.

of Libya, Colonel Muammar Qadhafi,

The White House notice explains that

his government and associates.

the sanctions measures established on

White House notice

25 February 2011 were in response to
According to the US, the situation in

the Qadhafi government’s extreme

Libya continues to pose an unusual and

measures against the citizens of Libya,

Letter to the House of Re...

United Nations Security Council designates
Houthi police official in Yemen
The United Nations Security Council

Resolution 2564 (2021) renews the

waterborne improvised explosive

(UNSC) adopted on 25 February

asset freezes and the other restrictive

devices and other weapon systems”.

resolution 2564 (2021), according to

measures imposed through resolution

which it designates Sultan Saleh Aida

2140 (2014) and asks member states

On 26 February, the UK HM Treasury’s

Aida Zabin, the director of the Criminal

to prevent listed individuals from

Office of Financial Sanctions

Investigation Department in Yemen’s

entering their territories. In addition, the

Implementation (OFSI) issued a notice

Houthi-controlled Sanaa region, for

mandate of the Yemen Panel of Experts

announcing Zabin’s listing under the

human rights abuses and other acts

is extended until 28 March 2022, with a

Yemen (Sanctions) (EU Exit)

that threaten the country’s peace,

mid-term report on its activities

Regulations 2020.

security or stability.

expected by 28 July.
UN press release

According to the UNSC, Zabin is

The Panel of Experts is requested to

responsible for “systematic arrest,

include information on developments

detention, torture, sexual violence and

regarding “the illicit transfer and

rape against politically active women”,

diversion of conventional weapons”, as

including a minor, and for using his

well as on components used by

authority to access various places of

sanctioned individuals and entities “to

detention to commit the crimes.

assemble unmanned aerial vehicles,
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UN Security Council adds three Al-Shabaab
leaders to Somalia sanctions list
The UN Security Council’s (UNSC)

Amniyat intelligence network, which

entities and individuals and requests

Somalia Sanctions Committee

was responsible for Garissa University

member states to prevent listed

announced on 26 February that it has

College terrorist attack in Kenya, which

individuals from entering or transiting

added three Al-Shabaab

resulted in the killing of 148 people.

their territories. In its update to the

representatives to its sanctions list

UNSC on 25 February, the Somalia

pursuant to resolution 1844 (2008), for

In his capacity as Deputy leader of

Sanctions Committee announced that

their alleged involvement in acts that

Al-Shabaab, Adan has also been

progress has been made in

threaten the country’s peace, security

associated with Al-Qaeda affiliates,

strengthening ties with the government

and stability.

such as Al-Qaeda in the Arabian

and that information continues to be

Peninsula and Al-Qaeda in the Islamic

exchanged with national officials about

According to the UN Sanctions

Maghreb. Ayman is a founder of Jaysh

Al-Shabaab’s finances.

Committee, the individuals are Abukar

Ayman, an Al-Shabaab unit active and

Ali Adan, Maalim Ayman and Mahad

Kenya and Somalia, and was reportedly

Karate, who were found responsible for

involved in the Camp Simba attack in

obstructing the political process in

Kenya on 5 January 2020.

UNSC press release (25 Fe...

Agreement. In addition, Karate has

UNSC resolution 1844 (2008) imposes

UNSC resolution 1844 (200...

played a key role in the Al Shabaab’s

asset freezes on Somalia designated

UNSC press release

violation of the 2008 Djibouti

United Nations Security Council extends
mandate of Sudan Panel of Experts
The UN Security Council (UNSC)

In addition, the government of Sudan is

implementation of the Juba Peace

decided on 11 February to extend until

required to ask for the Committee’s

Agreement and the National Plan for

12 March 2022 the mandate of the

prior approval for any movement of

Civilian Protection. Moreover, the

Panel of Experts responsible for

military equipment and supplies into

Committee highlights its intention to

assisting with the sanctions regime on

the region of Darfur.

establish “clear and well-identified key

Sudan, following the adoption of
resolution 2562 (2021).

benchmarks that could serve in guiding
The UNSC resolution ask the UN

the Security Council to review the

Secretary-General and the Sanctions

measures on Darfur”.

The resolution requests that the Panel

Committee to submit by 31 July an

of Experts submit to the UNSC Sudan

analysis of the current situation in

Sanctions Committee an interim report

Darfur, which should focus on the

on its activities by 12 August and a final

existing threats, the proposed

report highlighting its findings and

measures for tackling the proliferation

recommendations by 13 January 2022.

of weapons as well as the
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EU renews sanctions against Belarus
The Council of the EU announced on 25 February that the

2020. The EU announced listings in November and December

sanctions imposed on individuals involved in the repression

2020, following the Belarusian presidential election in August

and intimidation of demonstrators, members of the

2020, which resulted in human rights violations and

opposition and journalists in Belarus, as well as those

repression of the country’s citizens and civil society by the

considered responsible for electoral fraud in support of

Belarusian authorities.

President Alexandr Lukashenko’s regime, will be extended
until 28 February 2022.

EU press release

The restrictive measures, currently imposed on 88 individuals

EU initial sanctions

consisting of a travel ban and asset freeze, as well as asset
freezes on seven entities, have been in place since October

EU first round of sanctions (October 2020)

Aperio Analysis by Veronika Konecna
The EU’s political, economic and diplomatic pressure on Lukashenka’s regime is important as the mass protests against last
year’s contested elections continue, albeit currently on a somewhat smaller scale. President Lukashenka will try to ensure that he
can stay in power for as long as possible, and it is still unclear whether there will be a democratic transition in the foreseeable
future and what form it might take. The EU’s clear stance on the issue will be needed in order to balance Russia’s continued
significant influence in Belarus.

EU renews Zimbabwe arms embargo and
sanctions against army-owned company
The European Union’s High Representative for Foreign

The EU notes the lack of substantial reforms since the last

Affairs Josep Borrell announced on 19 February that the

sanctions renewal in February 2020 and highlights the

bloc is maintaining a targeted asset freeze against

necessity of inquiring into the role security forces play in

Zimbabwe Defence Industries (ZDI), a state-owned arms

repressing dissenting individuals.

manufacturer, in light of “a proliferation of arrests and
prosecutions” of opposition voices. The EU will also be

Council press release

upholding the arms embargo, first imposed in 2002.
Council Decision (CFSP) 2021/258
The restrictive measures prohibit EU member states from
exporting arms and equipment used for internal repression to
the country and providing related technical and financial
assistance. ZDI’s assets remain subject to an asset freeze.
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EU Council renews terrorist list for six months
The EU Council extended on 5 February

persons and 21 groups and entities that

the so-called EU terrorist list, which

are subject to asset freezing of their

includes persons, groups and entities

funds and other financial assets,

subject to restrictive measures with a

pursuant to Implementing Regulation

view to combatting terrorism.

(EU) 2021/138 and Council Decision

EU Council press release
Council implementing Regu...
Council Decision (CFSP) 2...

2021/142. The decision entered into
The list, which has been renewed for an

force on 9 February, one day after

additional six months, contains 14

publication in the EU Official Journal.

EU adds 19 Venezuelans to sanctions list
The Council of the EU announced on 22

Venezuela currently includes 55

The decision to add 19 Venezuelan

February that it has added 19

individuals, who are subject to travel

individuals to the EU sanctions list was

Venezuelan officials to the EU

bans and asset freezes.

taken following the Foreign Affairs

sanctions list for their involvement in

Council’s conclusions on Venezuela

activities and decisions breaching the

Following the European Council’s

from 25 January which stated that the

rule of law and undermining

announcement, the Venezuelan

EU was prepared to endorse additional

democracy, as well as for their role in

Minister of Foreign Affairs Jorge

restrictive measures as a result of the 6

human rights violations.

Arreaza announced the expulsion of the

December legislative elections, which

head of the EU delegation to Caracas

the Council described as “a missed

According to the EU Council, the

Isabel Brilhante Pedrosa, who was

opportunity for democracy”.

designated individuals are responsible

declared persona non grata and was

for undermining the opposition’s

given 72 hours to leave the country. An

electoral rights and the functioning of

EU External Action spokesperson

the National Assembly, as well as for

stated that this decision “will only lead

human rights and fundamental

to further international isolation of

freedoms violations. The restrictive

Venezuela” and that the EU is open to

measures in view of the situation in

dialogue and negotiations.

EU Council press release
Council Decision (CFSP) 2...
Council implementing regu...

Russia sanctions nine Ukrainian entities
The Russian government added to its

Three of the designees are based in

designated Dnipro-based Solar

list of sanctioned Ukrainian or

Odessa, tugboat company Donmar LLC,

Steelconstruction LLC and Maxima

Ukraine-related entities on 11

marine crane company Cranship LLC,

Metal Service LLC, the PJSC Poltava

February, designating nine companies

and marine shipping company

Automobile Aggregate Plant, and

subject to “special economic

Transship LLC, as well as Transship

Panamanian Kirgan Holding SA.

measures”. The updated list, signed

Balk and Transship-Service

into law through Decree No. 153.

subsidiaries. Russia has also
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Ukraine president sanctions entities, pro-Russian
politician and businessman
Ukrainian President Volodymyr

investigation into the sale of coal

In 2014, the US Treasury Department’s

Zelensky approved on 20 February

extracted in the separatist Luhansk

Office of Foreign Assets Control

sanctions against 19 legal entities and

region to Russia and Ukraine, according

designated Medvedchuk, former

eight individuals, including the current

to a 19 February statement.

Ukrainian president Viktor Yanukovych

leader of the pro-Russian party

and Crimean leader Sergey Aksyonov,

Opposition Platform – For Life Viktor

On the same day, Zelensky signed a

among others, pursuant to Executive

Medvedchuk and his wife, and five

decree regarding the verification of all

Order 13660 for their role in

Russian nationals, following an

oil pipelines passing through the

destabilising the country.

investigation into terrorist financing.

territory of Ukraine, including one
operated by Medvedchuk-linked

According to the presidential decree,

PrykarpatZakhidTrans company. The

Medvedchuk is subject to asset

decree tasks the cabinet of ministers

freezing, prohibitions on capital

with appointing an executive body

movement and foreign investments, as

“responsible for the preservation and

well as the suspension of coal and oil

operation” of the pipelines and taking

licences for a period of three years. The

“measures to ensure the protection of

sanctions relate to the Security Services

the economic interests of the state”.

Ukrainian Presidency pres...
Ukrainian Presidency pres...
Presidential decree no. 6...

Ukraine anti-corruption watchdog set to lose
independence under proposed law
Ukraine’s Cabinet of Ministers

NABU stated. In addition, the watchdog

concluded its first review mission in

approved a bill on 14 February that

flagged up a number of other concerns

Ukraine. According to the IMF resident

would transform the country’s National

in relation to the proposed changes to

representative Goesta Ljungman, the

Anti-Corruption Bureau (NABU) into a

its staff selection procedures.

mission did not result in an agreement

central executive agency with a special

regarding the $5 billion loan set to

status under the control of the

The draft legislation was submitted to

expire at the end of the year. In its June

government, a measure which the

Parliament on 15 February. According

2020 application for a new IMF grant,

agency itself described as “an attack

to the explanatory note accompanying

Ukraine vowed to uphold NABU’s

on its institutional independence”.

the bill, the legislation governing NABU

“institutional and operational

will be brought in accordance with the

independence” and pass other judiciary

According to the bill, the current NABU

decisions of the Constitutional Court of

related legislation through parliament.

head Artem Sytnyk, is to be replaced

Ukraine (CCU), which decided in August

temporarily with the current first deputy

2020 that the presidential decree for

director. Under the bill, the head of

Sytnyk’s appointment was

NABU would be appointed by the

unconstitutional.

Draft law № 5070 of 15 Fe...

and six other experts named by the

The draft anti-corruption legislation was

NABU press release (10 Fe...

government. This would give the

announced one day after the

cabinet “the controlling stake of votes”,

International Monetary Fund (IMF)

NABU press release

National Security and Defence Council
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Russia proposes law on investment anonymity
in Crimea under certain conditions
Russia’s Ministry of Economic

would grant both resident and

The provisions would allow interested

Development announced on 3 February

non-resident investors that meet the

parties to profit from both the

a legislative proposal that would allow

criteria the confidentiality of their data

advantages of the special regions and

investors doing business in the

in the unified state register. Certain

those of the Free Economic Zone (FEZ),

Crimean peninsula and the city of

companies are already exempt from

Aksyonov said. A draft methodology for

Sevastopol to remain anonymous to

disclosing information to the public, in

restricting FEZ benefits in some cases

minimise the risk of being sanctioned,

line with a June 2019 Russian

was published on 10 February by the

provided the capital injection is greater

government decree.

pro-Russian authorities in Crimea.

than RUB 150 million (£1.47 million).
The proposed criteria requires
Crimea’s leader Sergey Aksyonov

businesses to make investments in

announced on social media that the

Crimea that contribute to the

proposed legislation would establish

development of production,

special administrative regions that

infrastructure and tourism industries.

Aksyonov statement
Draft resolution (in Russ...
Russian government decree...

Aperio Analysis by George Voloshin
Since the imposition of first the sanctions on Crimea after its annexation by Russia in 2014, the peninsular has been a
comprehensively sanctioned territory, impeding any notable investments and other business activity not only by western
companies but also by Russian firms that are vulnerable to sanctions. The latest governmental proposal aims to close Crimea's
economic development gap vis-a-vis other regions of Russia and, incidentally, to decrease its dependence on the federal budget.
However, enacting further restrictions to corporate information is unlikely to provide fireproof protection to potential investors,
given the high probability and significant material impact of leaks in the current information age. It is actually nearly impossible
nowadays to conceal involvement in a more or less attention-worthy project for a long period of time. Further, such restrictions
would automatically increase the risk of bribery, corruption and favouritism and impact negatively on the investment climate in
general, due to the risk of creeping information blackouts affecting economic activities unrelated to Crimea.

Canada designates far-right group Proud Boys
The Canadian Public Safety Ministry

semi-autonomous chapters in the US,

on the Criminal Code list of terrorist

announced on 3 February the

Canada and internationally. The listed

groups. They include far-right groups

designation of North American

entities are subject to asset freezes,

Atomwaffen Division, the Base and the

far-right group Proud Boys as a

and dealings involving their assets are a

Russian Imperial Movement, and three

terrorist entity due to its members’

criminal offence. In addition, providing

al-Qaeda associates.

“pivotal role in the insurrection at the

support activities related to terrorist

US Capitol” on 6 January.

travel, training and recruitment are

Canadian government press...

criminalised.
The Proud Boys are described as “a

Proud Boys listing

neo-fascist organisation that engages

Three other far-right organisations and

in political violence”, with

nine Islamist groups have been placed
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Ukrainian MPs propose law to sanction citizens
designated by international allies
The Ukrainian parliament introduced on 5 February a draft

conduct asset inspections and monitor the individuals. Three

law seeking to harmonise Kiev’s sanctions regime with

incumbent members of parliament are subject to

frameworks in the US, EU, UK and the UN Security Council.

international sanctions for their “actions to the detriment of

Under the proposed legislation, Ukrainian financial

Ukraine and in the interest of the Russian Federation” but

institutions would be prohibited from providing services to

have no restrictions in the country, according to the

persons designated by the country’s allies.

explanatory note.

In an explanatory note accompanying the draft law,

Information on the draft law

lawmakers explain that the current legislation does not allow
for taking measures against Ukrainian citizens sanctioned by

Text of the draft law

third parties, except in cases of terrorism. The proposed bill
would prohibit designated persons from holding public office

Explanatory note

and allows the National Agency on Corruption Prevention to

Ukraine issues sanctions targeting pro-Russian
TV, Nicaragua, and Chinese investors
Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelenskyy introduced four

Skyrizon Aircraft Holdings Limited, Hong Kong Skyrizon

sanctions orders on 28 and 29 January and 1 and 2 February

Holdings Limited, Beijing Skyrizon Aviation Industry

targeting Chinese individuals and entities, an airline

Investment Company Limited, and Beijing Xinwei Technology

operating in Crimea, a Putin associate and his three

Group Company Limited, designated as Chinese investors.

Ukrainian television channels and affiliated companies, and

Those sanctioned are either current or prospective investors

sectoral sanctions targeting Nicaragua.

in Ukrainian Motor Sich PJSC. Also sanctioned are two Jet4U
companies based in Moldova and Portugal that have

According to Zelenskyy’s 1 February order, which was

operated flights in and out of Crimea. The Jet4U sanctions

approved by the Verkhovna Rada legislative body the

will remain in place until the Crimean occupation ends or until

following day, the Nicaraguan sanctions, in response to the

a final decision is issued in response to Ukraine’s claim

establishment of a Nicaraguan embassy in Crimean territory,

before the European Court of Human Right against Russia.

will last five years. The sanctions consist of import and
export restrictions on several consumer goods including

Zelenskyy also ordered the designation on 2 February of

tobacco and coffee, a complete transportation ban, asset

Taras Kozach, a Ukrainian national and owner of three

freezes, investment bans, and a prohibition on any intellectual

Ukrainian TV channels for five years, which the President

property or technology to Nicaraguans. The sanctions also

asserts are beholden to Moscow and allegedly spread

order the National Bank of Ukraine to block any registrations

pro-Russian propaganda.

involving Nicaraguan payees and government termination of
import and export licences and permits.

Chinese individual and entity restrictions by...

The 29 January sanctions target three Chinese individuals,

Additional Chinese individual and entity rest...

Du Tao, Wang Jing and Cheng Huisheng, who will be subject
to 14 restrictive measures for a period of three years. The
same order targets Belize-based Twinstar Holdings SA,
47
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GUIDANCE AND ANNOUNCEMENTS

FATF outcomes of second plenary under
German presidency, includes crypto consultation
confidential report on tackling the link

and discussed potential

between illicit arms trafficking and TF.

improvements to the FATF

FATF President Marcus Pleyer

requirements on beneficial

confirmed during the final press

ownership

conference that draft guidance on
proliferation financing (PF) risk

New Zealand’s mutual evaluation

assessment and mitigation will be

report found that the country has

subject to public consultation in March

made good progress, but needs to

and is likely to be finalised by June.

improve the availability of its
beneficial ownership information,

The Financial Action Task Force (FATF)
announced on 25 February the
outcomes of its second plenary
meeting under the two-year German
presidency, which include new
guidance on the risk-based approach
to supervision to be released in March
and updated guidance for public
consultation on the money laundering
and terrorist financing (ML/TF) risks of
virtual assets and crypto industries.
According to the press release, moving
from rules-based supervision to
risk-based supervision will require
addressing the full spectrum of risks
across all regulated sectors and
reducing the burden on lower risk
sectors. On virtual assets, the new
guidance, which is expected to be
adopted in June, will clarify how the
FATF standards will be applied to
stablecoins, and will address the travel
rule and the risks of disintermediated
peer-to-peer transactions.
The FATF plenary, which took place
between 22 and 25 February, approved
new guidance for competent authorities
on investigating and prosecuting
common types of TF activity and a new

48

In a separate statement, the US

strengthen supervision and better

Treasury commended the FATF’s work

implement targeted financial

and welcomed the adoption of the three

sanctions

non-public reports for use by national
competent authorities. According to the

Delegates discussed the preliminary

press release, the best practices paper

findings concerning asset recovery,

on TF prosecution was co-led by the US

the progress against environmental

and the Netherlands and was

crime and the financing of ethnically

accompanied by an internal update on

and racially motivated terrorism

Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant
(ISIL) and Al-Qaeda financing.

FATF recalled that all jurisdictions
must apply enhanced due diligence

Other FATF plenary outcomes

or countermeasures to protect the
international financial system from

Burkina Faso, the Cayman Islands,

the ML/TF/PF risks posed by

Morocco and Senegal have been

high-risk jurisdictions

added to the list of jurisdictions
under increased monitoring. The

FATF agreed to prioritise member

Cayman Islands financial industry

and observer support to the

association Cayman Finance

FATF-style regional bodies in the

announced on 25 February that the

context of the Covid-19 pandemic

government is committed to

to ensure they complete the

completing the FATF’s three action

remaining mutual evaluations

items in the next 15 months, which

successfully

mainly relate to demonstrating the
effectiveness of its compliance

FATF press release

regime
FATF list of jurisdiction...
FATF has agreed to start work on
the digital transformation of
operational agencies to make work
against ML/TF/PF more effective,

High-risk jurisdictions s...
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UKFIU holds workshop to provide clarity on
DAML quality indicators
The UK’s Financial Intelligence Unit

officers cannot assume, infer, or guess

May 2019 DAML frequently asked

(UKFIU) held on 18 February an online

what the DAML reporter is requesting,

questions (FAQs), the NCA may

event on writing good quality defence

therefore it is crucial that the request

consider requests regarding more

against money laundering (DAML)

tells the story clearly and in

specific activities, such as advising in a

reports, aimed at providing Suspicious

chronological order, especially for

corporate takeover, providing legal

Activity Report (SAR) trainers and

complex cases. A good DAML needs to

advice in a matrimonial dispute, or

reporters with key case study

include the information which gives the

acting for executors where such activity

scenarios to understand how to best

grounds for the money laundering

is time limited.

structure their requests.

suspicion, explain what the suspected
criminal property is and its value, and

Reporting institutions are advised to

National Crime Agency (NCA)

describe the prohibited act for which a

make a determination about the

representatives explained that, in line

defence is sought.

assistance law enforcement agencies

with the May 2019 guidance, a DAML

are expected to provide, as the NCA

can be requested when a reporter has a

In addition, a good DAML should

cannot provide a defence to ‘tipping off’

suspicion that the organisation might

explain how the reporting organisation

or other offences under POCA, which

risk committing one of the primary

is in control of the criminal property at

are not covered by the ‘principal’ money

money laundering offences under the

the time of the request, and the context

laundering offences under sections

Proceeds of Crime Act 2002 (POCA) by

of the reporter’s engagement with the

327, 328 and 329.

engaging in a transaction or action.

subject. DAML should not be submitted
for any activity which is a business

NCA Reporter Engagement Team Lead

decision, such as commencing or

Tony Fitzpatrick clarified that DAML

exiting a relationship. According to the

UKFIU workshop announceme...
NCA DAML FAQs (May 2019)

EU Commission sends letters of formal notice to
Germany, Portugal and Romania over 4MLD
The European Commission (EC)

units (FIUs), adequate cooperation

On 16 July 2020, the European Court of

announced on 18 February that it has

between FIUs, customer due diligence

Justice (ECJ) ordered Romania and

sent letters of formal notice to

requirements, and transparency of

Ireland to pay the EU Commission a

Germany, Portugal and Romania for

central beneficial ownership registers.

lump sum of €3,000,000 and

incorrectly transposing Europe's Fourth

€2,000,000 respectively, for failing to

Anti-Money Laundering Directive

The national authorities must reply to

(4MLD).

the letters of formal notice within two
months and if their answers are found

According to the EC, the three member

to be unsatisfactory, the EC may

states need to address key aspects of

proceed to the next phase of the

4MLD related to the exchange of

infringement procedure with the

information with financial intelligence

issuance of a reasoned opinion.
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transpose 4MLD in full by the deadline.
EC press release
ECJ press release (16 Jul...
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UK FCA clarifies expectations of firms in
protecting vulnerable customers from fraud
The UK’s Financial Conduct Authority

Firms are also advised to consider a

at least one pandemic-related phishing

(FCA) published on 23 February final

consumer’s vulnerability and capacity to

scam, while 12 percent of vulnerable

guidance for firms on its expectations

make decisions when deciding the

customers, as compared with just 1

on the fair treatment of vulnerable

course of action in fraud cases.

percent of those with no such

customers, including understanding

Additionally, firms should take into

characteristics, paid the money.

customer needs and protecting them

consideration how to meet consumer

According to the survey, 53 percent of

from fraud and financial abuse.

needs in relation to third-party access

adults display a characteristic of

to their accounts or to support them

vulnerability.

According to the FCA, firms should

and assess whether to allow a

consider actions to empower

consumer to proceed if they suspect

consumers to manage their finances

fraud or diminished ability to

and protect themselves from scams

understand a product or service.

FCA guidance

by using digital services and

On 11 February, the FCA published the

FCA Financial Lives 2020 ...

information technology to block certain

findings of its October 2020 Covid-19

types of expenditure or payments

panel survey, according to which over

involving large amounts.

one third of adult respondents received

FCA press release

when in a vulnerable position, including

EU adds Dominica and removes Barbados from
list of non-cooperative jurisdictions on tax
The Council of the European Union

Meanwhile, Morocco, Namibia and

four additional months to sign the

adopted on 22 February revisions to its

Saint Lucia have been removed from

OECD’s Convention on Mutual

current list of non-cooperative

the “grey list” included in section 2.1 of

Administrative Assistance in Tax

jurisdictions for tax purposes, adding

Annex II after fulfilling their

Matters (MAC), while Botswana,

Dominica and removing Barbados.

commitments, while Jamaica has been

Eswatini, Jordan, and Thailand have

added for committing to amend or

been given until 31 December to ratify

The revisions follow reports issued on

abolish several provisions of its current

the convention. Turkey is expected to

11 December and 6 April 2020 for

tax framework by the end of 2022.

activate its automatic information

Dominica and Barbados, respectively,

exchange relationship with all EU

on the exchange of information on

In addition to this, Australia and Jordan

request (EOIR) standard issued by the

have been granted an extension to the

OECD's Global Forum for Transparency

deadline for fulfilling their tax

and Exchange of Information. The

commitments until the end of the year.

reports found Dominica to be partially

Jamaica has also been granted an

compliant, while Barbados was granted

extension until the end of 2022.

a supplementary review.

EU Council press release
EU Council conclusions
Code of Conduct Group rep...

The Maldives has also been granted
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member states by 30 June.
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UK FCA updates sourcebook for professional
body AML supervisors following consultation
The UK Financial Conduct Authority

(BOOM) of a relevant firm or a sole

PBSs “consider approaches to facilitate

(FCA) published on 24 February a

practitioner (SP), but also to the

their awareness of a member having

summary of feedback received to its

continuous monitoring of those

been convicted of a relevant offence”.

June 2020 quarterly consultation on

persons by a professional body

amendments to the FCA’s Handbook,

anti-money laundering supervisor (PBS)

Additionally, the FCA clarifies that when

which includes an addendum to the

to ensure no convicted person occupies

several criminal legal regimes are

Office for Professional Body

such a position.

applicable, the relevant regime is the

Anti-Money Laundering Supervision

one within the jurisdiction where the

(OPBAS) Sourcebook, with the aim

In response to the feedback received,

regulated services are to be provided,

being to bring it into line with

the FCA has updated the OPBAS

and that in the case of current

Regulations 26 and 46 of the Money

Sourcebook to remove the expectation

applications, a “PBS may accept a

Laundering, Terrorist Financing and

that an application includes evidence of

criminality check submitted to a

Transfer of Funds (Information on the

UK residency within the previous five

different PBS in respect of a previous

Payer) Regulations (MLRs) 2017. The

years, replacing it with the provision

application provided it was obtained

FCA Sourcebook has also been

that the PBS ensure “that a disclosure

from the disclosure agency appropriate

updated accordingly.

agency check from the UK is

for the current application”.

appropriate, including by considering
The proposed amendments relate to

the applicant’s residential history”. In

the approval process for a person to be

respect of ongoing monitoring of

a beneficial owner, officer, or manager

criminality, the FCA recommends that

FCA summary of feedback
FCA Sourcebook

Swedbank AB decides against pursuing legal
proceedings against former CEOs
Swedbank AB announced on 25

its Baltic operations and is currently

After reviewing the results of the

February that its Board of Directors will

under investigation by the Swedish

investigations and analyses made of

not pursue legal proceedings to claim

public prosecutor for manipulation of

the circumstances, the Board of

damages from former CEOs, Birgitte

the gross market and unlawful

Directors has concluded that the

Bonnesen and Michael Wolf, and other

disclosure of inside information.

outcome will likely not be favourable to

former board members as the

the bank and will involve a significant

likelihood of success is “extremely

The bank launched investigations into

investment of time and resources.

low”. The Board confirmed that

Bonnesen’s liability for financial years

Moreover, the Board of Directors will

Bonnesen will not receive the

2016 to 2018, Wolf’s liability for

not be recommending approval of the

severance package previously agreed.

financial years 2015 to 2016, as well as

proposal by the Swedish Shareholders’

potential liability regarding Birgitte

Association during its AGM.

Bonnesen was dismissed in 2019 after

Bonnesen, Lars Idermark and Ulrika

being embroiled in allegations of

Francke for part of 2019 and financial

misleading the public over Swedbank’s

years 2015 to 2019.

handling of suspicious transactions by
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Swedbank press release
Liability investigations ...
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EU Commission to deliver AML/CFT legislative
package by mid-May, states EU official
The Head of the Financial Crime Unit

Suspicious Activity Reports (SARs).

Rembrandt also announced that the

within the European Commission’s (EC)

Finally, she stated that the EC’s

TFFC is currently working on risk-based

Directorate General for Financial

Directorate General for Migration and

guidance for AML/CFT supervision and

Stability, Financial Services and Capital

Home Affairs (DG Home) is also

underlined that the US is “eager” to

Markets Union (DG FISMA), Raluca

focusing on a revised strategy on

cooperate with the union on applying

Prună, stated during a 25 February

combatting organised crime and

human rights related sanctions, while

event held by the European Policy

corruption, due to be tabled in April.

encouraging an extension of the scope

Centre that the EC will issue its new

of the EU Global Human Rights

anti-money laundering and countering

During the event, Scott Rembrandt,

Sanctions Regime (EUGHRSR) to

the financing of terrorism (AML/CFT)

Deputy Assistant Secretary of State in

include corruption.

legislative proposal around mid-May.

the Office of Terrorist Financing and
Financial Crimes (TFFC) at the US

On 7 May 2020, the EC issued an action

According to Prună, the forthcoming

Department of the Treasury, stated that

plan with the aim of revising the current

proposal will include provisions on

the department’s priorities in terms of

AML/CFT rulebook and launched a

golden visas and citizenship schemes

combatting illicit financial flows (IFFs)

public consultation in parallel. The

and will aim to provide a forum for FIUs

relate to corruption, domestic

legislative proposal was due to be

to better address cross-border financial

extremism, cyber and election security,

delivered in the first quarter of 2021.

crime, increase cooperation between

and FinTech.

them and avoid overlaps in processing

European Policy Centre ev...

UK DCPCU prevented £20m of fraud in 2020
UK Finance announced on 23 February

accounts that were being used for

claiming to offer tax refunds from the

that the Dedicated Card and Payment

fraudulent purposes, 258 of which were

government due to the pandemic, the

Crime Unit (DCPCU), a banking

being run by money mule recruiters. In

sentencing of a cheque fraud gang, and

industry funded special police unit,

addition to this, 18,175 compromised

the jailing of a courier scam fraudster.

prevented almost £20 million of fraud

UK card numbers were recovered from

and arrested over 100 criminals in

criminal groups and £2.59 million in

Currently, the DCPCU is investigating

2020, which includes individuals

assets were seized.

over 150 live cases including two

suspected of being involved in scams
exploiting the Covid-19 pandemic.

related to the Covid-19 vaccine.
There were 54 convictions resulting
from the DCPCU’s investigations in

The DCPCU’s activities in 2020 led to

2020, which includes a criminal

the closure of 731 social media

involved in sending out text messages
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US FINRA issues annual compliance guide
which includes AML and cybersecurity advice
The US Financial Industry Regulatory

inspections, training, vendor controls,

FINRA recommends using documentary

Authority (FINRA) issued on 1 February

access management, inadequate

and non-documentary methods in

its latest report as part of its

supervision of application and

conducting customer identification,

examination and risk monitoring

technology changes, and limited testing

monitoring for fraud during account

programme, intended to provide

and system capacity.

opening, using third-party verification

cybersecurity and AML guidance for

services, imposing fund transfer

broker-dealer firms, capital acquisition

FINRA’s examination of member firms

restrictions, performing ongoing

brokers, and funding portals.

identified inadequate AML transaction

monitoring, and collaborating with

monitoring and cash management

clearing companies.

According to FINRA, when establishing

accounts’ frameworks, a limited scope

a cybersecurity programme, firms

of Suspicious Activity Reports (SARs),

Additionally, firms should conduct

should take into consideration their risk

unclear delegation of AML

compliance tests, update risk

profile, business model, scale of

responsibilities, and data integrity gaps.

assessments, test transaction

operations, and business continuity

Additional risks include failure to

monitoring and model validation,

plan requirements. In addition, they

document investigations, high-risk

provide tailored AML training, and

should encourage collaboration across

trading by foreign legal entity accounts,

encourage collaboration across all

departments, incident response

insufficient independent testing of AML

departments to ensure that all

planning, system patching, maintain an

programmes, and improper reliance on

potentially reportable events are

information technology asset inventory,

clearing firms. At the same time,

identified.

and implement change management

engagement in microcap fraud, and the

procedures. The watchdog’s

engagement of special purpose

examination reveals risks associated

acquisition companies (SPACs) without

with data loss prevention programmes,

conducting independent due diligence

branch policies, controls, and

were also mentioned.

FINRA press release
FINRA report

EU agrees to impose sanctions over Navalny
On 22 February, the EU's High

authoritarian state and “driving away

sanctions in response to the situation in

Representative of Foreign Affairs

from Europe”. The restrictive measures

Myanmar. The Council also discussed

Josep Borrell, stated during a Foreign

will be initiated under the EU's Global

Iran and concerns around the

Affairs Council meeting that EU

Human Rights sanction regime.

implementation of the Joint

member states have agreed to impose

Comprehensive Plan of Action

restrictive measures on those deemed

The European Council announced

(JCPOA). Lastly, Borrell also brought up

responsible for the detention and

sanctions on four Russian individuals

the situation in Belarus and stated that

persecution of Russian opposition

allegedly responsible for serious human

EU is considering further sanctions

leader and anti-corruption campaigner

rights violations concerning Navalny on

against the country.

Alexei Navalny.

2 March.

According to Borrell, there is a shared

Additionally, the EU Foreign Affairs

sentiment amongst EU representatives

Council discussed the situation in Hong

that Russia is moving towards an

Kong and Ethiopia as well as the EU’s

Press statement by Josep ...
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European Court of Human Rights ruling calls for
Russia to immediately release Navalny
The European Court of Human Rights

safeguards for his life and health”.

According to reporting by Reuters,

(ECHR) granted an interim measure on

Navalny, who was sentenced to two and

Russian Justice Minister Konstantin

16 February that the Russian

half years in prison over Russian

Chuychenko rebuked the ECHR ruling,

government must immediately release

allegations of parole violations while

stating that “this demand is baseless

Alexei Navalny pursuant to Rule 39 of

the opposition leader was being treated

and unlawful, because it does not

the Rules of Court following Navalny’s

in Germany for nerve agent poisoning,

contain any reference to any fact or any

appeal to the ECHR.

filed the request for a release order with

norm of the law, which would have

the European court on 20 January. On

allowed the court to take this decision”.

The court cites “the nature and extent

26 January, the Russian government

of risk to the applicant’s life” after

responded to three questions posed by

Navalny’s 3 February comments

the ECHR relating to safeguards, which

contesting government arrangements

the court found insufficient.

ECHR press release
Reuters article

and an inability to “provide sufficient

European Council conclusions on Myanmar
warn of possible further sanctions
The Council of the EU adopted on 22

of whom are currently detained by the

one day after the coup on behalf of the

February conclusions condemning the

authorities, as well as all other political

bloc, reiterating that the 8 November

1 February military coup in Myanmar

officials and civilians being held since

2020 election in Myanmar represented

and asserting that the EU stands ready

the coup. According to the adopted

the will of the people, and that “any

to adopt restrictive measures targeting

conclusions, the EU is prepared to move

allegation of voting irregularities has to

those directly responsible for the

forward with restrictive travel and

be settled within the proper legal and

military coup and their economic

economic measures against those

administrative channels”, underscoring

interests. The Council conclusions

involved in the coup and is ready to

that the use of force to overturn a

further call for de-escalation, promptly

support a dialogue towards resolution.

democratic election “is illegal, against

ending the state of emergency, and

The conclusions add that EU

the principles of democracy and takes

restoring the civilian government and

humanitarian aid to Myanmar will

the country backwards”.

elected parliament.

continue to be delivered, stating that
the bloc will avoid actions that could

EU Council press release

The Council calls for the military of

negatively impact Myanmar’s most

Myanmar to “immediately and

vulnerable populations.

EU Council conclusions

Myanmar U Win Myint and State

The office of the EU High

EU High Representative de...

Counsellor Daw Aung San Suu Kyi, both

Representative issued a condemnation

unconditionally release” President of
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Iran limits access to nuclear facilities, US offers
to resume talks and reverse sanctions snapback
International Atomic Energy Agency

Officials from the E3 (France, Germany,

briefing. State Department

(IAEA) President Rafael Grossi and the

and the UK) qualified Iran’s decision as

spokesperson Ned Price confirmed on

Head of Iran’s Atomic Energy

regrettable and “dangerous”, as it

22 February that US officials are ready

Organisation Ali Akbar Salehi

significantly reduces oversight,

to meet their Iranian counterparts to

announced on 21 February a

according to a 23 February statement.

move forward with the current

“temporary technical” arrangement by

They reiterated their commitment to a

proposition, which is “a deal of

which Iran will cease to implement the

diplomatic solution bringing “Iran and

compliance for compliance: If Iran

voluntary measures in the Additional

the US to full compliance”. On 18

returns to full compliance with the Iran

Protocol to the 2015 Joint

February, the E3 and the United States

deal, the United States would be

Comprehensive Plan of Action

called on Iran to abstain from the “grave

prepared to do the same”.

(JCPOA) as of 23 February but will take

action” of restricting the IAEA's

recordings from monitoring equipment

monitoring. On 25 February, the EU's

In addition, State Department officials

installed at nuclear sites by the IAEA.

High Representative for Foreign Affairs

announced on 18 February that that the

Josep Borrell expressed the EU’s

US has written to the UN Security

concern over the discontinuation of the

Council (UNSC) to reverse the previous

Additional Protocols, and recognised

administration’s position on the

the challenge posed by the US

so-called sanctions snapback issue and

withdrawal from the JCPOA.

affirmed that UNSC resolution 2231

Iran's ambassador
confirmed that
Tehran will restrict
the IAEA’s access to
sites as of 23
February, as part of
a parliament
mandated plan to
force the US to lift
sanctions
Citing an unreleased technical annex,
Iran’s ambassador to the IAEA Kazem
Gharibabadi said on 22 February that
the monitoring information will be
released after three months if US
sanctions on Iran are lifted in the
interim. Both parties confirmed that Iran
will fully implement its safeguarding
obligations, with Tehran reiterating that
it will return to full JCPOA compliance if
its conditions are met. Grossi stated
after the meeting that the IAEA will
have “less access” to Iranian sites but
will “retain the necessary degree of
monitoring and verification”.
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“remains in full effect”. At the same
Officials from the four countries asked

time, the Iranian mission to the UN has

Tehran to return to full compliance and

been notified that US travel restrictions

stated their willingness to participate in

on Iran’s diplomatic representatives

a P5x1 (China, France, Russia, UK, US,

have been brought in line with those

and Germany) meeting with Iran,

imposed on other UN delegations.

brokered by the European Union. Borrell
welcomed the possibility of dialogue,

Ambassador Gharibabadi confirmed on

stating that diplomatic interactions are

15 February that Tehran will restrict the

already ongoing. Iran’s Deputy Foreign

IAEA’s access to sites as of 23

Minister Abbas Araqchi said on 20

February, as part of a

February that they are weighing the

parliament-mandated plan to force the

proposition, while “consulting with other

US to lift sanctions. A confidential IAEA

friends and partners such as China and

report seen by the Wall Street Journal

Russia”. On 28 February, Iran rejected

on 16 February reportedly raises

the EU’s proposal, with Foreign Ministry

concerns about Iran’s threats to remove

Spokesperson Saeed Khatibzadeh

“modern technologies” that help

stating that “this is not a good time for

monitor the country’s nuclear activity.

holding an unofficial meeting”.

Iran also stated that it will not allow the
IAEA to supervise its uranium extraction

The recent announcements come

activities or its construction of parts

amidst US President Joe Biden’s

used in weapons-grade enrichment.

statements that Washington is ready to
resume negotiations. The new

IAEA-AEOI joint statement

administration is open to “get back to
diplomacy” but will not take unilateral

Iran government news rele...

steps such as lifting sanctions just “as
an entry ticket”, State Department
officials said during an 18 February

Grossi press conference
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UK government responds to Iran report
The UK Foreign Affairs Committee

administration of President Joseph

remains hopeful the government will

published on 26 February the

Biden towards ensuring greater

follow the report’s recommendation to

government’s response to its 16

compliance with the existing deal,

designate the group.

December report detailing the UK-Iran

noting its “imperfection” but declining

relationship on human rights and

to take steps towards pursuing a

Tugendhat further suggests that the UK

nuclear proliferation, declaring that

separate agreement. Regarding the

ought to take a lead role in pursuing a

despite concerns over Iran’s

IRGC, the government notes that the

new nuclear deal with Iran. The

non-compliance with the JCPOA, the

group “in its entirety is subject to UK

December report, entitled “No

UK will “not commit to working towards

autonomous sanctions under the Iran

prosperity without justice: the UK’s

fostering a replacement”. The

(Sanctions) (Nuclear) (EU Exit)

relationship with Iran”, also expressed

government does not confirm whether

Regulations 2019” but declined to

concern with what it called Iran’s

it will consider the Iranian

comment further on what future action

“eastward-looking approach”.

Revolutionary Guard Corps (IRGC) for

could be considered.

proscription.

UK government press relea...
Foreign Affairs Committee Chair Tom

In its response, the government states

Tugendhat criticised the government

that it welcomes the opportunity to

response, asserting that IRGC activities

work closer with the new US

constitute terrorism and stating that he

UK government response
Committee report

UK NCA's February edition of the SARs in Action
magazine focuses on the gambling sector
The UK’s National Crime Agency (NCA)

offers an overview of the UK Gambling

risks, which includes building

published on 19 February the latest

Commission and GAMLG, as well as

automated or semi-automated

edition of its Suspicious Activity

gaming entities such as Entain plc,

mechanisms and algorithms to detect

Reports (SARs) in Action magazine,

Genting Casinos UK Ltd, Blue Star

unusual gambling patterns, monitoring

which focuses on the UK gambling

Planet Ltd (10Bet), Videoslots Casino

spending beyond the customer risk

sector and references the NCA’s

Ltd, and Bonne Terre Ltd.

profile, exploring the gambler’s past on

December 2020 podcast and January’s
issue of the SARs Reporter Booklet.

publicly accessible social media
AML officers from several gaming

accounts, using adverse media

entities operating in the UK present how

screening, and applying tipping-off

The magazine describes the NCA’s

the NCA’s SARs guidance assisted

precautions.

engagement with the gambling sector,

them in managing AML risks and

including with the Gambling Anti-Money

discuss the effects of the Covid-19

Laundering Group (GAMLG), which is

pandemic on the industry and on their

said to have resulted in a 23.7 percent

policies. Meanwhile, they offer advice

increase in the number of SARs

on how to identify signs of money

submitted in 2019-20. Additionally, it

laundering and manage the associated
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FATF publishes procedures for fourth round
mutual evaluations and ratings overview
The Financial Action Task Force (FATF)

questionnaire has been removed, as all

ML/TF and pay more attention to areas

published on 19 February the updated

relevant information should be provided

where higher ML/TF risks are identified.

version of its procedures for fourth

during the assessment.

round anti-money laundering (AML)

The post-on-site and follow-up reports

and countering the financing of

Meanwhile preparation for the on-site

sections have also been reorganised

terrorism (CFT) mutual evaluation

visit section has been reorganised to

and detail added. The updated

reports (MERs). FATF has also updated

include provisions on confidentiality

procedures for fourth round MERs

its consolidated processes and

and identifying potential areas of

comprise of several appendixes on key

procedures for mutual evaluation and

increased focus for on-site visits.

timelines for on-site visits, authorities

follow-up (universal procedures) as

Furthermore, countries are now

and businesses typically involved in

amended in January.

required to provide the necessary

on-site visits, and a questionnaire for

updates on their technical compliance

technical compliance updates.

As opposed to the previous set of

to the Secretariat no less than six

procedures established in 2009 and

months before the on-site visit and

Concurrently, on 18 February, FATF

related to the third round MERs, the

information on effectiveness no less

issued an updated overview of the

update clarifies that any proposed

than four months before the visit.

ratings obtained by the evaluated

changes to the evaluation dates will

countries during the fourth round of

require plenary approval. FATF also

Additionally, experts from the

establishes that two reports will be

International Monetary Fund (IMF) or

discussed per plenary, and, on an

the World Bank can be invited to

exceptional basis, three MERs.

participate in assessments as experts,

Additionally, the two-month deadline for

while assessors need to review FATF’s

evaluated countries to submit their

11 Immediate Outcomes relating to the

response to the mutual evaluation

system’s effectiveness in combatting

evaluations.
FATF press release on fou...
FATF paper on procedures ...
FATF press release on uni...

US issues Venezuela-related general licence
The US Treasury Department’s Office

involving the Instituto Nacional de los

or Venezuelan government officials

of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC)

Espacios Acuaticos (INEA), a publicly

blocked by EO 13884.

issued on 2 February General License

owned civil nautical organisation, or any

(GL) 30A in relation to the Venezuela

INEA-owned entity that was prohibited

GL 30A replaces and supersedes GL 30,

Sanctions Regulations (VSR).

by order of EO 13850, which was issued

which was issued on 5 August 2019,

in November 2018.

and became effective on 2 February.

GL 30A authorises all transactions and
activities prohibited by former president

According to GL 30A, exporting or

Donald Trump’s August 2019 Executive

re-exporting diluents to Venezuela

Order (EO) 13884 “that are ordinarily

remain blocked. Furthermore, the

incident and necessary to operations or

licence does not authorise transactions

use of ports and airports in Venezuela”.

or activities that are prohibited by the

It further authorises transactions and

VSR or 31 CFR Chapter 5 or pertaining

activities incorporated into the VSR

to any blocked person beside the INEA
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US BIS issues China and Hong Kong export FAQs
The US Commerce Department’s

amendment of 23 December 2020.

Significantly, companies that shipped

Bureau of Industry and Security (BIS)

However, although licence requirements

items to Hong Kong that did not require

issued on 18 February a list of five new

are now the same for Hong Kong and

a licence (NLR) prior to the EAR

frequently asked questions (FAQs)

China, special procedural requirements

amendments must review the revised

regarding export rules for products

will apply in some cases to Hong

EAR, bearing in mind that controlled

destined for China and Hong Kong.

Kong-related transactions. For

items marked in EAR Section 744.21 or

companies that suspended planned

742.7 require a licence for export to

Hong Kong is now considered to be the

licence exempt shipments after 30

Hong Kong.

same from an export standpoint as any

June, they can continue to utilise

other Chinese city per the Export

licence exceptions which include China

Administration Regulations (EAR)

for Hong Kong-destined items.

BIS FAQs

New York Stock Exchange to commence
delisting of China National Offshore Oil Corp
The New York Stock Exchange (NYSE)

On 28 December 2020, the US Treasury

The decision to delist CNOOC’s shares

announced on 26 February that it will

Department’s Office of Foreign Assets

was also made pursuant to OFAC’s 27

commence proceedings to delist

Control (OFAC) added CNOOC to the

January General License 1A and FAQ

American depositary shares of China

CCMCs list identified pursuant to EO

879, which clarifies that the prohibitions

National Offshore Oil Corporation Ltd

13959. The EO prohibits any

on entities added to the Non-SDN

(CNOOC) in order to comply with

transaction in publicly traded securities,

CCMC List on 8 January come into

Executive Order (EO) 13959 on

or any securities that are derivative of

force 60 days after listing.

restricting securities investments that

or designed to provide investment

finance Communist Chinese military

exposure to such securities. The listing

companies (CCMCs).

entered into force on 8 January.

NYSE press release

Baker Hughes discloses SEC investigation
The Baker Hughes Company disclosed

In its disclosure, revealed in the

“initiated an internal review with the

in a 25 February filing that it is under

Houston-based oil company’s annual

assistance of external legal counsel

formal investigation by the US

SEC filing, Baker Hughes states that it

regarding internal controls and

Securities and Exchange Commission

was notified in December 2020 that the

compliance related to US sanctions

(SEC) related to the oil services

SEC had launched an investigation. The

requirements”.

company’s books and records and

firm said that it is cooperating with the

internal controls regarding sales of its

ongoing investigation and offering

products and services in projects

requested information. Additionally, the

impacted by US sanctions.

company announced that it has
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Cisco Systems probes alleged self-enrichment
scheme related to employees in China
US-based technology company Cisco

Cisco states that the ongoing

Brazilian importer of Cisco products, its

Systems Inc disclosed in its latest US

investigation has been voluntarily

employees and affiliates, over an

Securities and Exchange Commission

disclosed to the SEC and the US

alleged import tax evasion scheme and

(SEC) quarterly report filed on 16

Department of Justice, underlining that

other “improper” transactions involving

February that it is currently

it does not expect that the outcome will

the two entities. The Brazilian tax

investigating allegations of a

have a “material adverse effect” on its

authorities’ stated claims, interest and

“self-enrichment scheme” involving its

consolidated financial position,

penalties are estimated at $1.2 billion.

former employees in China.

operations, or cashflow.

Cisco states that the claims against its
subsidiaries are “without merit” and

According to the filing, some of the

At the same time, Cisco revealed

that “there is no legal basis for the

employees allegedly made or directed

ongoing legal proceedings in Brazil

alleged liability”.

payments to third parties, including

against its local subsidiary and several

employees of state-owned enterprises.

former employees, as well as against a

SEC 10-Q filing

US animal health company discloses potential
Iran sanctions violations by acquired company
Foreign Assets Control (OFAC) and the

February 2020, while Zoetis was

US Department of Justice in December

carrying out an internal investigation,

2020 regarding potential violations of

which concluded in December 2020.

the Iranian Transactions and Sanctions
Regulations (ITSR) by a recently

New Jersey-based Zoetis states in its

acquired animal nutrition company,

SEC filing that despite having controls

Platinum Performance Inc.

in place to comply with regulations,
“there can be no assurance that our

US-based animal health company
Zoetis Inc disclosed on 16 February in
its latest US Securities and Exchange
Commission (SEC) filing that it
submitted a final disclosure to the US
Department of the Treasury’s Office of
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According to the filing, the alleged

policies and procedures will prevent us

violations committed by Platinum

from violating these regulations in every

included sales of goods, medicine or

transaction in which we may engage, or

devices to individuals or entities “who

that any businesses we may acquire

may have been resident in or had ties to

have complied with such regulations”.

Iran”, without obtaining any prior licence
from OFAC. An initial disclosure
concerning possible sanctions
violations was made to OFAC in

SEC filing
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US Congress hearing on domestic terrorism
addresses introduction of new sanctions regime
The US House Subcommittee on

group Global Disinformation Index (GDI)

need to be converted into fiat currency

National Security, International

Daniel Rogers echoed concerns around

eventually, at which point financial

Development and Monetary Policy

extremists’ online sources of revenue

institutions need to observe the

hosted on 25 February a hearing on the

and explained that such groups sell

anti-money laundering and countering

financing of domestic terrorism in the

various items on the internet, which

the financing of terrorism (AML/CFT)

US after the January storming of the

also serves as a tool to increase their

regime in place. Correspondingly,

US Capitol, which addressed possible

visibility and recruit more followers. An

regulators and law enforcement

legislation to help law enforcement

October 2020 GDI report showed that

agencies need to find ways to better

map financial flows to domestic

most retailers have policies against the

prioritise and share intelligence.

extremist groups and individuals.

selling of unlawful items, but
enforcement is often belated or

A lack of knowledge about the internal

Proposals included using the Racketeer

non-existent. As most transactions by

structure of extremist groups makes it

Influenced and Corrupt Organizations

these groups bypass the mainstream

more difficult to understand how they

(RICO) Act in prosecuting domestic

banking system, attention needs to be

plan their financial transactions,

extremists, adjusting the legislation on

given to the role of technology and

according to Daveed Gartenstein-Ross,

money laundering, and introducing a

payment companies in facilitating such

CEO of Valens Global consultancy firm.

domestic sanctions regime. The

funding, said Rogers.

Glaser added that Congress could

memorandum made available before

consider introducing sanctions

the hearing highlights that many such

In addition, the memorandum raises

legislation against domestic entities, a

groups, including those that perpetrated

concerns about many extremist groups,

suggestion that was opposed by

the attack on the Congress, use

such as the Oath Keepers, being able to

advocacy group representatives Iman

crowdfunding sites to raise money.

register as charities in the US, which

Boukadoum and Lecia Brooks, due to

Other sources of revenue include

allows them to legitimise some sources

the potential impact on minorities.

content subscription and livestreaming

of revenue. Money trails are obscured

platforms which allow users to donate

by the fact that extremists can use their

fiat-convertible, in-site currency or

own income to fund campaigns or

directly send money to the uploader.

operate using cryptocurrencies. Former

Committee virtual hearing...
Hearing memorandum (22 Fe...

Treasury Department official Daniel
The co-founder of UK-based non-profit

Glaser underlined that these assets

Boukadoum written testimo...

BaFin orders Piraeus Bank’s Frankfurt branch to
improve AML/CFT measures
Germany’s Federal Financial

On the same day, citing an un-named

with German authorities that the

Supervisory Authority (BaFin)

official from Piraeus Bank’s Athens

upgrade will take place within the first

announced on 17 February that it has

headquarters, Reuters reported that the

half of the year”.

instructed the Frankfurt branch of

bank is aware of the urgent need to

Greek lender Piraeus Bank to enhance

upgrade its AML/CFT systems in

its AML/CFT measures.

Frankfurt and that “it has been agreed
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Cayman Islands begins fining companies for
failure to disclose beneficial ownership
The Cayman Islands Ministry of

have already been issued for

standards to fight money laundering,

Financial Services announced on 15

non-compliance with the BO

terrorist financing, and the financing of

February that its Registrar of

regulations, each fine amounting to

weapons of mass destruction”.

Companies (RoC) has begun issuing

$5,000. Head of Compliance Paul Inniss

financial penalties and warning notices

is quoted in the media statement as

The FATF announced on 25 February,

to companies that have failed to

noting that failure to pay the fines

following its latest plenary meeting, the

disclose accurate ultimate beneficial

and/or continue to not disclose BO

addition of the Cayman Islands to its

ownership (BO) information.

information will result in removal from

"grey list" of jurisdictions subject to

the companies register. Inniss added

increased monitoring.

According to the Ministry’s statement,

that “these consequences are in line

19 such letters and subsequent fines

with Financial Action Task Force (FATF)

Ministry of Financial Ser...

Aperio Analysis by George Voloshin
The Caymans' sudden crackdown on the non-disclosure of BO information likely came in anticipation of the FATF's recent
criticism of this British Overseas Territory's AML enforcement. In fact, at the end of February the FATF put the Cayman Islands on
its grey list, which is subject to increased monitoring because of serious AML deficiencies. Still, the crackdown is part of a
broader trend towards greater corporate transparency, following public commitments - first by the crown dependencies in 2019
and then by a majority of BOTs in 2020 - to make ownership information publicly accessible by 2023. The UK government had
initially planned to make such public registers mandatory by the end of 2020 by issuing a draft Order in Council subject to
Section 51 of the Sanctions and Anti-Money Laundering Act 2018. While the Order was published in December 2020, it has not
been enacted on account of the firm voluntary commitments to put the registers in place by 2023 or, at most, 2024. A
combination of societal, investor and regulatory pressure, which is only enhanced by various public money laundering scandals
involving the UK, has arguably rendered the trend towards full transparency irreversible and could in fact accelerate it.

UN Human Rights Office urges US and EU to lift
unilateral sanctions on Venezuela
The Office of the United Nations High

Douhan's statement claims that the

lengthy, costly, ineffective and

Commissioner for Human Rights

sanctions measures have had a

inefficient”.

issued a statement on 12 February

“devastating effect” on the country,

urging the US government, the

which has been “multiplied by

A full report on the UN High

European Union, and other countries to

extra-territoriality and over-compliance

Commissioner's mission to Venezuela

lift the unilateral sanctions imposed on

adversely affecting public and private

is due to be published in September.

Venezuela. The statement follows UN

sectors, Venezuela citizens,

Special Rapporteur on unilateral

non-governmental organizations, third

coercive measures and human rights,

country national and companies” and

Alena Douhan’s, visit to Venezuela.

that “humanitarian exemptions are
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Norwegian DNB Bank declares it will not be
prosecuted in Namibia corruption scandal
The Norwegian authorities will not

criminal prosecutions or the imposition

in the Marshall Islands. Namibia’s

prosecute DNB Bank ASA for its

of an administrative fine. An anti-graft

attorney general charged on 5 February

alleged role in handling illegal

probe into the seafood company began

three executives of Samherji-related

payments for Icelandic company

in 2019, after Samherji’s former

companies for racketeering, money

Samherji hf, in relation to a corruption

Namibia director revealed an alleged

laundering, and tax evasion, among

scandal involving Namibia fishing

kickback scheme that involved bribing

others, according to Iceland Review.

rights, according to a statement issued

officials in exchange for access to the

by the bank on 12 February.

country’s territorial waters.

DNB press release

DNB Bank stated that the Norwegian

In November 2019, Økokrim announced

Samherji press release

National Authority for Investigation and

that it was investigating the DNB’s role

Prosecution of Economic and

in the corruption case, after media

Environmental Crime (Økokrim) did not

reported that the bank helped funnel

find information that would lead to

Samherji’s proceeds to a shell company

Iceland Review article (5...

EU Commission publishes FAQs and factsheet
on Covid-19 vaccine export control rules
The European Commission (EC)

2021/111, noting that goods originating

countries. Additionally, it is not

published on 12 February a list of FAQs

in third countries and released for free

applicable to overseas countries and

and competent authorities related to

circulation in the EU before

territories listed in Annex II of the Treaty

the authorisation requirement for

re-exportation and intracompany sales

on the functioning of the EU, to member

exports of Covid-19 vaccines and

of goods are subject to authorisation,

state territories excluded from the

active substances used for vaccine

while goods placed in temporary

customs territory of the EU or to

manufacturing, which was introduced

storage are not.

Andorra, the Faroe Islands, Monaco,

on 30 January, pursuant to

San Marino, and the Vatican. Exports

Commission Implementing Regulation

The authorisation procedure involves

for humanitarian purposes or to low-

(EU) 2021/111.

making an initial request to the

and middle-income countries included

competent authority of the member

in the COVAX Advance Market

According to the FAQs, between 30

state where the vaccine or substance is

Commitment (AMC) list are also

January and 14 March, EU-based

manufactured, with that authority

excluded from the authorisation

pharmaceutical companies with whom

issuing a draft decision within two

scheme’s scope.

the EU has concluded Advance

working days. In case of disagreement

Purchased Agreements (APAs) must

with the draft decision, the EC will issue

The EC has also published a factsheet

obtain authorisation for exporting

a binding opinion within one day.

on the authorisation mechanism.

Covid-19 vaccines and active
substances. However, the EC

The export authorisation procedure is

purportedly intends to extend the

not applicable to trading partners

measures until 31 March. The EC also

located in European Economic Area

clarifies which export transactions are

(EEA) countries, the Western Balkans,

included in the scope of Regulation

and the European Neighbourhood
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OFAC expected to focus on companies owned
or controlled by US companies
A Dow Jones Risk & Compliance

landscape includes the increasing

than prior to the end of the transition

webinar held on 11 February,

involvement of the US DOJ in sanctions

period, with new chief of OFSI Giles

moderated by the Wall Street Journal

violations cases, especially in those

Thomson tasked with guidance and

and covering US sanctions saw a

involving a technology element, such as

outreach to stakeholders.

prediction by Gibson, Dunn and

cryptocurrencies. Additionally, he

Crutcher LLP Partner Adam Smith that

pointed out that the new administration

Cogman pointed to a 4 February

the US Treasury’s Office for Foreign

is expected to review all sanctions

introductory blog post by Thomson in

Assets Control (OFAC) is expected to

imposed by the previous administration,

which the new OFSI head stressed both

continue its focus on companies that

which in the cases of China, Venezuela,

the importance of multilateral action

are owned or controlled by US

Iran, and Cuba will include at least “a

and the role of OFSI in assisting

companies under the new Biden

change in tone”, but also a continued

relevant parties in understanding where

administration, with Susannah

focus on maritime sanctions.

UK sanctions may diverge. Cogman

Cogman, partner at Herbert Smith

also noted that OFSI only gained the

Freehills comparing future sanctions

Cogman said that now that Brexit has

power to issue financial penalties in

by the UK’s Office of Financial Sanction

been completed, UK sanctions are

2017, with only four cases since then,

Implementation (OFSI).

broadly aligned with existing EU

of which she stated that only one can

sanctions regimes, noting some

be considered substantial.

Smith stated that the new

differences in individual designations

administration will need to confront the

and definitions, including brokering

challenges of adapting its “analogue”

services, as well as some instances of

regulations to the digital context, such

diverging levels of precision when it

as ransomware payments licencing.

comes to licencing restrictions. OFSI is

According to Smith, the US sanctions

now playing a greater role in sanctions

Event details
Recorded version of the w...
OFSI Chief Giles Thomson ...

Austrian Finance Minister named as suspect in
gambling company bribery probe
The Austrian Office of the Prosecutor

A WKSTa statement also revealed that

The paper reported that a Novomatic

for Economic Affairs and Corruption

Federal Anti-Corruption Bureau police

spokesperson denied the allegations of

(WKSTa) named on 11 February

raided Blümel’s residence and several

corruption and claimed it has never

Austrian Finance Minister Gernot

other locations in relation to the case.

donated funds to a political party,

Blümel as a suspect along with two

noting that the company is cooperating

other individuals in a bribery

The WKSTa stated that no further

investigation involving gambling

details about the case will be revealed

company Novomatic. The company is

at present, but that the investigation is

suspected of providing bribes “to a

ongoing. The Financial Times reported

political party in return for support of

that Blümel has denied that he has ever

officials of the Republic of Austria in

accepted money from gambling

the case of a tax claim abroad

companies, adding “especially not if

threatening the company”.

there was also a quid pro quo involved”.
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EU Parliament adopts resolution on reforms to
the Anti-Human Trafficking Directive
The European Parliament (EP) adopted

intelligence-led investigative tools.

between national legal and

on 10 February a resolution which calls

Additionally, the EP calls on the EC to

enforcement frameworks.

on the European Commission (EC) to

take urgent measures against

revise the EU Anti-Trafficking Directive

organised crime groups involved in

Under Article 20 of Directive

2011/36/EU to require all member

migrant smuggling, to assess the

2011/36/EU, the EC is required to report

states to criminalise the knowing use

measures taken by member states to

on progress made in the fight against

of the services of victims of human

implement the Directive, and further

human trafficking every two years. The

trafficking, stressing the importance of

introduce infringement procedures in

latest report published in October 2020

financial investigations to prosecute

instances of non-compliance.

identified poor implementation of the

organised crime groups involved in
human trafficking.

Directive, noting an increasing number
An EP think tank study published in

of victims and a persistent low number

September 2020 found that general

of prosecutions and convictions. In

According to the resolution, the

progress has been made regarding

addition, the EC emphasised that

difficulty in finding evidence of actual

human trafficking in the EU in terms of

diverse legal provisions may be

knowledge of using services provided

prevention, efficiency of the criminal

hampering efforts to discourage

by the victims of trafficking “is not

system, victim protection, and

demand for such services.

necessarily a conclusive argument for

cooperation between member states.

not treating a given type of conduct as

However, several “grey areas and

a criminal offence”, emphasising that

shortcomings” were identified in the

member states should increase the

implementation of the Directive,

number of investigations and

including a lack of data on victims, low

prosecutions and systematically use

levels of detection, and differences

EP resolution
EP research study (15 Sep...
Directive 2011/36/EU (Off...

Ex-investment banker placed on Interpol’s most
wanted list over cum-ex fraud
Interpol issued on 9 February a red

Hanno Berger, engaged in 61 short

charges were revealed in May 2018, the

notice for New Zealand national Paul

sales of shares between 2006 and

Wiesbaden Regional Court trial has

Robert Mora, a former investment

2008, which deprived the German tax

been delayed several times. In January,

banker wanted in Germany for his

authorities of more than €100 million,

the authorities announced that

alleged role in a €113 million cum-ex

according to a copy of the indictment

proceedings will resume on 25 March.

tax fraud scandal.

seen by Bloomberg in 2018.

Frankfurt prosecutors allege that Moran

Mora is believed to currently reside in

and four other former employees of

New Zealand, according to a 9 February

UniCredit SpA’s HypoVereinsbank,

press release from the German Federal

collaborating with German tax attorney

Criminal Police Office (BKA). Although

BKA press release
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UK parliament committee holds oral evidence
session on forced labour in Xinjiang
As part of its ongoing inquiry into

Food and Sustainability at the British

private and public entities do not

human rights violations in Xinjiang, the

Retail Consortium Andrew Opie stated

benefit from human rights violations in

UK House of Commons’ Foreign Affairs

that authorities could focus more on

Xinjiang. The measures include the

Committee held an oral evidence

enforcement mechanisms, mainly in the

introduction of financial penalties for

session on 9 February, on the response

context of the UK’s “independent

entities that fail to publish annual

of British businesses to allegations of

trading approach”. In addition, he

statements required by the Modern

forced labour in Xinjiang to better

underlined that businesses expect the

Slavery Act, as well as a review of

control supply chains.

government to provide clarity on what

export controls applied to Xinjiang.

good due diligence mechanisms in
The participants highlighted the

relation to Xinjiang should look like.

Committee meeting

engagement with private businesses to

On 12 January, the Foreign,

FCDO press release (12 Ja...

develop mechanisms that could help

Commonwealth and Development

identify and eradicate forced labour

Office (FCDO) announced a package of

from supply chains. The Director of

measures aimed at ensuring that

importance of the UK government’s

Foreign Affairs Committee...

UK parliament committee publishes evidence
submitted to Xinjiang inquiry
As part of its ongoing inquiry on how to

denied by the UK’s Export Control Joint

is a state-owned defence conglomerate

prevent UK companies from benefiting

Unit (ECJU) on 6 January. Schröder

providing defence related electronic

from Xinjiang forced labour, the UK

stated that he was not aware of the

products that have been used to

parliament’s Foreign Affairs Committee

links between the Chinese research

identify detention camp targets.

published on 3 February its

company and the identity-based

correspondence with the University of

persecution of the Uyghur Muslims in

In addition, the Committee published its

Manchester, which has agreed to

the Xinjiang region.

correspondence on supply chains with

review its collaboration with China

UK companies including John Lewis &

Electronics Technology Group Co Ltd

Exports related to CETC38 are also

38th Research Institution (CETC38).

subject to control in the US, where the
entity was added to the Department of

According to Professor Martin

Commerce’s Bureau of Industry and

Schröder, the university is currently

Security's (BIS) entity list on 1 August

examining its collaboration with

2018. According to Human Rights

CETC38 after its licence to start a radio

Watch reports, China Electronics

astronomy project with the entity was

Technology Group Corporation (CETC)
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UK Financial Conduct Authority holds Digital
Sandbox Pilot demonstrations
The UK Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) held Digital

teams worked on developing innovative tools, which

Sandbox Pilot demonstrations, between 8-10 February,

included, among others: (1) an AI explainability for

involving 28 organisations that were selected to participate

financial services tool, centred on explainable fraud

in testing their technological solutions for the financial

detection, which is aimed at ensuring the rapid

sector that have been developed to tackle challenges

verification of repayments using an anomaly detection

exacerbated by the Covid-19 pandemic.

algorithm to identify potentially fraudulent behaviour; (2)
an AML solution that allows financial institutions to

The FCA, in collaboration with the City of London Corporation,

securely share knowledge about clients or transactions

launched the pilot in October 2020 to support and augment

without disclosing any underlying data or information; (3)

innovation within financial services. The pilot ran from

a platform enabling customers, banks and regulators to

November 2020 through to February 2021 and secured a

securely share verified KYC data, in order to utilise the

digital testing environment for the teams, providing support

ecosystem to submit and share SARs with the NCA and

to develop their products and services at an early stage,

across institutions that have a relationship with the entity

including by providing access to synthetic data, an integrated

or customer; and (4) a solution aimed at securing

development environment (IDE) and a catalogue of FinTech

personal identifiable information and biometric templates

and RegTech application programming interface (APIs).

by converting the biometric templates into an irreversible
transformed identity token, enhancing security and

Some of the solutions were
aimed at determining how
financial services firms can
more efficiently use advanced
data analytics to analyse and
prevent fraudulent transactions

privacy and strengthening fraud identification
To improve financial resilience of vulnerable customers,
10 teams tested their solutions, including: (1) a solution
that enables a range of lenders to assess the credit risk
of a borrower without requiring direct access to sensitive
financial data, utilising privacy-preserving technologies;
and (2) a tool focused on detecting vulnerability within
credit applications, identifying applicant vulnerability
flags and triggering personalised digital assessments to
improve customer outcomes

The pilot focused on solutions exploring three key priorities:
(1) preventing fraud and scams, (2) assisting the financial

The improvement of access to finance for SMEs was

resilience of vulnerable consumers, and (3) improving access

approached by six teams, which proposed solutions

to finance for small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs).

including: (1) a tool using tokenised assets on a

With respect to the prevention of fraud, the solutions were

blockchain to enable cost-effective and transparent ways

aimed at determining how financial services firms can more

to securitise SME loans and invoices; and (2) a solution to

efficiently use advanced data analytics to analyse and

allow finance funding providers to predict, analyse and

prevent fraudulent transactions and detect patterns of

risk assess the ability of a SME to repay credit within

fraudulent behaviour, and how public and private sector

required time periods

bodies can improve data sharing.
Digital Sandbox Pilot webpage

Key takeaways from the demonstration
FCA press release
To address the challenges faced by financial services
firms in preventing and detecting fraud and scams, 12
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UK government reiterates plans for register of
overseas entities that own UK property
In April 2017, the UK government

was launched, which ran from July to

published a call for evidence seeking

September 2018.

feedback on the introduction of a public

In response to a parliamentary
question, Under-Secretary for the UK
Department for Business, Energy and
Industrial Strategy Paul Scully
reiterated on 3 February the
government’s commitment to
establishing a public register of
beneficial owners of overseas entities
that own UK property, underlining the
need to establish primary legislation.

register of beneficial owners of

On 20 May 2019, a Joint Committee of

overseas legal entities that own UK

the House of Lords and House of

property or participate in UK

Commons issued a report on the draft

government procurement. In March

bill, which provided a number of

2018, the government published its

recommendations for amendments to

response to the call for evidence,

the bill, including clarifying the

confirming its plans to publish a draft

definition of “overseas entity”, and

bill “for scrutiny” and its intention that

lowering the proposed 25 percent

the register is established by 2021.

ownership and voting threshold.

On 23 July 2018, a draft Registration of

Parliamentary question

Overseas Entities Bill, explanatory
notes, an overview document, and an

Consultation outcome (22 ...

impact assessment were issued by the
Department for Business Energy and

Joint Committee of the Ho...

Industrial Strategy, and another
consultation seeking views on the
practical implementation of the register

UK House of Commons issues briefing on
beneficial ownership registers
The UK House of Commons published

information for UK property and land

governments of Guernsey, Jersey and

on 8 February a briefing paper on the

ownership. Additionally, the paper

the Isle of Man committed in 2019 to

status of beneficial ownership (BO)

provides an update on the ongoing

introduce BO registers within 12

registers in the UK, as well as British

Companies House reforms, which were

months of the EU’s publication of its

Overseas Territories (BOTs) and Crown

first announced in 2019.

review of the Fifth Money Laundering

Dependencies, and in the EU.

Directive in January 2022.
On 14 December 2020, the UK

The paper recalls that the UK has made

government published draft legislation

BO information available for companies

under the Sanctions and Anti-Money

since 2016 and for trusts since 2017,

Laundering Act 2018 setting out the

while the government has not yet put

minimum BO standards that BOTs are

forward legislation on providing such

expected to implement by 2023. The
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UK FCA sets out expectation that retail banks
build greater resilience to financial crime
The UK’s Financial Conduct Authority

financial crime controls might

casework, including by “engaging with

(FCA) published a Dear CEO letter on

purportedly be affected by

foreign regulators or parent

supervision strategy for the retail

management stretch and resource

companies”.

banking portfolio on 5 February setting

cutting, while accelerated or delayed

its expectations in regard to ensuring

technological change could increase

Additionally, the FCA directs retail

fair treatment for borrowers, good

the risk of cyberattacks.

banks to review the forthcoming Dear

governance and oversight of customer

CEO letter about anti-money laundering

treatment and outcomes, operational

The FCA expects retail banks to build

frameworks. At the same time, firms

resilience, and minimising fraud and

greater resilience to financial crime

are expected to notify the FCA about

financial crime.

through “sustained improvement in

any “failing to satisfy one or more of the

their systems and controls” and “by

threshold conditions” provided in the

According to the regulator, firms will

adequate investment in well-resourced

FCA Handbook, which also comprises

face new challenges stemming from

and capable governance and oversight”.

of the need “to minimise the extent to

the increased speed and volume of

The regulator will focus its work on

which it is possible for its business to

transactions, the growing number of

those firms identified as higher risk and

be used” for financial crime purposes.

vulnerable customers, and evolving

improvements to financial crime

types of fraud and money laundering

controls, newly identified higher risk

(ML) activity. At the same time,

firms, and dealing with notifications and

FCA Dear CEO letter

UK Financial Conduct Authority investigating
Santander for possible AML breaches
Santander UK Group Holdings plc

According to the statement, the

potential liability, including penalties,

revealed in its 3 February quarterly

investigation, which was launched in

that may result from the FCA’s

management statement that it is

July 2017, involves money service

investigation.

cooperating with a civil regulatory

business clients and other customers

investigation by the UK's Financial

considered high-risk, in relation to a

Conduct Authority (FCA) for possible

series of transactions processed

breaches of AML regulations and

between 2012 and 2017. The bank’s UK

financial crime systems and controls.

office said that it could not yet assess
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New OFSI director reveals plan to strengthen UK
sanctions compliance efforts
In a blog post published on 4 February,

build stronger links between sanctions

Strengthen relationships with public

the new UK Office of Financial

and broader economic crime work”.

and private sector stakeholders

Sanctions Implementation (OFSI)
Director Giles Thomson set out his

through “engagement and

Other key objectives for 2021

2021 objectives, in light of his

guidance” and assist the private
sector with implementation of

expanded role, which now includes

Assist stakeholders with

financial sanctions to ensure

economic crime policy.

understanding developments

greater compliance

brought by the transition from the
Thomson intends to strengthen OFSI’s

EU legal framework to the UK’s

Ensure the efficient implementation

compliance work through enhancing

independent sanctions regime

of sanctions to support the UK’s

partnerships with regulators, law

foreign and security policy, taking

enforcement agencies and the private

Maintain sanctions cooperation

into consideration the country’s

sector for a broader understanding of

with existing allies, such as the EU

autonomous sanctions framework

compliance risks and methods to

and the US, as well as with a

mitigate such risks. Thomson stated

broader range of third countries

OFSI press release

that he will use his “expanded role to

Coinbase filing reveals OFAC disclosures
US cryptocurrency exchange Coinbase

of the disclosures are currently “under

which includes IP address supervision

Global Inc revealed on 25 February in

review by OFAC”. It added that no

to screen for jurisdictions or blockchain

its initial public offering (IPO) filing

proceedings have yet yielded a

addresses designated by OFAC or

with the Securities and Exchange

“monetary penalty or other adverse

associated with designated individuals.

Commission (SEC) that the company

action”. The filing notes that the nature

Coinbase added that its compliance

has made disclosures to the US

of the services provided by the

framework “includes policies,

Treasury Department’s Office of

company makes it “technically

procedures, reporting protocols, and

Foreign Assets Control (OFAC) and

infeasible” to prevent transactions in

internal controls, and is designed to

responded to “administrative

prohibited jurisdictions or with

address legal and regulatory

subpoenas” from the US agency.

OFAC-identified blockchain addresses

requirements as well as to assist us in

“in all circumstances”.

managing risks associated with money

The company disclosed that it has is

laundering and terrorist financing”.

made voluntary disclosures to OFAC

According to the filing, Coinbase has

“from time to time” in addition to

shared primary elements of its

subpoena responses, noting that some

compliance programme with OFAC,
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UK parliament holds debate on Bribery Act 2010
post-legislative scrutiny report
Lord Saville of Newdigate told the UK

plans outlining how they intend to

Bribery Act 2010. Additionally, the SFO

House of Lords on 3 February that the

speed up bribery investigations, while

has prosecuted Sweett Group plc and

penalty amount imposed through

prosecutions should be made more

entered six DPAs, namely with Standard

deferred prosecution agreements

flexible by introducing the possibility to

Bank Group, Sarclad Ltd, Roll-Royce plc,

(DPAs) in bribery cases should be

delegate the power to initiate criminal

Guralp Systems Ltd, and Airbus SE

broadly comparable to the fine that

proceedings.

Airline Services Ltd, for the same

would have been imposed as a result

offences.

of a guilty plea, while emphasising that

Additionally, the Select Committee

facilitation payments should not be

provided recommendations relating to

In a May 2019 paper, the UK

legalised. He added that the UK Bribery

the failure to prevent bribery offence

government stated that it would take

Act 2010’s provisions for failure to

and DPAs, suggesting that the

into consideration several

prevent bribery are sufficient in holding

cooperation expected of a company

recommendations tabled by the Select

corporation executives liable.

must include the provision of all the

Committee, while disagreeing with

available evidence which might

proposals to delegate powers to initiate

The debate was focused on the March

implicate any individuals suspected of

prosecutions or give courts greater

2019 post-legislative scrutiny report by

involvement in bribery.

discretion to manage preliminary and

the House of Lords’ Select Committee,

final hearings in cases involving a DPA.

which concluded that the framework is

According to the Advocate General for

“an international gold standard for

Scotland Lord Stewart of Dirleton, the

anti-bribery and corruption legislation”.

Crown Prosecution Service has secured

At the same time, it recommended that

only one conviction to date, namely

the directors of the Serious Fraud Office

against Skansen Interiors Ltd, for failure

(SFO) and Public Prosecutions publish

to prevent bribery pursuant to the

UK House of Lords debate ...
UK parliament’s question ...
UK House of Lords’ Select...

Germany’s BaFin orders Goldman Sachs Bank
Europe SE to comply with AML/CFT obligations
Germany’s Federal Financial

branch “to comply with the due

measures. According to Reuters, BaFin’s

Supervisory Authority (BaFin)

diligence obligations with regard to

order relates to alleged non-compliance

announced on 4 February that it has

customers and the requirements with

with know-your-customer standards

instructed Goldman Sachs Bank

regard to risk analysis”, with the

during the Brexit transition transfer of

Europe SE in an 18 December 2020

decision being finalised on 4 February.

UK customers to Germany, representing

order to comply with obligations to

as much as $60 billion in total assets.

combat money laundering (ML) and

Reuters reported the same day that

terrorist financing (TF).

Goldman Sachs told the media outlet

BaFin announcement

that the order was based on a 2020
According to BaFin’s disclosure, the

BaFin audit and that the bank was

letter orders Goldman Sach’s European

already undertaking the necessary
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UK government announcement on BNPL
regulation follows report citing fraud risk
The UK government announced on 2

recommendation is for the FCA to work

Act to extend legal requirements to

February that it will bring forward

towards removing barriers to and

BNPL schemes, which can be used if

legislation for buy-now-pay-later

increase consumer awareness of

industry-led measures are

(BNPL) agreements to be regulated by

alternative credit products so that

unsatisfactory”, according to a media

the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA)

consumers do not turn to potentially

statement on 12 February.

following recommendations by former

illegal lending schemes. The report also

FCA interim chief executive

calls for the FCA to “explore removal of

A similar push for regulatory measures

Christopher Woolard in a report on the

illegal online lenders from search

is currently underway in Australia. The

unsecured consumer credit market.

results”. Regarding evolving financial

Australian Financial Review reported on

The report warns of high risks of fraud

technologies (FinTech), the benefits

3 February that the Australian Banking

through online platforms and calls for

and potential harms to consumers are

Association has submitted a request to

increased efforts to make consumers

detailed, with recommendations that

the Treasury encouraging oversight of

aware of illegal money lender risks and

FinTech designers “take specific

BNPL services, such as

address vulnerabilities laid bare by the

account of vulnerable consumers and

Melbourne-based Afterpay Limited,

Covid-19 crisis, including financial

ensure journeys are designed to ensure

stating that regulatory gaps create

shocks to consumers resulting from

they are able to remain in control of

payment risks that threaten to

the pandemic.

their decision-making”.

undermine regulation and undermine

The report lauds Open Banking’s

Other countries have also begun

innovation in providing informative data

looking at concerns relating to the rise

sources to consumers, recommending

in BNPL. The New Zealand Ministry of

that barriers to use, including fraud and

Business, Innovation and Employment

security concerns, be overcome to

is reportedly also considering ways to

ensure such information is utilised

implement “new powers under the

more widely and effectively. Another

Credit Contracts and Consumer Finance

efforts to screen for financial crime,
including money laundering.
UK government press relea...
FCA press release
New Zealand public guidan...

World Bank suspends DRC education funds
The World Bank announced on 1

2020, is temporarily on hold after an

payment for the DRC Emergency Equity

February that it has suspended a $100

investigation conducted by the IGF

and System Strengthening in Education

million initial payment in support of the

revealed evidence that CDF 62 billion

Project, which aims to grant free access

Democratic Republic of Congo’s (DRC)

(£2.29 million) in public funds has been

to primary education in 10 Congolese

free primary education programme

embezzled and discovered weaknesses

provinces.

after the country’s Inspector General of

in internal controls. The World Bank

Finances (IGF) alleged that the

stated that it is cooperating with the

education sector is subject to fraud

Congolese government to establish the

and misuse of public funds.

facts and potential remedial measures.

IGF press conference (Nov...

The World Bank’s $100 million payment

The World Bank announced in June

World Bank press release ...

to the DRC, scheduled for December

2020 the approval of a $800 million
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US House Foreign Affairs Committee urges
reversal of Israeli billionaire sanctions licence
The Chair of the US House Committee

accounts with tiny financial institutions

will “stand as a case study in how to

on Foreign Affairs, Gregory Meeks,

in the DRC over which he maintains

circumvent American sanctions”.

published on 3 February an open letter

control, and received pay in foreign

to Treasury Secretary Janet Yellen

currencies to circumvent our laws”.

urging her to revoke the licence

In addition, Human Rights Watch
(HRW), Transparency International and

granted to Israeli mining tycoon Dan

Congressman Meeks was joined by

other non-profits sent on 2 February a

Gertler, which was issued in the final

co-signers Karen Bass, chair of the

letter to Yellen and Secretary of State

days of the Donald Trump

Subcommittee on Africa, Global Health,

Antony Blinken, urging the

administration.

and Global Human Rights and Jim

administration to reverse Gertler’s

Himes, chair of the Subcommittee on

licence. The letter adds that the US

The letter cites the US Treasury’s

National Security, International

“needs to ensure that proceeds of

December 2017 designation of Gertler,

Development and Monetary Policy, who

alleged corruption are not being

which claimed that he “amassed his

criticise the previous administration for

accessed and unblocked during the

fortune through hundreds of millions of

rewarding rather than scrutinising

transition, or for political motives”.

dollars’ worth of opaque and corrupt

Gertler’s activities “contrary to the spirit

mining oil deals” in the Democratic

and intent” of the Magnitsky Act. The

Republic of Congo (DRC). The letter

three representatives claim that the

asserts that rather than demonstrating

Treasury Department’s reversal of its

“contrition for his corrupt dealings and

2017 designation against Gertler was

undertaking reform”, Gertler has in fact

made without policy or legal

“created shell companies, opened

justification, and warn that the decision

Congressional letter
HRW letter
US Treasury’s Gertler des...

Brazil dismantles Operation Car Wash
The Brazilian Public Prosecutor's

money stolen” and that the operation’s

The taskforce was created in 2014 with

Office (MPF) announced on 3 February

dismantling represents a “victory of the

the aim of investigating corruption

that the anti-corruption taskforce

establishment, criminals and

offences relating to state-owned

known as Operation Car Wash

opportunists on duty”.

company Petróleo Brasileiro S.A.

(Operação Lava Jato) has been

(Petrobras), and provided support to a

formally dismantled as of 1 February

President Jair Bolsonaro announced on

series of other complex investigations

after its investigators were reassigned

7 October 2020 that he would end the

through international cooperation.

to the Special Action Group to Combat

six-year Car Wash probe, declaring that

Organised Crime (Gaeco).

there is “no more corruption in the

MPF press release

government”, according to Bloomberg.
Following the official dismantling of the

The MPF’s press release states that the

taskforce, the Financial Times reported

Car Wash taskforce contributed to 295

that Bolsonaro’s former privatisation

arrests and 278 convictions and helped

secretary, Salim Mattar, said that “the

seize BRL 4.3 billion (£583 million) in

losers are the taxpayers who had their

criminal proceeds.
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Ukrainian MP subject to US sanctions expelled
Ukrainian Member of Parliament

13848 for his alleged involvement in a

expel Dubinsky from the Parliament’s

Oleksandr Dubinsky was expelled from

foreign network which reportedly

SP political faction was adopted with

the Servant of the People (SP,

sought to influence the 2020 US

198 votes in favour, 29 against and 19

Verkhovna Rada) political party on 1

presidential election by disseminating

abstentions.

February, after the US Treasury’s Office

false accusations that US government

of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC) made

officials had been involved in corrupt

him subject to sanctions in relation to

activities in Ukraine. Six other Ukrainian

his alleged role in attempts to interfere

individuals and four media entities were

in the 2020 US presidential election.

designated along with Dubinsky.

Dubinsky was designated by OFAC on

According to a statement from the SP’s

11 January pursuant to Executive Order

leader Davyd Arakhamia, the decision to

Ukraine Parliament press ...
SP leader statement
Oleksandr Dubinsky statem...

People's Bank of China issues AML/CFT
guidelines for cross-border business
The People’s Bank of China (PBOC) and

involved in cross-border business,

The self-assessment guidelines provide

the State Administration of Foreign

rejecting transactions for customers

principles for financial institutions

Exchange (SAFE) issued on 1 February

unable to produce such information.

established in China to identify and

a joint set of anti-money laundering

evaluate risks associated with

and counter terrorism financing

Banks are also responsible for carrying

AML/CFT. Specifically, the guidelines

(AML/CFT) guidelines for financial

out due diligence to identify significant

detail AML risk assessments by

institutions when conducting

affiliates and shareholders associated

corporate financial institutions and

cross-border transactions and

with cross-border customers, as well as

highlight the role and responsibility of

self-assessment guidelines for

determining the source of funds and

senior management in relation to

AML/CFT risks of legal persons within

whether their customers are foreign

AML/CFT assessments.

financial institutions.

government officials and must report
suspicious transactions to the Chinese

The guidelines state that Chinese banks

authorities, as well as high threshold

must implement know-your-customer

cross-border transactions. Even when

(KYC) policies to ensure the verification

contracting with third-party financial

of documents, identities, and

analysts that conduct KYC or due

demonstrate an understanding of the

diligence, Chinese banks will be held

beneficial ownership of foreign entities

responsible for any failures.
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Trader sued in the US amid regulator warnings
over GameStop stock rise scandal
Financial regulators around the world

networks”. The AMF stated that it is

between Robinhood, hedge fund Citadel

issued warnings to investors regarding

coordinating with the Ministry of

LLC and investment management firm

increased market volatility and

Economy and Finance to create a tool

Melvin Capital Management LP

possibilities of manipulation and abuse

to detect “bots” on social networks

surfaced, there were speculations that

after followers of the social media

which may be used for market abuse.

the revelations played a part in the

platform Reddit bought securities that

The agency warned that it may launch

platform’s decision to restrict trades.

were being short sold by several US

an investigation and initiate sanctions

Citadel is one of the biggest sources of

hedge funds. Video game store

against any actions it deems to be

revenue for Robinhood, while it also

company GameStop Corporation’s GME

market manipulation.

helped Melvin recover financially after it

stock price rose sharply during the

lost capital in the GME short squeeze,

final week of January, with significant

A class action complaint filed on 16

claims a memorandum published

spikes also seen in AMC Entertainment

February with the Massachusetts

before the meeting.

Holdings stock, before the price

District Court in the US alleges

dropped back in February, coming

securities broker Keith Patrick Gill

ESMA chair Steven Maijoor stated on

closer to begging of the year values.

misrepresented himself on social

23 February before the European

media platforms to convince retail

Parliament's Committee on Economic

The European Securities and Markets

investors to buy GameStop’s stock. His

and Monetary Affairs that “the

Authority (ESMA) issued a statement

vested interest in the security led him to

likelihood of similar events happening

on 17 February, reminding retail traders

coordinate with others to manipulate

in the EU appears limited”.

of the risks associated with performing

the market, causing many individuals to

Nevertheless, the EU official raised

transactions based on information

lose significant amounts of money, the

concerns about near zero-commission

coming from unregulated sources, such

lead plaintiff alleges.

trading platforms, as they rely on

as social media platforms. Additionally,

market makers to complete orders,

the price volatility of shares that are

The complaint purports that Gill touted

which could potentially lead to conflicts

short sold leaves investors that use

a false persona of “an amateur,

of interest and decreased transparency.

leverage strategies in a more exposed

everyday fellow”, failing to disclose his

position, the EU’s securities market

broker certifications and his connection

Moreover, Maijoor underlined that

regulator highlighted. The ESMA also

with Massachusetts Mutual Life

“gamifying” – a phenomenon in which

underlined that coordinated efforts to

Insurance Company and its subsidiary,

companies make their products and

influence a stock’s price or spreading

MML Investors Services LLC. The

services more appealing by introducing

misleading information could constitute

companies are also named in the

videogame-like mechanics – could

market manipulation.

complaint for allegedly failing to

potentially reduce investors’ risk

properly supervise Gill and prevent his

awareness. A similar concern was

risky conduct.

raised in the US House Committee

The French Financial Markets Regulator
(AMF) issued an extensive factsheet on

memorandum.

8 February outlining the events of

Gill joined the CEOs of Robinhood and

GME’s substantial stock price hike and

other associated companies in a virtual

drop, asserting that it has “developed

hearing before the US House

tools to detect the messages most

Committee on Financial Services on 18

likely to influence the stock markets or

February, which focused on the stock

to track down scams on social

price scandal. After financial ties
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UK government issues AML/CFT guidance for
accountancy service providers
The UK’s HM Revenue and Customs

payments, unnecessary transaction

documents are missing, or there are

(HMRC) issued on 17 February

splitting, exclusively remote services,

significant changes in transaction

guidance to assist accountancy service

and payments made in and out of a

patterns, or unusual levels of requests

providers (ASPs) in understanding

designated client account controlled by

for financial references for borrowing

their exposure to money laundering

a client with no restrictions. The

and early repayment. Payroll services

(ML) and terrorist financing (TF),

accountancy and payroll services

should analyse unusual client requests

noting that it expects ASPs to

sub-sectors are purportedly exposed to

or difficulty in obtaining documents,

“carefully” assess, document, and

medium ML/TF risk, while bookkeepers

services provided without source

regularly review their risk exposure but

and audit sub-sectors are exposed to a

documents that could enable fraud, and

also to establish policies, controls, and

low risk and company formation

clients limiting interaction with HMRC.

procedures to address vulnerabilities.

providers and tax advisers are rated as
exposed to a high degree of ML/TF risk.

UK government press relea...

associated with ASPs include

Accountants are advised to analyse

UK government guidance

unexpected levels of cash receipt or

situations in which the original

According to HMRC, the risks indicators

Libyan interim government welcomed
The EU and five other governments

Borrell welcomed the 5 February

disrupt Libya’s efforts to arrive at a

issued statements on 7 February

appointment of Mohammad Younes

viable political solution.

calling on all actors to support the

Menfi as head of the Presidency

Libyan transitional authority mandated

Council and Abdul Hamid Mohammed

until the December 2021 elections and

Dbeibah as prime minister. Borrell

maintain the UN arms embargo.

emphasised the need to respect the UN

P3 plus 2 statement
EU Council statement

arms embargo imposed by the UNSC
EU High Representative for Foreign

and stated that the bloc is ready to

Affairs and Security Policy Josep

impose sanctions on actors found to

UNSMIL press release (5 F...

Aperio Analysis by Larissa Normanton
That appointments were agreed at all during last month’s UN-sponsored Libyan Political Dialogue Forum is an achievement in
itself for a country that has now been mired in civil war for almost a decade. However, shortly after appointments were
announced, allegations emerged that supporters of Abdul Hamid Mohammed Dbeibah, who was appointed Libya’s interim prime
minister, had bribed voters. A UN report into the allegations is due to be published on 15 March. Bribery is endemic in the country,
which has been faced with chronic instability since the 2011 popular uprising which led to the overthrow of former leader
Muammar Al-Qaddafi. Since this point there has been no central authority with a monopoly on power across the country. For the
last five years, Libya has been split between two principal rival factions, each with the backing of competing regional powers,
exacerbating the conflict. The UN-recognised Government of National Accord has controlled the West of the country from Tripoli
whilst the East is under the de facto control of Field Marshal Khalifa Haftar and his so-called Libyan National Army in tandem
with the Tobruk-based House of Representatives.
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CONSULTATIONS

UK consults on digital ID and trust framework
proposed framework will introduce

investigations. At the same time, a

rules to guide organisations in

governing body will oversee system

performing identification verification,

level security and fraud.

which include policies on privacy and
data protection, fraud management and

The consultation closes on 11 March.

security. The proposals are expected to

The government has confirmed that it

help combat fraud and cybercrime, and

will work with the digital identity

boost the UK's digital economy.

community to further develop the
relevant frameworks, with the aim of

The UK Department for Digital, Culture,
Media and Sport launched on 11
February a consultation on digital
identities, seeking views on improving
data protection and data security by
introducing standards and
requirements for organisations.
According to the policy paper, the

Companies choosing to be part of the

publishing the next iteration in the

UK's digital identity framework need to

summer. Additional consultations on

demonstrate their ability to guarantee

forthcoming legislative proposals will

the integrity of users’ digital identities

be announced later this year.

or attributes, regularly monitor threats
and fraud, and perform fraud audits.

UK government press relea...

Additionally, they should implement a
fraud dispute and resolution process,

UK government consultatio...

fraud reporting and analysis
procedures, and also share threat

UK government policy pape...

indicators, respond to data breaches
and fraud incidents, and take part in

UK launches inquiry into arms exports in 2019
The UK Committees on Arms Export

concern, and omissions, as well as

An initial inquiry into the report was

Controls launched on 9 February an

Brexit’s impact on arms export controls.

launched on 3 November 2020.

inquiry into the 2019 Strategic Export
Controls Annual Report, seeking

The inquiry targets the scale and

submissions until 8 March.

adequacy of enforcement and
compliance sanctions, compliance with

The inquiry focuses on enforcement

the licence regime, the audit of arms

and compliance issues, namely trends

export end-use, and the application of

presented in the report and the

the Consolidated EU and National Arms

implications, areas for improvement,

Export Licensing Criteria.
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UK Payment Systems Regulator consults on
APP scams and consumer protection
The UK’s Payment Systems Regulator

Bacs Direct Credit

changing payment system rules

(PSR) launched two calls for views on
11 February seeking feedback on

Making sure everyone can see how

In regard to the call for views on

greater protection for payment

banks and building societies handle

interbank payments, the PSR aims

systems users, one on protections

APP scams, by requiring them to

to understand whether the current

against authorised push payment

publish their APP scam data,

protections in place are sufficient

(APP) scams, including ways to

including reimbursement and

and to ensure that consumers and

mandate reimbursement of victims,

repatriation levels

businesses are not

and the other on consumer protection

disproportionately harmed when

in interbank (bank-to-bank) payments.

Making it harder for fraudsters, by

something goes wrong with an

The deadline for comments to both

requiring banks and building

interbank payment

calls for views is 8 April 2021.

societies to adopt a standardised
approach to sharing data, which will

In regard to APP scams, the PSR
is seeking views on three
potential measures that would
be applicable to payments made
through Faster Payments and

PSR press release

help identify scams to stop them
from happening in the first place

PSR APP call for views

Extending customer protection

PSR consumer protection i...

across all banks and building
societies at a minimum standard by

UK Cabinet Office consults on extending
National Fraud Initiative data matching powers
The UK Cabinet Office launched on 10

to the updated Draft Code of Data

used in the final stages of developing

February a consultation on widening

Matching Practice are: (1) assisting in

work to pass the statutory instrument,

the National Fraud Initiative (NFI) data

the prevention and detection of crime

which will add the new powers pursuant

matching powers and updating the NFI

(other than fraud); (2) assisting in the

to the 2014 Act.

Code of Data Matching Practice to

apprehension and prosecution of

include, aside from the current

offenders; (3) assisting in the

anti-fraud base, any other criminal

prevention and detection of errors and

activity, debt recovery and data quality.

inaccuracies; and (4) assisting in the

UK government consultatio...
Consultation document

recovery of debt owed to public bodies.
The additional powers for data

Draft Code of Data Matchi...

matching, embedded within the Local

The consultation is open until 10 March,

Audit and Accountability Act, and added

when responses will be analysed and
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European Commission launches consultation on
environmental crime
The European Commission (EC)

In addressing these findings, the EC

An EC evaluation of the Directive

launched on 8 February a consultation

proposes four options, namely, to take

conducted between 2019 and 2020

on options to tackle environmental

no further EU action, to repeal the

found that more could be done to

crime through proposed amendments

Directive, to amend the Directive

clarify the definitions of environmental

to Directive 2008/99/EC on protecting

accordingly, or to both amend Directive

crime, while the enforcement and

the environment through criminal law.

2008/99/EC and take non-legislative

imposition of penalties in practice were

measures such as providing guidance.

found to be deficient.

According to the inception impact

The consultation on a proposed

assessment, the new legislative

roadmap closed on 30 December 2020.

proposal should address the Directive’s

The consultation is open until 3 May,
with a proposal for a directive expected

scope, availability and application of

Commissioner for Justice Didier

sanctions, and cross-border

Reynders said that “the EU is a

cooperation. Additionally, provisions

front-runner in developing a

should be considered related to the

comprehensive environmental policy.

collection, sharing and reporting of

We are determined to continue setting

statistical data on environmental crime

global standards for the protection of

and on the effective operation of the

the planet”, inviting all interested parties

enforcement chain.

to take part in the consultation.

in the fourth quarter of 2021.
EC press release
EC consultation page
Directive 2008/99/EC (Off...

US FinCEN asks for input on upcoming financial
crime tech symposium
In a statement released on 4 February,

which promoted a better understanding

FinCEN’s Tech Symposium will be

the US Treasury Department’s Financial

of the Bank Secrecy Act/anti-money

organised in coordination with a new

Crimes Enforcement Network (FinCEN)

laundering (BSA/AML) related

Bank Secrecy Act Advisory Group

asked for input from the private sector

innovative approaches in the financial

(BSAAG) Subcommittee on Innovation

and other interested parties in relation

services sector. In 2019, FinCEN

and Technology. The date of the event

to an upcoming global symposium on

launched its Innovation Hours

is yet to be announced.

the use of new technology in

Programme, allowing interested parties

combatting money laundering and

to present new FinTech and regulatory

other illegal activities.

technology (RegTech) products and
services that could facilitate innovative

The event will build upon the success of
FinCEN’s 2018 Innovation Initiative,
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LITIGATION AND CASE LAW

UK Supreme Court rules on SFO’s extra-territorial
powers to obtain evidence
The UK’s Supreme Court ruled on 5

In response to a July 2017 SFO Director

“inherently uncertain” without defining

February that the Serious Fraud Office

notice asking the firm to produce

in the legislation what would constitute

(SFO) is not able to compel a foreign

documents held by its US parent, KBR

such a connection. In addition, the

company to hand over documents and

sought judicial review on the grounds

judge found that “there is nothing in the

other information held overseas under

that the SFO’s powers under the 1987

legislative history of the 1987 Act which

its powers outlined in Section 2(3) of

Act do not operate extra-territorially.

suggests that Parliament intended that

the Criminal Justice Act 1987.

The High Court dismissed the firm’s

section 2(3) should have extra-territorial

request in September 2018 and

effect”. The ruling further notes that the

The judgment was made in regards to a

established that the SFO could require

lawmakers’ intention was to make clear

2017 SFO case against US engineering

the production of documents from the

that overseas evidence of fraud should

company KBR Inc's UK subsidiaries,

US parent if there was a “sufficient

be obtained by establishing “reciprocal

officers and agents for suspected

connection between the company and

arrangements for co-operation” with

bribery and corruption offences in

the jurisdiction”. KBR appealed the High

other states.

relation to a probe into the activities of

Court decision to the UK Supreme

Monaco-based oil and gas consultancy

Court, which granted permission to

Unaoil. According to the ruling, KBR Inc

appeal in April 2019.

does not have a fixed place of business

UK Supreme Court judgment
UK Supreme Court judgment...

in the UK, but the company does have

In its ruling, the Supreme Court

UK subsidiaries, including Kellogg

establishes that the ‘sufficient

Brown & Root Ltd.

connection to the UK’ test would be

UK Supreme Court case sum...

UK High Court dismisses Huawei CFO request
for HSBC documents
The UK High Court dismissed on 19

allegations that she misled HSBC about

The High Court of England and Wales

February an application made by the

Huawei’s business dealings in Iran via

held that it lacks jurisdiction in the case

legal team of Huawei Chief Financial

an Iranian entity called Skycom Tech Co

because the Bankers Books Evidence

Officer Meng Wanzhou seeking the

Ltd and thus, caused the bank to violate

Act only applies to legal proceedings in

release of HSBC documents relating to

US sanctions. Meng’s legal team had

the UK and the Act does not extend to

fraud allegations against her as she

requested the release of the HSBC

records kept for compliance reasons.

seeks to challenge before the Canadian

documents as they claim that the

courts a US extradition request.

charges were based on a presentation
given by Meng to HSBC in 2013 and

In 2018, Meng was charged by the US

that US authorities had presented an

authorities with bank fraud relating to

‘incomplete’ version of her statements.
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UK High Court rules to suspend FCA disciplinary
proceedings in cum-ex enforcement case
The UK High Court ruled on 24

relation to his involvement in a

support RDC in reaching an informed

February to halt an investigation by the

fraudulent cum-ex scheme under which

conclusion. In the Court’s view, the

Financial Conduct Authority’s (FCA)

“false claims would be made to SKAT

ruling was made in consideration of the

Regulatory Decisions Committee (RDC)

for rebates of a tax payable under the

“serious complaint” of “dishonest

regarding a trader’s involvement in a

Danish Withholding Tax Act”.

engagement in a scheme by which

cum-ex dividend arbitrage scandal,

Separately, SKAT filed a lawsuit against

millions of pounds in tax rebates were

pending a determination in a related

100 defendants before the UK's

wrongfully claimed and obtained”.

probe filed in the UK commercial court

commercial court, alleging that the

by the Danish Customs and Tax

cum-ex scheme led to SKAT unjustly

The FCA will apply for permission to

Administration (SKAT).

paying £1.5 billion in tax refunds.

appeal before the Court of Appeal.

According to the Court ruling, the

The UK Court ruled that there is a close

unnamed individual is subject to a RDC

link between the RDC proceedings and

proceeding, facing allegations of

the commercial court proceedings and

dishonesty and lack of integrity in

any opinion stated by the latter would

FCA press release
UK High Court judgment

ICJ rules in favour of Iran over US on Treaty of
Amity claim, establishes jurisdiction
The International Court of Justice (ICJ)

way for a future court decision to

grounded in a section of the original

rejected on 3 February several US

address Iranian complaints.

1955 Treaty. The dissenting vote in both

objections to Iran’s July 2018 claim

rejections was Judge Charles Brower of

that US sanctions levied against Iran

The Court unanimously ruled against

the US, serving as an ad hoc judge

the same year following its withdrawal

the US objection that it did not have

appointed by the US in the case.

from the Joint Comprehensive Plan of

jurisdiction to address the US objection

Action (JCPOA) violate the US-Iran

on grounds that the trade sanctions

Treaty of Amity, Economic Relations,

claim relates to Iran’s relationship with

and Consular Rights of 1955.

third countries and not directly between

Decisions by the ICJ are final.
ICJ press release

the US and Iran. By 15 votes to one, the
The ruling establishes ICJ jurisdiction

ICJ also rejected the US objection to the

over the international legal conflict

application’s admissibility and, by the

between the two nations and paves the

same margin, rejected an objection
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US district court orders DOJ to investigate
prosecutorial misconduct in Iran sanctions case
The US District Court for the Southern

moving $115 million through front

any evidence of intentional

District of New York ordered on 17

companies to fund the venture.

prosecutorial cover-up and will

February an inquiry by the Department

However, prosecutors sought to drop

therefore not seek further fact-finding

of Justice (DOJ) into prosecutorial

the charges in June, and the verdict

on the issue. Rather, the court seeks a

conduct during the investigation and

was overturned with the charges

full investigation into the matter by the

trial of Iranian businessman Ali Sadr

dismissed on 17 July.

DOJ Office of Professional

Hashemi Nejad alleged for sanctions

Responsibility. Judge Nathan added

violations. The latest ruling follows a

Judge Nathan’s September 2020 ruling

that the accountability and reform that

September 2020 order by the same

determined that after prosecutors

could result from further revelations of

court under District Judge Alison

found exculpatory evidence during the

misconduct by prosecutors in the Sadr

Nathan for prosecutors to file

trial, they attempted to bury the

case “is of exceptional public interest,

declarations over apparent misconduct

document in question amongst a trove

bearing both on the fair administration

in the case.

of other previously disclosed evidence

of justice for criminal defendants and

and then misrepresented their

the efficacious prosecution of

Judge Nathan found that the

knowledge of the evidence to the court

violations of federal law”. Further, the

“prosecution of Mr. Sadr for alleged

upon a subsequent request for

judge’s order requests a government

evasion of sanctions against Iran was

information. The prosecutorial filings

report detailing disclosures of

marred by repeated failures to disclose

that followed the September order

FBI-gathered information to be

exculpatory evidence and misuse of

revealed further disclosure failures

submitted within six months.

search-warrant returns”. Sadr was

relating to the way the Federal Bureau

found guilty on 16 March 2020 of

of Investigation (FBI) reviewed emails

violating US sanctions law for his

obtained by search warrant.

investment in a 2010 Venezuelan

Court order (subscription...
Court ruling (16 Septembe...

housing project as well as bank fraud

In the latest ruling, Judge Nathan

and money laundering for purportedly

declares that the court does not see

Insider dealing suspects’ right to remain silent
The European Court of Justice (ECJ)

Italy’s National Companies and Stock

are ‘charged’ for refusing to provide the

ruled on 2 February that natural

Exchange Commission (CONSOB),

competent authority with answers

persons who are subject to an

received an additional €50,000 fine for

which might establish their liability for

administrative investigation for insider

failing to cooperate during the

an offence”. However, the right to

dealing have the right to remain silent

investigation. Under Italian law,

remain silent does not justify every

if their answers could indicate their

individuals that fail to comply with

failure to cooperate with competent

liability for an offence punishable by

CONSOB requests or delay the

authorities, such as refusing to appear

administrative sanctions of a criminal

regulator’s work face possible

at a hearing or using delay tactics,

nature, or their criminal liability.

administrative penalties.

according to the Court.

The Italian Constitutional Court

The ECJ has ruled that the right to

submitted a request for a preliminary

remain silent represents the foundation

ruling in 2019, after a person who was

of a fair trial which “precludes penalties

fined €300,000 for insider dealing by

being imposed on natural persons who
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PRESS AND MEDIA

OpenLux probe finds AML flaws enable oligarchs
and criminals to launder funds in Luxembourg

An investigation conducted by a coalition of media outlets,

leak of private documents. The investigation consists of a

led by French publication Le Monde, and made public on 8

year-long survey conducted by Le Monde, accompanied by

February, has found significant shortcomings in

sixteen media partners, including the Organized Crime and

Luxembourg’s anti-money laundering (AML) framework,

Corruption Reporting Project (OCCRP), Süddeutsche Zeitung in

highlighting that more than half of the companies registered

Germany, Belgium’s Le Soir, the Luxembourg weekly Woxx and

in Luxembourg have not declared beneficial ownership

the American media group McClatchy, with the participation

information, in addition to others that have provided

of Transparency International and the Anti-Corruption Data

conflicting information.

Collective (ACDC). The survey involved obtaining and
assessing over 3 million official documents from more than

According to the revelations,
approximately 80 percent of
private investment funds in
Luxembourg have not declared
their beneficial owners, while 15
percent submitted conflicting
information, creating
opportunities to hide assets,
avoid taxes and launder funds
Unlike the Panama Papers or LuxLeaks, the new
investigation, coined ‘OpenLux’, has not been prompted by a

82

140,000 entities registered in Luxembourg, covering a period
from 1955 to December 2020. Le Monde further systemised a
database comprising public government data held in the
recently released Luxembourg Register of Beneficial Owners,
enabling it to be completely searchable, including by the
name of the beneficial owner.
According to the revelations, approximately 80 percent of
private investment funds in Luxembourg have not declared
their beneficial owners, while 15 percent submitted
conflicting information, creating opportunities for fraudsters,
oligarchs, and organised crime figures to hide assets, avoid
taxes and launder the proceeds of crime.
In response to the articles, the government of Luxembourg
issued a statement and frequently asked questions (FAQs)
refuting the allegations, outlining steps taken by the country
to remain compliant with EU and international regulations,
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and accusing the media outlets of making “a number of

Belgium, through three Luxembourg companies, while

unsubstantiated assertions”.

reportedly being tried for embezzlement and shifting
accounting practices with respect to BdL’s activities

In an open session with journalists, spokespersons for the
European Commission Marta Wieczorek and Eric Mamer

Venezuelan businessman Alejandro Betancourt López,

announced that they had been made aware of the OpenLux

who is reportedly under investigation for being a

revelations, emphasising that there “will need to be changes”

co-conspirator in a scheme to embezzle and launder

to the EU tax avoidance and anti-money laundering

Petróleos de Venezuela (PDVSA) funds, is the beneficial

regulations, and that “part of the regulatory framework that is

owner of at least four Luxembourg companies, namely

now in place [in the EU] stems from previous [journalistic]

Latin America Ventures SARL, Gainsboro Developments,

investigations”.

Ming International and O’Hara Financial SA, which have
been used for hundreds of millions of dollars in business

At the time of the revelations, Luxembourg Justice Ministry's

investments, including oil exploration, transportation

Financial Intelligence Unit (Cellule de renseignement

services, and sunglasses manufacturing

financier, CRF) received a list of “around a dozen people with
a shadowy past" as a result of the investigation, Justice

While former Argentinian president Mauricio Macri was

Minister Sam Tanson told RTL Radio on 9 February. The CRF

still in office, his brother, Gianfranco Macri, secretly set up

has not confirmed how many people are under investigation

a company called Lares Corporation S.A. SPF in

but has provided assurance that “each of the cases that

Luxembourg, which was used to buy and sell six wind

emerge will be followed up”.

farms in purportedly corrupt deals that are considered to
have brought the Macri family approximately $70 million

Key allegations from the OpenLux investigation
Former top managers of a subsidiary of Russian state
Sukanto Tanoto, an Indonesian paper and palm oil tycoon,

gas company Gazprom, Andrey Goncharenko and Anatoly

previously labelled as the top driver of deforestation in

Kozeruk, who were reportedly investigated for extortion in

the world, secretly bought the historic ‘Ludwig’ complex in

Russia, purchased luxury properties in France worth tens

Munich for €350 million using shell companies based in

of millions of euros through Luxembourg companies

Singapore, the Cayman Islands and Luxembourg, despite
one of his companies being fined over $200 million for

The son of ‘Ndrangheta’s Mammola capo locale, Rodolfo

tax evasion in Indonesia, and multiple reports accusing

Scali, is listed as the co-founder of Luxembourg company

others of suspect profit-shifting practices

SAA Sarl, while 17 Mammola families allegedly linked to
the Italian mafia network have been identified as the

Also named in the Panama Papers scandal, Sergey Toni,

owners of several restaurants located in Luxembourg’s

the son of Russian Railways deputy managing director,

Esch-sur-Alzette canton. Another Luxembourg company

Oleg Toni, secretly owns properties worth at least €50

owned by two Mammola individuals, I Bronzi Sarl, lists

million, including a 19th-century neo-Gothic palace near

one of the highest ranked members of the ‘Ndangheta,

Paris, through a company structure and an investment

Santo Rumbo, as a director

fund located in Luxembourg, despite not being at the
forefront of any profitable businesses

Le Monde OpenLux investigation articles (8-12...

Lebanon Central Bank (BdL) Governor Riad Salamé

OCCRP OpenLux investigation articles (8-12 Fe...

quietly invested in overseas assets worth nearly $100
million, including property bought in the UK, Germany, and
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UK broker reportedly aided Malaysian financier
Jho Low in obtaining Cypriot citizenship
The Organized Crime and Corruption

his involvement in the embezzlement of

In a statement to OCCRP, H&P admitted

Reporting Project (OCCRP) made

funds from 1Malaysia Development

that “it may be that some individual

claims in a report published on 1

Berhad (1MDB) being widely known.

staff members involved at the time did

February that London-based

The UK brokerage reportedly helped

not act as one team or failed to adhere

citizenship advisory firm Henley &

Low purchase a €5 million villa

to the new procedures or did not

Partners (H&P) helped fugitive

anonymously, with the help of Cypriot

exercise a sufficient level of judgment

Malaysian businessman Jho Taek Low

intermediary FidesCorp Services.

as to their interaction with real estate

obtain Cypriot citizenship in 2015.

partners”. All persons involved in the
In addition, the Financial Times reported

transaction have left the company in

The company is supposed to have

in March 2020 that Deutsche Bank,

the meantime, reads the statement.

received at least €710,000 for helping

acting as correspondent bank, cleared a

Low acquire a “golden passport” under

€6 million cross-border transaction to

the Cypriot citizenship by investment

Low’s Cyprus account. The money was

programme. Citing leaked documents

allegedly used by the Malaysian

and emails, OCCRP claims that Low

financier to complete the real estate

was a client of H&P from May 2015 to

transaction demanded by the Cypriot

November 2016, despite allegations of

visa and passport programme.

OCCRP article
OCCRP: H&P client agreeme...
Financial Times article (...

Bundestag's Wirecard committee to focus on
the role of the Finance Ministry
Reuters reported on 2 February that

chief on 29 January was not a strong

BaFin with more powers to spot and

the Bundestag Third Committee of

enough response.

investigate misconduct at supervised

Inquiry on Wirecard AG will focus on

companies and more agility in dealing

the role of Finance Minister Olaf Scholz

According to Reuters, Kukies’ role in the

with whistleblower complaints.

and his deputy Joerg Kukies in the

Wirecard scandal has come under

Additionally, the regulator is due to

fraud scandal, quoting Bundestag

scrutiny after his discussions with

establish a focus group of banking

member Florian Toncar.

regulators and Wirecard executives

experts that will oversee monitoring

were made public. Parliamentarians

risks, detect misconduct, and launch

Scholz’s actions were reportedly

reportedly intend to examine a €100

forensic investigations.

criticised by Wirecard committee

million loan to Wirecard by state-owned

members, prompting Bundestag

KfW IPEX Bank GmbH and the details of

member Danyal Bayaz to state that he

communications between Kukies and

did not “act properly and decisively”

the CEO of Goldman Sachs Bank

before or after the collapse of the

Europe SE.

payment processor, while underlining

Florian Toncar Twitter po...
Daniel Bayaz Twitter post...

that the dismissal of German Federal

Scholz and Kukies reportedly presented

Financial Supervisory Authority (BaFin)

proposals on 2 February to provide
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London law firm served with US DOJ warrant
over alleged 1MDB funds
The Guardian reported on 7 February that the US

behalf of their client derive from the first $1 billion embezzled

Department of Justice (DOJ) has served London law firm,

from Malaysia’s state investment fund 1MDB.

Clyde & Co, with an arrest warrant seeking to seize $330
million in an escrow account with NatWest Bank, which is

Prosecutors in Malaysia and the US began investigating the

believed to be the proceeds from the 1MDB scandal.

assets held by Clyde & Co in 2020 after uncovering evidence
of the firm’s relationship with PetroSaudi, a joint venture

According to documents seen by the Guardian, the DOJ

partner of 1MDB.

warrant was served to Clyde & Co’s central London offices by
the UK’s National Crime Agency on 29 October 2020. US

Guardian article

prosecutors allege that the assets held by the law firm on

Credit Suisse Group AG overlooked red flags
concerning private banker’s misconduct
The Wall Street Journal reported on 4 February that a leaked

sealed, insists that Lescaudron had acted as a lone wolf and

regulatory report reveals that Credit Suisse Group AG failed

that the bank was not aware of his misconduct. The Swiss

to act on red flags concerning the fraudulent misconduct of

court case against Lescaudron found the bank to have been

one if its former private bankers, Patrice Lescaudron.

a wronged party.

The report compiled by lawyers for the Swiss regulator

Nevertheless, according to the leaked report, frequent

FINMA, posted on the website of a group called CS Victims,

changes to private banking unit personnel in 2012 and 2015

reveals that multiple red flags concerning Lescaudron’s

is said to have inadvertently contributed to the inadequate

behaviour were not followed up by the bank. Lescaudron was

communication, supervision and oversight of Lescaudron’s

convicted of fraud and forgery in 2018 after admitting to

activities. The report also concludes that the bank could have

forging signatures to divert client funds, which caused more

potentially stopped the fraud due to the available evidence,

than $150 million in losses.

despite not being fully aware of it.

Credit Suisse, which appealed to the Swiss courts to block

Wall Street Journal article

the release of the report and was granted a suspension order
in September 2020 ensuring that the report would remain
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Trader can be extradited to Germany in cum-ex
probe, UK court rules
Vijaya Sankar, an employee of Duet Group hedge fund,

conduct alleged and the likely penalty in relation to the

allegedly involved in the cum-ex tax fraud scandal, can be

offences for which extradition is sought”.

extradited to Germany after the Westminster Magistrates’
Court ruled on 9 February that the extradition request is

On 20 January, the UK High Court ruled against the trader in a

valid, Bloomberg reports.

joint case in which the five parties facing extradition argued
that the UK’s withdrawal from the European Union annuls any

Prosecutors in Cologne allege that Sankar took part in a

legal basis for surrender under EAWs, since the country has

multimillion euro cum-ex fraud scheme from late 2009 until

left the European Union.

July 2010. Sankar was arrested in the UK in June 2020 under
a European Arrest Warrant (EAW) issued by Germany and

Bloomberg article on Vijaya Sankar

was later released on bail. In January, the trader challenged
the legality of the extradition proceedings before the Queen’s

Bloomberg article on Paul Mora

Bench Division of the High Court and lost. According to
Bloomberg, the court ruled that “extradition would not be

Polakowski & Ors v. Westminster Magistrates C...

disproportionate taking account of the seriousness of the

Angola files suit in the Netherlands to recover
Dos Santos linked state assets
Reuters reported on 8 February that Angolan state-owned oil

Gaillard, deemed the sale a “theft” and cited Galp’s “indirect

company Sonangol E.P. has requested that the Amsterdam

participation” and obligation to return the stolen public funds.

Court of Appeal in the Netherlands assist in the recovery of
a $500 million stake in Lisbon-based Galp Energia, SHPS

Galp reportedly denied any connection to Dos Santos.

SA, which lawyers claim was acquired through

Sonangol’s claim will reportedly be addressed by the

embezzlement and money laundering in connection with

Amsterdam court in May. Dos Santos’ Angolan assets were

allegations against Isabel dos Santos, daughter of Angola’s

frozen by the government on 31 December 2019 and the

former president Jose Eduardo dos Santos.

Portuguese government ordered her assets in Portugal to be
frozen on 11 February 2020.

According to Sonangol’s attorney from the firm Shearman
and Sterling LLP, the shares are held by holding company

Reuters article

Exem, which was reportedly controlled by Isabel dos Santos’s
late husband Sindika Dokolo. Under president Dos Santos,

Bloomberg article (11 February 2020)

Sonangol sold a 40 percent stake in holding company
Esperaza to Exem in a transaction considered to be linked to
money laundering and corruption. Attorney, Emmanuel
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North Korea allegedly stole $300m through
cyberattacks to fund nuclear programme
Reuters reported on 8 February that,

and develop its nuclear weapons

currencies through Chinese brokers

according to a report by the UN

programmes by stealing $300 million

with the aim of unlawfully obtaining fiat

Security Council (UNSC) Sanctions

through malicious cyberattacks and

currency. The experts monitoring the

Committee on North Korea, which is

illicit operations against financial

DPRK sanctions reportedly found that

currently confidential, the Democratic

institutions and digital currency

the country stole $304 million worth of

People’s Republic of Korea (DPRK)

exchange businesses.

digital currency in September and

used cyberattacks to fund its nuclear

October 2020 through attacks against a

weapons and ballistic missiles

On 10 February, the Associated Press

programmes in 2020, in violation of

alleged that an unpublished report by

international sanctions.

the UN Panel of Experts on the DPRK

cryptocurrency exchange.
Reuters article

disclosed that the country is under
According to Reuters, the UNSC report

investigation by international experts

states that DPRK continued to finance

for allegedly laundering stolen virtual

AP article

Hong Kong district court acquits former
JPMorgan Chase banker in bribery case
The District Court of Hong Kong

intention could not be established and

relatives of the company’s clients to be

reportedly acquitted former JPMorgan

that she followed the company’s

referred for employment or training. In

Securities Asia Pacific managing

procedure when referring the candidate

2016, the firm agreed to pay $264

director Catherine Leung Kar-cheung

to the relevant department. Leung was

million to settle US federal charges that

of bribery charges in connection with

charged in May 2019 after Hong Kong’s

it violated the Foreign Corrupt Practices

allegations surrounding the hiring of

Independent Commission Against

Act (FCPA) through its hiring practices

the son of Kerry Logistics Networks’

Corruption (ICAC) accused her of

in the Asia-Pacific region.

chairman in exchange for securing

offering an advantage to an agent in

work on the company’s IPO, according

violation of anti-bribery provisions.

South China Morning Post ...

Leung’s prosecution came at a time

ICAC press release (16 Ma...

to a 1 February article by the South
China Morning Post.

when JPMorgan Chase & Co was facing
According to the newspaper, the Court

US scrutiny for its “Sons and

ruled on 1 February that Leung’s corrupt

Daughters” programme which enabled
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Research report claims 270 cryptocurrency
addresses laundered $1.3 billion in 2020
A research report shared with Reuters

digital coins in 2020, which constitutes

The Chainalysis study focuses on crime

on 11 February claims that criminals

55 percent of illicit cryptocurrency

originating on blockchain, including

are using a small group of

flows for the year.

scams, cyber heists, ransomware and

cryptocurrency brokers and services to

darknet marketplaces.

launder hundreds of millions of dollars

According to Chainalysis, the five

of virtual currency. US blockchain

countries that received the highest

research company Chainalysis has

volume of cryptocurrency from illicit

found that 270 cryptocurrency

addresses are the US, Russia, China,

addresses received $1.3 billion in illicit

South Africa and the UK.

Reuters article
Chainalysis report

UN calls for investigation into Bangladesh
military following Al Jazeera fraud claims
Al Jazeera reported on 4 February that

subsequently detain and disappear

equipment agreements on account of

the UN has called for an inquiry into a 2

anti-government protestors within its

human rights violations, also citing

February report and accompanying

own borders. Bangladesh does not

Amnesty International’s assertion that

documentary film by Al Jazeera’s

formally recognise Israel.

Bangladesh is implicated in “unlawful

investigative unit, which claims that

killings and disappearances, arbitrary

the Bangladeshi military and Army

The report’s authors claim to have

arrest and detention, and torture”.

Chief of Staff Aziz Ahmed purchased

obtained the military contract that

phone surveillance equipment through

misidentified the international mobile

Human Rights Watch (HRW) released a

corrupt and fraudulent means, falsely

subscriber identity-catcher

statement on 5 February jointly with six

claiming it was to be used by

(ISMI-catcher) manufacturer as

other international organisations calling

Bangladeshi UN peacekeepers.

Hungarian-based PicSix. No such

on the UN to protest Bangladeshi

company exists in Hungary, but PicSix

“attempts to use the UN as cover for

A UN spokesperson reportedly told the

is an Israeli company founded by

abuses at home”, which HRW UN

media outlet that the UN was aware of

former intelligence operatives that

Director Louis Charbonneau dubbed

the investigation’s findings and that “the

manufactures surveillance equipment.

“blue-washing”. In a 1 February

allegation of corruption is a serious

Al Jazeera’s investigative unit also

statement that preceded the report’s

matter that should be investigated by

refers to recordings of an Irish national

release, Bangladesh’s Foreign Ministry

the relevant authorities”. The

based in Bangkok who claims that his

denied all allegations as a “smear

investigative unit’s report alleges that

Singapore-based company was a front

campaign”, calling it “a misleading

the Bangladeshi military bought

for selling PicSix products in Asia and

series of innuendos and insinuations”.

advanced Israeli phone surveillance

that he concealed the equipment’s

equipment from a non-existent

Israeli origins.

Al Jazeera article

was used by some of its 6,800-strong

Al Jazeera cited an Israeli human rights

Al Jazeera investigative ...

UN peacekeeping force when it was in

attorney as noting that Israel, unlike the

fact using the equipment to identify and

US or EU, does not cancel military

Hungarian company and claimed that it
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Blackwater founder reportedly involved in Libyan
arms embargo violations
The New York Times reported on 19

team of 20 mercenaries were allegedly

recommended sanctions against a

February that a confidential UN report

deployed to Libya to support Haftar’s

friend and former business partner of

accuses Erik Prince, founder of

efforts to capture Tripoli, while Prince

Prince. Prince reportedly denied playing

Blackwater USA, now named Academi,

transferred three airplanes under his

any role in the mercenary operation or

of taking part in a 2019 mercenary

ownership through companies in

having any links to former president

operation in Libya to support militia

Bermuda, Bulgaria, and the US for use

Trump. According to the New York

commander Khalifa Haftar in violation

in the campaign. The New York Times

Times, the report was submitted to the

of a 2011 UN arms embargo.

reported that Gregg Smith, who worked

United Nations Security Council (UNSC)

with Prince between 2014 and 2016,

on 18 February and is expected to be

The UN report purportedly finds that

said that the operation was similar to

made public in March.

Prince made the $80 million deal with

another South Sudan project headed by

the Libyan commander during a 2019

Prince in 2014.

New York Times article (r...

an “abrupt” change in the Trump

According to the publication citing a

New York Times article (2...

administration’s approach to Libya. A

“Western official”, UN experts formally

meeting in Cairo, which coincided with

UK media investigation flags up potential money
laundering involving universities
An investigation conducted by The

that other countries identified as

In February 2019, the UK police

Times published on 22 February

“high-risk cash suppliers” are Pakistan,

announced that 95 UK bank accounts

alleges that at least 49 British

Russia and Ghana.

held mainly by foreign students and

universities have facilitated money

containing approximately £3.6 million

laundering (ML) by authorising cash

According to the UK National Crime

were frozen over suspicions that the

payments of £52 million in tuition fees

Agency’s (NCA) 2020 Suspicious

money was either obtained through

from foreign students in high-risk

Activity Report (SARs) statistics, only

criminal activities or intended to be

countries over the past five years.

34 reporters have identified themselves

used for illicit purposes.

as belonging to the education sector,
According to the media outlet, most

out of a total of over 573,000 SARs

cash payments were made by Chinese

submitted between 2019 and 2020. One

students, with £7.7 million in banknotes

year before, the NCA’s strategic

allegedly received by UK universities

assessment of serious and organised

since 2015, followed by Indian and

crime qualified international students

Nigerian students. The Times reports

as a vulnerable target for ML.
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Stronger compliance programmes may result in
more lenient DPAs, states UK SFO Director
UK Serious Fraud Office (SFO) Director

Geografix Ltd in 2019 and security

recalling that in the case of G4S the

Lisa Osofsky stated during a 23

services company G4S Care and

agreement contained a provision

February Society for Corporate

Justice Services (UK) Ltd in 2020.

requiring the appointment of a reviewer

Compliance and Ethics’ event that the

Serco reported the misconduct and

to ensure further compliance.

SFO is currently placing more

cooperated with the SFO, which

emphasis on company compliance

resulted in a faster and less expensive

In August 2019, the SFO released

programmes, suggesting that stronger

$24 million resolution. In contrast, G4S

Corporate Cooperation Guidance which

compliance programmes could lead to

was purportedly more reluctant to

underlined that the level of voluntary

more lenient deferred prosecution

cooperate with the SFO and was

cooperation would be taken into

agreements (DPAs) in cases of

subsequently ordered to pay a $48.6

consideration when choosing whether

misconduct, according to reporting by

million penalty.

to prosecute a firm or enter a DPA.

the Wall Street Journal.
Osofsky added that the company’s
Osofsky purportedly used two SFO

compliance programmes in both cases

cases with divergent outcomes as

were taken into consideration in

examples, the agreements with Serco

establishing the terms of the DPA,

Wall Street Journal inter...
Event details

UK court rules that Nirav Modi can be extradited
to India to face fraud and ML charges
A Westminster Magistrates Court

companies controlled by Modi

also wanted in India for allegedly

judge ruled on 25 February that the

fraudulently used eight Letters of

interfering with the investigation into

diamond trading billionaire Nirav Modi

Undertaking (LoUs) to gain credit from

the bank fraud by intimidating

can be extradited to India, where he is

overseas banks. The CBI investigation

witnesses and eliminating evidence.

charged with several counts of money

purportedly found that employees at

Westminster Judge Samuel Goozee

laundering and fraud connected to

PNB’s Mumbai office may have

ruled to establish a prima facie case,

alleged activities involving Punjab

conspired to take advantage of a

declaring that he was “satisfied that

National Bank (PNB), according to

loophole involving LoU recordkeeping,

there is evidence upon which (Modi)

reporting by Reuters.

with PNB reporting another 150

could be convicted in relation to the

fraudulent letters the following month.

conspiracy to defraud” the Indian bank.

Modi’s charges in India relate to roughly

Modi allegedly obtained as many as

The final decision on whether to

$1.8 billion in transactions at the bank

1,212 fraudulent LoUs dating back to

extradite Modi will be made by UK

that are alleged to be the proceeds of

March 2011.

Home Secretary Priti Patel.

fraud via the falsified obtaining of loan
agreements. A 27 February report by

Following an Interpol red alert for

The Hindu noted that PNB filed a

Modi’s capture, he was arrested in the

complaint with India’s Central Bureau of

UK with an extradition warrant in March

Investigation (CBI) in January 2018 that

2019. According to Reuters, Modi is
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South African SIU reportedly probing £96 million
fraud targeting Eskom
South Africa’s Special Investigating Unit (SIU) is reportedly

and involved “ghost suppliers”, several prominent South

investigating suspected fraud targeting state-owned utility

African businessmen, and Eskom officials allegedly engaging

company Eskom Holdings SOC Ltd, according to 28

in numerous small fraudulent transactions. SIU has not

February reporting by Bloomberg and City Press.

confirmed the investigation thus far.

According to media reports, the fraudulent transactions being

Bloomberg article

probed by SIU reportedly caused Eskom losses of as much
as 2 billion Rand (£96 million). City Press reported that the

City Press article (requires subscription)

fraud is believed to have taken place over the past three years

Australian environment department reportedly
failed to investigate bird trafficking allegations
An independent review by KPMG has reportedly found that

exports was commercial,” KPMG said. However, the

Australia’s federal environment department failed to

department did not investigate the allegations and only made

investigate allegations that endangered and rare Australian

general inquiries with the German authority responsible for

birds were being sold in Europe for a huge profit, and instead

managing wildlife trade and continued to issue permits.

continued to issue permits allowing birds to be exported to a
secretive German charity, according to a Guardian article

KPMG’s investigation also found that the department failed

published on 22 February.

to initiate investigations due to deficiencies in the
department’s systems, policies and procedures rather than

The KPMG review was initiated after a December 2018 report

individual wrongdoing, as well as jurisdictional challenges.

by the Guardian Australia revealed hundreds of birds,

Moreover, despite the department being given the names of

including endangered species, were being exported to

the individuals who allegedly bought or were in the

Berlin-based Association for the Conservation for Threatened

possession of the ACTP birds, KPMG only found limited

Parrots (ACTP) on the basis that they would be exhibited in a

evidence that these lines of enquiry had been pursued.

zoo. The Guardian Australia report claimed that the ACTP did
not have any facility that was open to the public and instead

Eight recommendations were reportedly put forward in the

the birds were being advertised for sale.

KPMG report, including a comprehensive review of the
department’s enforcement and compliance functions to

According to KPMG’s report, the environment department

ascertain whether the issues are systemic, and the

issued permits that allowed the export of animals to

establishment of a national registration scheme for wildlife to

Germany, when there was prima facie evidence to suggest

prove the lineage of animals being exported to combat

that the birds were being offered for sale, although this

smuggling.

evidence had not been provided to the department. Shortly
after the first permits were issued, the environment
department received allegations that the “true purpose of the
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ESG

Firms likely to face deforestation laws to tackle
environmental and rights risks in the Amazon

Last month Bloomberg reported on research by the campaign group Reporter Brasil which calls out large European companies
who sell meat originating from slaughterhouses or “feeder” farms linked to the destruction of the Amazon rainforest and
human rights abuses against indigenous peoples.
It is also reported that a group of 11 indigenous groups in the Amazon are using France’s Corporate Duty of Vigilance Law to sue
the French supermarket chain Casino for allegedly sourcing beef that is linked to deforestation.
Reporter Brasil’s work follows similar conclusions by the investigative non-profit Global Witness which accuses large Brazilian
meat traders JBS, Marfrig and Minerva of sourcing cattle from deforested Amazon land. Global Witness has also implicated high
street names such as Sainsbury’s, Burger King, Subway, and Nestlé for failing to demand full transparency from their suppliers,
who include Brazilian meat traders. Meanwhile the meat companies themselves receive financial backing from the likes of
Barclays, Morgan Stanley and Santander, Global Witness says.
Both the Brazilian meat traders and distributors that sell direct to European markets have made commitments not to source
cattle or beef from ranches that are responsible for deforestation in the Amazon. However, progress on delivering on such
pledges has been limited, prompting a drive from campaigners towards effective regulation that would force companies to act.
New deforestation laws
Campaigners advocate that the most effective route to cleaning up supply chains rooted in the Amazon would be to implement
regulation that compels corporates and financial institutions to scrutinise their partners effectively. To this extent, several
legislatures have listened, and a raft of new laws appear to be on the horizon.
Legislation being brought in under the UK’s new environment bill will require businesses to conduct due diligence to demonstrate
that the land used to produce their commodities was not deforested illegally. While this is a significant step, the law will not apply
to banks who finance associated industries and will only cover deforestation that is actually illegal in the country of origin. In
effect, this may mean that it covers only about half of all global deforestation activity. Other countries are following France’s lead
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with its Corporate Duty of Vigilance Law and bringing forward legislation that mandates companies across industries to conduct
effective supply chain due diligence on human rights and environmental issues. On 3 March, the German cabinet approved a
draft Supply Chain Act which forces large companies to do so or face fines.
The most significant action on deforestation has been put forward in a report that was adopted by the European Parliament in
October 2020. The report advances the idea of making supply chain due diligence mandatory for all companies that sell goods
into the EU and for banks that finance any of the associated activities through the full extent of value chain, including the
production, processing or marketing of any products associated with deforestation.
The European Parliament report also envisages incorporating elements of what are currently voluntary human rights standards,
such as the United Nations Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights (UNGPs) or the Equator Principles, into formal
legislation. Under such a proposal, victims of human rights abuses associated with illegal clearance of the Amazon would be
able to pursue civil liability against an international company and seek a remedy for any harm suffered. Equally, legislation could
protect communities by only granting access to companies who have their Free, Prior and Informed Consent (FPIC).
Pressure from the US
Alongside developing European legislation, multinationals are also facing pressure from the US to ensure their supply chains are
free from forced labour and human rights violations. Indeed, when it comes to measures to protect the Amazon and its
indigenous people, parallels can be drawn with those taken against widespread forced labour and poor working practices in
China, or more specifically, the country’s western region of Xinjiang. Local Uighurs and other ethnic minority groups in Xinjiang
are held in what the US has described as forced labour camps where they produce a range of textile and technology products for
the western market.
For years multinationals have sought to distance themselves from poor labour conditions and unscrupulous suppliers in China.
But recent US sanctions and a ban on the import of items made in or sourced from Xinjiang, as well as domestic legislation such
as France’s Corporate Duty of Vigilance Law, are prompting companies to actually scrutinise their supply chains. Many are now
looking for alternative markets to source their products.
Limits of consumer power
As ESG rises sharply up the investor and corporate agenda, much is made of the power of the consumer and investors, as
opposed to regulation, to drive out harmful corporate practices. However, the actual evidence for this appears mixed. In the
high-end electric vehicle market, for example, leading car manufacturers are meticulously adjusting their supply chains for
critical materials like cobalt so they can be fully transparent with a sustainability-conscious customer base.
On the other hand, for everyday items such as food and clothing, evidence of a more ethically minded consumer, in general, is
less clear. Last July, the fashion retailer Boohoo was rocked by a crisis that amounted to fostering modern slavery within its
UK-based supply chain, causing almost £2bn to be wiped off the value of the company. An independent review upheld allegations
of unacceptable working practices and underpayment of workers in its supply chain, however, Boohoo resolved to address the
issues and was trading at almost pre-crisis levels again by the end of September. Relying on consumer choice as a
self-regulating force would therefore appear to have its limits.
Conclusion
Reversing the destruction of the Amazon is a global priority and as the 2020s gain pace, the food industry – alongside clothing,
vehicle and electronics manufacturers – is set to face continued pressure to demonstrate transparent and ethical supply chains.
It is relatively easy for companies to talk about adopting UNGPs and international standards on human rights and environmental
risk. But when regulation demands these standards are implemented to the letter, there is often still a lot of work to be done.
By Simon Jennings, Head of Africa and ESG Services at Aperio Intelligence simon.jennings@aperio-intelligence.com
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